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WELCOME AND OPENING ADDRESS

by
Shojlro MATSUURA
Executive Director

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute





Welcome and Opening Address

Shojiro MATSUURA

Good morning gentlemen, I am Shojiro MATSUURA, an executive director of
JAERI and the director general of Tokai Research Establishment. On behalf of the
organizing committee of IGORR and JAERI, it is my great pleasure to open the IGORR-
III here, in the Naka Fusion Research Establishment of JAERI, and to express our cordial
welcome to all of participants. First of all, I would like to express my deep gratitude to all
participants for their cooperation and especially to Dr. West for his continuous significant
contribution keeping the IGORR activities. I cannot believe, we can continue the IGORR
activities without his leadership and contribution. At the same time, I greatly thank our
staff for their large effort to arrange this IGORR meeting.

In preparation for any meetings, the most important issues will be to decide a good
time, a convenient place and a suitable program for the meeting. Our staff, the working
party for this meeting, had struggled for arranging these issues, because autumn is usually
very busy season for many kinds of conferences. For example, there was a very big nuclear
conference, "Global 93", in the United States, before last week. Last week, we had a little
bit exotic meeting, the 7th International Conference on Emerging Nuclear Energy System
(ICENES 93), at Makuhari in Chiba city. Next week, we will have an another reactor
relating meeting on "Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors (RERTR)". And
then, after next week, we will have an Autumn Meeting of the Atomic Energy Society of
Japan. Therefore, it was very difficult for them to fix this IGORR meeting in sometime in
this autumn. Finally, our working party had decided to take this week for this IGORR-111,
taking into consideration of convenience for persons who are attending to ICENES 93 and
RERTR.

The next point is to decide a place for the meeting. Some persons wonder why this
meeting is held in this Naka Establishment, not in Tokai Establishment or Oarai
Establishment. Our JAERI has several research and test reactors. In Tokai we have several
reactors and in Oarai we have te Japan Material Test Reactor and also we are constructing
a new High Temperature Test Reactor. Although we don't have any research or test
reactors in this Naka Establishment, we use this place. Because we don't have a quite nice
size and nicely facilitated meeting room in Tokai Establishment and in Oarai
Establishment. We have a very big auditorium in Tokai, but it's too big for this meeting.
Therefore our working party decided to use this quite nice size and facilitated meeting
room. I believe this is a very good chance for the participants to see another side of
JAERI's activity in this Naka Establishment which is dedicated for fusion research and in
the next door there is a nice exhibition place. Many fusion small facilities are exhibited in
the next room. I hope, some of you enjoy such kind of one face of fusion research.

Most important point of meeting is of course the program of meeting. This
meeting has participants from 13 (thirteen) countries, and total number of participants is
about more than hundred and 35 (thirty-five) participants from abroad. I believe it's a
quite good number and also we have 25 (twenty-five) papers. I'm expecting we can hear
the very recent information in research reactor activities all over the world. Especially, we
have a very new presentation in this third meeting. In addition to the first and the second
meeting of IGORR, we have (five) new presentation, one is from Indonesia, RSG-GAS
reactor's by Dr. Bakri a Swedish reactor R2 Studsvik by Dr. Grounes, first presentation
from Korea KMRR by Dr. Lee and Lim, a new French program for the research reactor
REX 2000 by Dr. Merchie and HTTR of Japan, High Temperature Test Reactor presently
under construction by Dr. Tanaka. I believe, we can touch the new information for such a
new program of research reactors.



Thinking of the circumstances surrounding research reactors all over the world, I
feel, we are in very delicate stage, because the number of people to use research reactors
or the peoples wanting to use research reactors are increasing right now. For example,
since we started revised JRR-3, JRR-3M, number of Japanese researcher is very much
increased and still the trend is continuing. Because recently the utilization field of
neutrons is so much widened, so the number of researchers is increasing. I observe this
situation is similar in all over the world. But first generation research reactor is aging year
after year and right now the world economic condition is not so good. Every country is in
some tight financial conditions. Japan is also in very tight financial condition after the
broken of economical babble. But as I said, first generation research reactor is aged and
number of researchers is increasing, so we have to continue our effort to upgrade the
present research reactors or to construct new research reactors for future utilization of
many kinds of research. I think this IGORR is big chance to exchange information for the
upgrading and new program and also a very nice chance to exchange our experience for
such upgrading and establishing new program. I hope this IGORR-III will be a very
fruitful meeting. Thank you.
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Operating Research Reactors and
Facility Upgrades
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STATUS REPORT ON THE INDONESIAN MULTIPURPOSE REACTOR, RSG-GAS

Bakri ARBIE and Sutaryo SUPADI

BATAN INDONESIA

ABSTRACT

RSG-GAS a 30 MW multipurpose reactor, and located at Serpong
Atomic Energy Research Center, went to its first criticality on July 29, 1987.
Its nominal power was just achieved in March, 1992 by operating the full core
configuration (core-VI) after successive five transition core commissioning
operation. By then, the reactor performed as expected to produce thermal
neutron flux in the order of 10" n/(Cm2.SeC) safely to support research,
radioisotope production as well as material testing including man power
development.

The long commissioning activities and experiences are outlined in the
paper. Main characteristics of the reactor is also presented. Nowadays, the
reactor is operating at core no. 9 in weekly modes, mainly for radioisotope
production. Some facilities for neuronic experiment, material and fuel testing
are being commissioned.

Study of silicide fuels to replace the oxide ones is in progress. Several
silicide fuel elements with similar specification to the existing oxide fuels have
been inserted in the core since 1989. In five years, the RSG-GAS is expected
to operate with the silicide fuel.

Introduction

The Indonesian Multipurpose Reactor RSG-GAS has recently completed 6 years of
operation. The reactor plays an important role in the Centre for Nuclear Industry
Development, at Puspiptek, Serpong to serve other supporting laboratories, namely,
radioisotope production, nuclear material science, reactor fuel element development, reactor
safety, waste treatment, radiometallurgy and nuclear-mechano laboratories.

The nominal power of 30 MWt was achieved on March 23, 1992 after completion of
5 transition cores commissioning operation so called power ascent test, since its first criticality
in July, 1987. The commissioning took rather long time due to strategy complexities of in-
core fuel management starting with all fuel elements were of fresh (zero bum-up) to reach 7
different bum-up levels of typical working core (TWC) as illustrated in Figure 1. By keeping
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the constant power density of fuel element, the reactor was started operating with the first core
consisting of 18 fuel elements and possessing nominal power of 10 MW thermal. The
following cores were built by adding some fuel elements in ascending the power until full core
at core No.V1, with 30 MW power achieved.

During commissioning operation, experiences were gained in the matter of & M,
utilization even solving the problems arosed.

As of today, the reactor is operating routinely in weekly mode to serve the radioisotope
production as well as other experiments. Some experiment facilities such as power ramp test
and beam tubes experiment have been commissioned. The facility called in-pile loop will be
totally commissioned next year.

Upon completion of all experiment facilities, the reactor should be operated optimum
in a safe manner to support the national nuclear industry development including man-power
in facing the nuclear power program. The RSG-GAS itself has been planned to operate with
silicide fuels in the form of U3S'2Al in years. Test of 4 home made silicide fuels was started
in the core No.3, in 1989. So far, until core No.9, those fuel elements indicate no problem.

Nuclear Commissi2ning

The first criticality of the RSG-GAS as mentioned before achieved on July 29, 1987.
This successful stage was then followed to be able to operate the reactor with the power of
IO MW at the first core. The President of the Republic of Indonesia innaugurated the reactor
on August 20, 1987 and the RSG was then ready for its operation and utilization.

The nominal power of 30 MW thermal was achieved on 23 rd March 1992 at the sixth
core containing. 40 standard fuel elements and control fuel elements. Nuclear commissioning
seemed to be quite long about 12 years. The reason is that 

during commissioning, the RSG-GAS was applied not only for fuel elements testing,
but also for experiments using neutron beams, isotope production and silicon doping.
commissioning was interrupted quite long because of inpile loop and neutron guide
tube installations.
occurence of disturbance operation and reactor systems failures.

However, the above conditions have given enhancement in operations, staff
management analysis, maintenance and repair stages. In addition, thermohydraulic and
neutronic calculations were also verified by experiments.

As explained before, to achieve the nominal power of 30 MW thermal, it was
formulated and configured transition cores. Transition cores were started with the power of
IO MW thermal. At that time, the core possessed 12 standard fuel elements and 6 control fuel
elements. Transition cores ended at the sixth core which was called the optimum core
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configuration possessing the power of 30 MW thermal. It was noted that during nuclear and
non nuclear commissioning period, the research reactor responsible for the RSG-GAS
operation had about a hundred staff and technicians. At that time, some problems arose, staff
most likely should know not only his field but also others. Fortunately, because of staffs
hardworking, dilligence, and one-to-another cooperation as well as cooperating with the reactor
supplier and its experts, all problems arose were finally solved.

Prior to detailed information of the RSG-GAS core, the RSG-GAS uses fuel elements
with 19.75 uranium enrichment. The fuel elements form in U308-Al. Each fuel element
contains about 250 grams of U-235, while control fuel element only contains roughly 154
grams. The fuel element is a fuel plate type consisting of 21 fuel plates, while a control fuel
elements containing 15 fuel plates. The fuel type absorber is made of AgInCd. For complete
information, table I shows nuclear design parameters of the RSG-GAS.

Table 1. Nuclear Design Parameters of the RSG-GAS

No. Parameter Value

1 . Nominal Power, W 30

2. Amount of standard fuel elements 40

3. Amount of control fuel elements 8

4. Amount of absorbers 8

5. Cycle length, full power days 25

6. Fraction of Bum-up at BOC, % 233

7. Fraction of Bum-up at EOC, % 31.3

8. Average fraction of spent fuel 53.7
element Bum-up, 

9. Excess Reactivity at BOC, % 9.2

10. Control Rod Reactivity, % -14.5

11. Shut down Reactivity, - 53

12. Shut down Reactivity at Stuck - 32
Rod, 

6 -



Utilization of RSG-GAS

Since the RSG-GAS achieved first criticality in July 1987, the RSG-GAS was then
applied for energy, non-energy programs and radioisotope production services. Figure 2 shows
the RSG-GAS and its facilities.

For energy services, R & D aivities are supported by availability of power ramp test
facility (PRTF) and wet neutron radiography. They are both located at the edge of the reactor
core. The PRTF is applied for testing the fuel element of power reactor, particularly the
endurance of fuel element during power ramp. By this facility, it is able to indentify the
characteristic interaction between the pellets and cladding of the fuel element. The wet
neutron radiography facility is ulized for performing "radiography" using thermal neutron
ftom the reactor. The object is mainly either fuel pellet or fuel pin. Last but not least, the
equipment called inpile loop which will however be commissioning. The loop located at CIP
is applied for testing fuel element of power reactor and this will be available at the beginning
of 1995.

For non-energy services, the RSG-GAS is supported by low and high speed rabbit
systems which are located at the edge of the core. Both systems, especially for a high speed
rabbit system, are utilized for Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). The NAA is able to carry
out a high sensitivity analysis that can not be detected by chemical analysis. It can be used
also for both measuring air contamination and minerals and analyzing a material composition
etc.

Neutron Transmutation Doping Facility is utilized to perform neutron irradiation on a
silicon sample. By this irradiation, a part of silicon atom will be transmuted into phosphor
atom (dopant). The irradiated sample is then becoming a semi-conductor material.

In addition to the above mention, the RSG-GAS has two tangential and four radial
beam tubes. Beam tube S2 which is tangential is applied for dry neutron radiography. This
system is able to carry out the performance of "radiography" whose the irradiated sample is
a little bit bigger than the sample irradiated in the wet neutron radiography. Beam tubes S4,
S5 and S6 are subsequently applied for Triple Axis Spectrometer, High Resolution Small
Angle Neutron Scattering (HRSANS), and neutron difractorneter. Those systems are utilized
for R & D in material science.

For radioisotope production services, central irradiation position (CIP) is so far utilized
to irradiate U235 for Molybdenum-99 production. In the near future, production of Ir-192,
TeO2 S as well as P which will be irradiated in irradiation position will be achieved at
commercial scales.

Summary of all acilities possessed by the RSG-GAS is shown in table 2.
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Table 2 Irradiation Facilities at RSG-GAS

FACILITY NO. THERMAL NEUTRON APPLICATION NOTE
FLUX

n/cm'.sec.
(Calculated)

Horizontal 6 0.5 x 109 Neutron scattering Instru-
Tube research and Dry mented

Neutron Radiography loop
and Radioisotope
Production

Central Incore 1 2 x 1014 PV*rR-fuel Bundle Test Instru-
Hole 4 x 4 matrix mented

PHWR-fuel Bundle, 16 loop
rods

Incore Hole 4 7.5 x I Research and Develop- Instru-
ment for Fuel-pin and mented
Material, Radioisotope capsule
Production and MTR
Fuel Test

On-power 1 0.3 x I '0 NTD of silicon, max.7" Instru-
Loading diameter mented

capsule

Pneumatic 1 0.2 x I '0 NAA, short live Nuclide Uninstru-
Tube Study mented

capsule

Hydraulic Tube 4 0.2 x I '0 NAA Uninstru-
mented
capsule

A acent Core 2 0.4 x 010 Power Ramp Test of Instru-
PWR fuel-pin and Wet mented.
Neutron Radiography loop
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Conclusion

During nuclear and non-nuclear commissioning, we faced a lot of difficulties in terms
of equipments installation, repair as well as operation. However, those were very beneficial
for us to face the next step of operation, maintenance as well as carrying out R & D activities.
This is surely very useful for us to face nuclear power plants which will be built in the near
future.

The RSG-GAS and its facilities which were established as a central of excellence in
Asia Pacific regions in 1989 are open to those interested in doing R & D activities with
mutual benefit agreements.

Future Pro

Starting the year 1994 a five year program for operation, utilization and R & D in
RSG-GAS is outlined 

a. Availability and Reliability
The availability and reliability of the RSG-GAS will be increased to support optimum
utilization safely, by ways 
- optimizing the & M schedule
- establishing and develop the operability of irradiation and experiment facilities
- promoting the man-power ability

b. Fuel Conversion
Study, analysis test and development of silicide fuels as substitute of oxide fuel is
expected to complete in 1999.

C. Computer Code
Computer code systems for design, analysis and operation of the reactor and its system
are expected to be established by 1997 for supporting the safe and optimum reactor
operation and utilization.
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Abstract

A general description of the R2 reactor, its associated facilities and its history is given. The
facilities and range of work are described for the following types of activities: fuel testing,
materials testing, neutron transmutation doping of silicon, activation analysis, radioisotope
production and basic research including thermal n eutron scattering, nuclear chemistry and
neutron capture radiography.

I Introduction

STUDSVIK AB is a subsidiary of Vattenfall AB, performing R&D work and associated
activities, primarily in the nuclear energy field. STUDSVIK AB is a commercial company,
active in the areas of services, supply of special equipment and systems and also consulting.
STUDSVIK NUCLEAR AB, which is the largest subsidiary within the STUDSVIK group, is
one of the direct offsprings of AB Atomenergi, the origin of the STUDSVIK group, which was
forined in 1947. The STUDSVIK group has about 520 employees and a turnover of about
400 MSEK/year.

During the 1950's and 60's, an ambitious nuclear program was launched in Sweden. he
experience and competence gained from a large number of advanced projects constitutes the
basis upon which the present activities of STUDSVIK NUCLEAR are based. Among the fuel-
and materials-related experiences are the design, construction and operation of a fuel
manufacturing plant for uranium dioxide fuel in Stockholm, a pilot line for mixed-oxide fuel in
Studsvik, the design and manufacture and initial operation of the Agesta pressurized heavy
water reactor, and the design, manufacture and irradiation proof testing for the Marviken boiling
heavy water reactor. Ambitious R&D programs for heavy water reactor super-heater fuel and
fast heavy water reactor fuel and materials have also been carried out. Since the 1970's, the
efforts have been concentrated on light water reactor fuel and materials, and the originally
domestic R&D programs have been expanded so that a large fraction is now financed by non-
Swedish sponsors.

Neutron activation analysis and radioisotope production as well as beam tube experiments for
basic research applications were started in the 1960's. In 1977 neutron transmutation doping of
silicon began.

The facilities of interest in this connection are the R2 Test Reactor, the Hot Cell Laboratory, the
Lead Cell Laboratory and various other laboratories, all located at Studsvik, 100 kilometers
south of Stockholm.



2 The R2 reactor

2.1 General Description of the R2 Reactor

'Me k2 reactor is a tank-in-pool reactor, see Figure I and Table 1, in operation since 1960 and
originally similar to the Oak Ridge Research Reactor, ORR (1). The reactor core is contained
within an aluminum vessel at one end of a large open pool, which also serves as a storage for
spent fuel. Light water is used as core coolant and moderator. The reactor power was increased
to 50 MW(th) in 1969. n 1984-85 a new reactor vessel was installed.

The R2 reactor has a high neutron flux, see Table 1, and special equipment for performing
sophisticated in-pile experiments. An important feature of the R2 test reactor is that it is
possible to run fuel experiments up to and beyond failure of the cladding; that is not possible in
a commercial power reactor.

Table I Technical Data for the R2 Test Reactor.

Power 50 M`W(th)
Moderator/coolant H20

Reflector D20 Be

Fuel length 600 mm
Fuel assembly length 924 mm
Fuel assembly cross section 79x82 mm2
Number of fuel plates per assembly 18

Neutron flux in experimental positions
Thermal (0.3-2.5) x 1014 n/(CM2-sec)

Fast >1 MeV) (0.5-2.0) x 1014 n/(cm2-sec)

Primary flow 1 350 kg /sec
Coolant temperature: Inlet < 35 C

Outlet :5 45 C

The coolant water is circulated through the reactor vessel and flows through pipes and a large
decay tank below the reactor hall to an adjoining building containing pumps and heat
exchangers cooled with sea water.

The present_�ore ear i u tion is shown in Figure 2 The components of the core are arranged in
an 8x10 lattice, typically comprising 46 fuel elements, 6 control rods, about 12 beryllium
reflector assemblies and a number of in-pile loops, irradiation rigs and aluminum fillers. Rows
No and 10 consist of beryllium reflector assemblies. The composition of the core can be
altered to suit the experimental program.
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The R2 driver fuel assemblies are, since the beginning of 1993, of the LEU type. They have
18 curved fuel plates containing an aluminum-clad aluminum silicide matrix. The initial fuel
content is 450g 235U per fuel assembly, enriched to less than 20 The burnup of the spent fuel
of this type reaches about 65 .

The control rods consist of an upper neutron absorbing section of cadmium and a lower fuel
section. They are moved vertically by drive mechanisms placed below the reactor vessel.

The reactor vessel is 45 in high and 16 in in diameter. he design pressure is 33 bars.

Some of the irradiation facilities in the R2 reactor have been described in the literature 2-4),
and details are given below. Most base irradiations of test fuel (that is irradiations at constant
power, where fuel burnup is accumulated under well-defined conditions) are performed in
boiling capsules (BOCA rigs). Some base irradiations and all ramp tests (that is irradiations
under power changes) are performed in one of the two in-pile loops, which can be operated
under either BWR or PWR pressure and temperature conditions. The ramp tests, simulating
power transients in power reactor fuel, are achieved by the use of 'He as a variable neutron
absorber. Structural materials, such as samples of Zircaloy cladding, steels for pressure vessels
and vessel internals and candidate materials for advanced reactors can also be irradiated in
special rigs either in the loops or in special NaK-filled irradiation rigs in fuel element positions
with a well-controlled irradiation temperature. Special equipment for in-pile corrosion
experiments in the loops are under development.

The R2 core has an active fuel length of 600 mm. Most fuel rods irradiated are segments of
power reactor fuel rods, so-called rodlets, with lengths in the range 300 to 600 mm. Non-
destructive examinations of fuel rods can be performed in the R2 pool during short pauses in the
irradiation program or between various phases of an experiment, see Section 3 All the handling
and all the examinations are per-formed with the fuel rods in a vertical position; this is
advantageous with respect to possible movements of fuel fragments etc.

Associated with the R2 reactor is the W(th) swimming pool R2-0 reactor, which is located
in the same pool, see Figure 3 he basic research performed by use of R2-0 is briefly described
in Section 10.

2.2 Boiling Capsules (BOCA rigs)

The Boiling Capsule (BOCA) facility for irradiation of BWR and PWR fuel rods was introduced
in 1973.

The in-pile part of a BOCA rig consists of a bare stainless steel pressure thimble containing a
shroud with flow entrance ports at the bottom and exit ports at the top. he lower part of this
shroud is located in the reactor core region. A fuel test rod bundle consisting of 4 (or 5) rodlets
is located inside the shroud. The BOCA is filled with highly purified pressurized water from a
special pressurization system. Figure 4 shows a simplified BOCA flow diagram. BOCA system
technical and operational data are given in Table 2.
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Table 2 BOCA System Technical and Operational Data.

Permissible operating pressure range:

- Pressurizer System BOCA A 30 to 100 bar
- Pressurizer System BOCA B&C 30 to 170 bar

Permissible total power generation in one
BOCA rig - 90 kW

Permissible heat flux on test rod surface
with regard to departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) 160 W/cm'

Possible range of thermal neutron flux achievable by:

- Positioning in the core (0.5 to 1.5)xJO14 n/(cM2-S)

- Internal hafniurn shielding Flux reduction to - 50 %
- Internal hafniurn shielding plus Flux reduction total to 30 

hafniurn shielding of the rig
adapter

Coolant circulation and cooling is brought about by natural circulation, although no net boiling
occurs. The water is heated mainly by the fuel rods. Buoyancy forces make hot water with lower
density rise in the riser shroud, leave the exit port, meet the cold wall of the pressure thimble
and be cooled down while flowing downwards in the annular channel between the pressure
thimble wall and the riser shroud.

ne circulation flow rate is low, about 02 kg/sec, but the coolant is substantially subcooled.
When the heat flux at the fuel rod surface exceeds about 60 W/CM2' subcooled nucleate boiling
will occur at the rod surface, which implies a surface temperature equal to or slightly higher than
the saturation temperature for the actual static pressure.

Power in the test rods is measured by a combination of nuclear measurements with the Delayed
Neutron Detector (DND) technique, and coolant water temperature and flow measurements.

Up to five BOCA rigs can be operated simultaneously in the reactor. Two independent
pressurization systems are available, each capable of supplying 3 to BOCA rigs with water.
Each BOCA rig is connected to a separate outlet circuit.

Each rig is constantly fed with a purging water flow in order to control the water chemistry in
the self-circulating water volume of the pressure thimble. The same flow is let out to the drain.
This inlet and outlet of water takes care of thermal expansion and contraction of the water in the
thimble. During reactor start-up, when the water is heated up and expands, the flow is
increased. The outgoing water is monitored for radioactivity (fission products), and water
chemistry is controlled.

In order to make it possible to irradiate power reactor fuel with standard enrichment in the in-
pile loops and BOCA rigs in the R2 reactor, it is often necessary to decrease the'neutron flux.
This is achieved with hafniurn absorbers in the form of tubes or plates.
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23 In-Pile Uops

Data for the two loops used in the current WR fuel R&D programs are shown in Table 3 2-3).
Data for other loops, e.g. for the testing of HTR fuel, are described elsewhere (5) and will not be
discussed here. Each VR fuel loop utilizes two diagonally adjacent fuel element positions in
the R2 test reactor, see Figure 2.

The two loops are pressurized in order that test fuel rods can be investigated at realistic
operating conditions for either PWR (loop No 1) or BWR (both loops) type power reactors.

Table 3 Characteristics of the R2 in-pile loops.

Loop No I 2
Type PWR BWR
Pressure, bars 30-150 30-90
Coolant temperature, C 220-325 220-285
Coolant flow rate, kg/sec 2.5-4.0 2.5-5.0
Max cooling capacity, kW 150 400
Neutron flux, 114n/(cm2-s)

Thermal 0.6-1.2 0.5-1.0
Fast >1 MeV) 0.8-1.50 0.7-1.3

Gamma heating in stainless steel, W/g 5-10 5-8

The loops can be used for irradiation at constant power of up to 45 test fuel rods
simultaneously, and for power ramp tests of single rods. The test rods to be ramp tested are
installed in the loop in special capsules, which in turn are inserted in a special test rig. The loops
can also be used for irradiation testing of structural materials,,e.g. Zircaloy test specimens and
steel specimens of various types. A technique for in-pile corrosion tests in the loops with on-
line corrosion potential measurements is being developed.

The in-pile part of the loops are of a U-tube design, taking up two core positions and thus
providing two test positions in the R2 core, one of which can be used for ramp tests (Figure 5).
The U-tube is isolated from the reactor primary coolant by a gas gap containing C02. Heat
losses from the tube to the reactor coolant are therefore quite small, which facilitates accurate
test rod power measurement.

The working in-core inside diameter of these in-pile pressure tubes is 45.5 mm. The useful
length in the core is 670 mm. The main features of the loops are presented in Figure 6.
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2.4 Ramp Test Facility

Ramp testing in the R2 reactor began in 1969. Originally, the tests were performed by rapid
power increases of the whole reactor. This mode of operation had two disadvantages: safety
restrictions limited the maximum allowable power increase and financial restrictions limited the
number of tests that could be performed since other experiments, which would have been
disturbed by the ramp tests, had to be unloaded from the reactor at considerable expense.

In the present Ramp Test Facility, introduced in 1973, the fuel rod power during a ramp test in a
loop is controlled by variation of the 3He gas pressure in a stainless steel double minitube coil
screen which surrounds the fuel rod test section. 'Me principle of operation of this system is
based on the fact that 3He absorbs neutrons in proportion to its density, which can be varied as
required by proper application of pressure.

The axial location of the minitube coil screen in the loop U-tubes is shown in Figure 6 The
efficiency of the 3He neutron absorber system makes it possible to increase test rod power by a
factor of 1.8 to 22 (depending on the fissile content of the fuel). he 3He absorber system is
designed to achieve a 100 power increase within 90 seconds, when operating with the normal
pressure variation (bellows system).

In order to achieve a higher power increase than a factor of about 2 the reactor power must be
increased before or simultaneously with the 113He ramping". his technique with combined ramp
systems is called "double step up-ramping", Figure 7 The technique makes it possible to
increase the test fuel rod power by a factor of about three.

An important advantage of the R2 Ramp Test Facility is that test rods, one at a time, can be
loaded and unloaded during reactor operation. This is done by means of a lock vessel built onto
an axial drive mechanism with about 35 rn. stroke. This lock vessel is bolted on top of a lock
valve (ball type valve) fixed on top of the ramp rig. For BWR pressure conditions and normal
rod lengths there is a 4-rod revolver lock vessel with a mechanical chain drive. For tests of
PWR fuel rods and longer than normal rods, there exists a selection of rod lock vessels and
dedicated hydraulic drives. Figure 6 shows a ramp rig with a hydraulic drive.

In the Ramp Test Facility ramp rates can be achieved in the range of 0.01 W/(cm-min) to about
3 000 W/(cm-min).

The power (linear heat generation rate in the fuel rod) is measured calorimetrically by the use of
two inlet thermocouples, two outlet thermocouples a venturi flowmeter and a pressure gage.
The special calibration techniques employed have been described 3). The estimated uncertainty
(± la) is 23 when the most common rod lengths 0.3-1.4 m) are used. he reproducibility
obtained, when a fuel rod is irradiated several times in the same ramp rig, is ± I %. For fast
ramps the discrepancy between the terminal power aimed at and the one obtained is less than

I Mm.

The axial thermal neutron flux distribution is measured by activation of cobalt wires in dummy
rods and by gamma scanning of the ramp tested fuel rods.

Bach test rod is mounted in a separate stainless steel "capsule" (a shroud open at both ends),
primarily as a safety measure and to facilitate the removal and handling of test rods that fail in
the course of a power ramp. The "capsule" with the fuel rod is connected to the actuating rod
which is used to move the fuel rod axially between the rod changing device and the in-pile
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section of the rig. There is a small floating push-rod built in at the bottom guide plug of the
capsule. his push-rod transmits the elongation movements of the test rod to the VDT type
elongation detector built into the bottom of the ramp test rig.

2.5 Fuel Rod Failure Detection System

Fuel rod failures in the loops are detected b�y a &renkov-type radiation sensor which monitors
the activity of the loop coolant water. he Cerenkov detector is installed in a by-pass circuit in
order to increase the detection system sensitivity by decreasing the background 6N activity
produced in the loop coolant water. The 16N b k und activity is decreased by the
introduction of a delay time due to the fact that the renkov detector is positioned in the by-
pass circuit.

The system detects fuel rod failure after 155 t 10 seconds. his degree of failure detection
capability has been verified experimentally. An example of system operation during a ramp test
where the rod failed is shown in Figure .

However, the moment of failure is also registered instantaneously by the rod elongation
measurement system as a sudden rod contraction and also often by the power measurement
system as a small thermal "spike" 3,6,7).

2.6 Defect Fuel Degradation Studies

The Ramp Test Facility is utilized with a new test technique to investigate the potential
degradation of defected test fuel rodlets. A test of this type, to be used at the R2 test reactor, has
to fulfil certain experimental constraints, i.e.

I the length.of the test fuel rodlets should not exceed the active core height 600 mm) of the
R2 test reactor

2 the release of fission products and fuel material from the defect fuel must be minimized in
order that the contamination of the in-pile loop circuit water be tolerable.

Both these requirements can be met with the unique but simple test technique adopted. Instead
of an artificial primary defect (drilled hole etc) the primary def. ct is now simulated by a special
device at the top end of the fuel rodlet (8). his device contains an enclosed small reservoir of
liquid water in the "extension plenum", Figure 9 his extra plenum is connected with the
normal plenum volume of the rodlet through a tiny tube (the "steam snorkel") in such a manner
that only water in the form of steam will communicate with the plenum volume and the
interconnected void space of the interior of the rodlet. Heat is transferred to the enclosed water
reservoir from the surrounding pressurized loop water at the start of the operation until the
pressure and temperature of the whole system are in balance, simulating either BWR or PWR
operating conditions.

An important experimental feature of this arrangement is the possibility of post-irradiation
puncture and subsequent collection of released fission gases and hydrogen from the closed
system of the individual rodlets being irradiation tested.
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3 Pool-side examination

The general appearance of the irradiated fuel rods can be studied by visual inspection in the 2
pool 3). The following phenomena can also be investigated in detail:

Dimensional changes, ridge formation, rod bow and creep-down can be investigated with
equipment for profflorrietry and length measurements. The existence and location of fuel rod
defects can be established by means of eddy current testing.

The axial distribution of certain nuclides is determined by axial gamma scanning of fuel rods or
of cladding samples. Data obtained before ramp tests are used as a check on the burnup profile
during the base irradiation. Data obtained after ramp testing are used to check the power profile
during the R2 irradiation and for studies of the fission product redistribution.

Neutron radiography can be used to study the general appearance and dimensions of the fuel, the
extent of filling out of pellet dishing, of center porosities and of center melting 9, 10). This type
of examination also reveals the presence of special fuel cracks, interpellet gaps etc. Indications
of cladding failure and of structural changes in the fuel can also be observed. In cases where
there is no leakage of fission products from failed fuel rods neutron radiography is an important
tool since cladding leaks are indicated by the existence of hydrides in the cladding or by the
presence of water.

4 Post irradiation examination

Post-irradiation examination of irradiated fuel is performed in STUDSVIK's well-equipped Hot
Cell Laboratory, which has been described in a separate publication 11).

Post-irradiation examinations of structural and cladding materials are performed in
STUDSVIK's versatile Lead Cell Laboratory, which contains equipment for mechanical testing,
corrosion testing and metallography. Among the different types of post-irradiation tests
performed are tensile tests, fatigue tests, low-cycle fatigue tests, creep tests, impact test, stress
corrosion tests and microscopy (optical microscopy, SEM/EPMA, both with image analysis, and
TEM).

5 Fuel R&D

Much of STUDSVIK NUCLEAR's R&D work in the fuel area has been concentrated on fuel
testing, which can be made in the R2 test reactor with high precision under realistic water
reactor conditions. This type of work was started in the early 1960's. In a very general sense the
purpose of fuel testing can be described as follows:

- Increasing of reactor availability by decreasing fuel-related operational power
restrictions, defining the operational power limits.

- Acquisition of experimental data for fuel-related safety considerations.

- Decrease of fuel costs by making increases in fuel burnup possible.
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The fuel testing activities can be divided into a number of well-defined steps as follows:

- Base irradiation, performed

- in a power reactor, or
- in STUDSVIKs R2 test reactor.

- Power ramping and/or other in-pile measurements, performed

- in STUDSVIK's R2 test reactor.

- Non-destructive testing between different phases of an experiment, performed

- in SUDSVIK's R2 test reactor pool, or
- in the Hot Cell Laboratory.

- Destructive post-irradiation examinations, performed

- in SUDSVIK's Hot Cell Laboratory, or
- in the sponsor's hot cell laboratory.

Fuel examination can be performed on standard (full-size) fuel rods from power reactors, which
can be investigated in the Hot Cell Laboratory. If required, some types of tests could also be
per-formed on such fuel rods in the R2 test reactor. However, due to the rather large initiation
costs, such tests have not yet been performed. It should be noted, however, that short fuel
rodlets, suitable for ramp testing and other on-line measurements in the R2 test reactor, can now
be fabricated from irradiated full-size power reactor fuel rods by the SUDFAB refabrication
process.

Fuel testing in the R2 test reactor is usually performed on fuel segments (odlets) of 300-
1000 mm length. However, tests have also been performed on full-size demonstration reactor
fuel rods with up to 25 in length. In those ases only the lower 06 meters were irradiated.
Irradiation at constant power is performed in boiling capsules (BOCA rigs) in fuel element
positions, or in pressurized water in-pile loops operating under BWR or PWR
pressure/temperature conditions, as described in Sections 22 and 23 above.

Ramp tests incorporating a very fast-responding test rod power measuring system and
associated on-line measurements, such as rod elongation and noise measurements for studies of
the rod thermal performance, are performed in the pressurized water loops.

The ramp tests are a form of integral performance tests where the complex interplay between the
pellets and the cladding of a power reactor fuel rod is reproduced. The primary test objectives
are:

- Determination of the failure boundary and the failure threshold, see Figures 10 17) and 11.

- Establishing of the highest "conditioning" ramp rate that safely avoids failure occurrence.

- Study of the failure initiation and progression under short time over-power transient
operation beyond the failure threshold.
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- Proof testing of potential pellet-clad interaction (PCI) remedies.

Other, more specific test objectives have also been pursued in some projects.

The fuel testing projects executed at Studsvik have been organized under three different types of
sponsorship:

International (multilateral) fuel projects

- Jointly sponsored internationally on a world-wide basis.

- Project information remains restricted to the project participants throughout the project's
duration and some predetermined time after project completion.

Bilateral fuel projects

- Sponsored by one single organization, or a few co-operating organizations.

- Project information remains restricted to the sponsor, sometimes published later.

In-house R&D work

- Sponsored by STUDSVIK NUCLEAR.

Several new hot-lab techniques have also been introduced in recent years 11). The STLJDFAB
process for fabrication of rodlets from full-size fuel was mentioned above. Fuel ceramography
can include scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA).

Descriptions of the fuel testing facilities and the techniques used were given in Section 2 above.
The noise measurements introduced for studies of the rod thermal performance have been
described elsewhere 12-14). Several other novel testing techniques have also been introduced
(15) A very fast ramp rate, up to 3 000 W/(cm-min) can be used to obtain fast power transients
and to determine the pellet-clad interaction/stress-corrosion cracking (PCI/SCC) failure
boundary. The double step up-ramping technique was described in Section 24. On-line
elongation measurements can be performed during ramp tests, Figure 8. Test fuel rods can be
fitted with on-line pressure transducers through a refabrication process.

Since 1975 a series of international fuel R&D projects addressing the PCI/SCC failure
phenomenon have been conducted under the management of STUDSVIK NCLEAR (15-18).
These projects are pursued under the sponsorship of different groups of fuel vendors, nuclear
power utilities, national R&D organizations and, in some cases, licensing authorities in Europe,
Japan and the U.S. In most of the projects the clad failure occurrence was studied under power
ramp conditions utilizing the spe cial ramp test facilities of the R2 reactor. The current projects
are not limited to PCI/SCC studies but also include other aspects of fuel performance, such as
end-of-life rod overpressure 19-21) and defect fuel degradation 22-24). An overview of the
projects that have been completed and that are currently in progress or planned has been
published (18), see also Appendix 1. n most cases, the test fuel was base irradiated in
commercially operating light water power reactors. In some instances the base irradiation took
place in BOCA rigs in the R2 reactor.
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In general, the international fuel R&D projects can be divided into two main categories:
- Projects aimed at decreasing the fuel costs by increasing fuel utilization and reactor

availability.
- Projects providing data for fuel-related safety considerations.

A typical example of the former category is the SUPER-RAMP project 25), where several
groups of fuel from different fuel vendors and with different "PCI remedies" were tested. A
summary of some of the data from this category of projects is shown in Figure 10. Reviews of
the projects in the latter category have also been published 26-27).

A third category of fuel R&D projects, dealing with defect fuel degradation, has been introduced
in recent years, first by bilateral projects with Swedish participants 22, 23) and later in an
ongoing international project, the Defect Fuel Degr adation Experiment (DEFEX) 24). These
projects consist of experimental studies in the R2 test reactor of secondary damage formation in
fuel rodlets with simulated fretting defects.

The test data are often used as enchmarking" data in the project participants' own fuel
modeling work. In recent years many ramp test data have also been analyzed with the
fl-4TERPIN code, developed by STUDSVIK 28-30). 11,4TERPIN is a fuel performance code
which satisfies real-time simulation requirements when implemented on a minicomputer. In its
analyzing mode it can also be used on a desktop computer. The model incorporates a
comprehensive set of physical submodels, each of which is optimized for bench-marking
efficiency. The code utilizes a novel, non-linear numerical technique which enables the
handling of large time-steps without use of iterations.

European, Japanese and U.S. fuel manufacturers and research organizations have also for many
years been utilizing the R2 test reactor and the associated hot-cell laboratories for bilaterally
sponsored research*). General Electric Co. has executed several series of ramp tests at R2 as
part of the efforts to develop the zirconium barrier fuel concept. Some of the ramp techniques
requested were innovative, for example the "double ramping" of the test rods. Exxon Nuclear
Co' (later Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation, later Siemens Nuclear Power Corporation, now
Siemens Power Corporation) is another major customer as well as Hitachi W. and Toshiba
Corporation. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, I.Ad. has performed combined power cycling and
ramp tests. Tests have also been performed on behalf of other orgnizations but the results have
not always been published.

During the 1970's extensive series of HTR fuel irradiations were performed in a special HTR
gas loop system operating with on-line measurements and analyses of the released fission gas
and of the fuel temperature (5)-*)

STUDSVIK NUCLEAR's in-house R&D work is mainly associated with improvements of test
irradiation techniques, instrumentation and post-irradiation examination, all in support of
ongoing or upcoming irradiation projects. Progress in these areas has made it possible to achieve
important progress in fuel research. For example, the characterization of the PC[ failure
progression in some recent projects was only made feasible through a combination of several
new techniques. These included a very fast ramp execution using a ramp rate of up to 3 000
W/(cm-min), compared to the previous maximum of 200 W/(cm-min) a prompt detection of-the

A list of available publications can be obtained upon request from the authors.
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through-failure event using the on-line elongation detector and a subsequent special clad bore
inspection technique. Another result of the in-house R&D work is the noise measurement
technique mentioned above.

STUDSVIK NUCLEAR has also been carrying out an in-house R&D program aimed at
improving the performance of LAIR fuel by the utilization of a design concept with cladding
tubes which have been "rifled" on a micro-scale 31). Results of R2 irradiations of such fuel and
the associated modeling work have been published 32-39).

6 Materials R&D

The R&D work in this area consists of studies of irradiation effects in structural materials. These
types of studies have been concentrated on pressure vessel steels, stainless steels and nickel-
base alloys (for super-heater and fast reactor cladding) during the 1960's and on zirconium
alloys since the 1970's. The early pressure vessel steel work comprised investigations of
different potential pressure vessel materials, of different materials variables, and of the influence
of different irradiation conditions (neutron fluence, irradiation temperature etc). Recent work
has been concentrated on accelerated irradiation of materials actually used in pressure vessels
under as realistic conditions as possible. Recent work on stainless steels has to a large extent
been concentrated on fusion reactor materials within the Next European Torus (NET) program,
where tensile tests, fatigue tests, ad stress corrosion tests have been performed after irradiation
to displacement doses of up to 10 dpa. Some work, including post-irradiation creep and fatigue
tests and crack propagation studies (including CT tests) has also recently been performed on
potential BR vessel materials. Among the in-pile tests performed stress-relaxation tests can be
mentioned. In-pile corrosion tests in the R2 test reactor with on-line corrosion potential
measurements are under development The work on zirconium alloys is continuing and is being
expanded in order to include in-pile corrosion studies.

Originally structural materials (pressure vessel steels, stainless steels, nickel-base alloys and
aluminum alloys) were to a large extent irradiated in rigs in fuel element positions either in
contact with the reactor coolant water (temperature about 60 'Q or in rigs where the heat-
transfer conditions were closely defined and the specimen temperatures were measured but not
regulated. Later rigs containing in-pile furnaces for constant temperature irradiations were
introduced. Besides numerous detailed publications review papers were published on the early
pressure steel work 40) and on the corresponding work on the other structural materials 41).
During this period extensive work was also pursued on cladding materials for superheated
reactors and for steam-cooled fast reactors. Some work was also performe on ear y we sh
candidates for FBR pressure vessel materials 42, 43).

During the 1970's the in-pile loops in the R2 test reactor became available for irradiations of
specimens of structural materials. Such specimens are now irradiated either in rgs that only
allow irradiations during whole.400 hour reactor cycles or in rigs where shorter irradiations,
down to less than an hour, are possible. The specimens are either in direct contact with the
loop water (temperature selected in the range 230-350 'C or in some cases specimens of
pressure vessel steels have been nickel plated in order to avoid corrosion problems during
longer irradiations. Later new types of in-pile rigs for fuel element positions have also been
developed where the specimens are heated by gamma heating. in these rigs close temperature
control (about 10 'C in the range 250-350 'C) has been maintained by placing the
specimens in specimen holders filled with a NaK alloy. The temperature is monitored by
thermocouples placed in some specimens or in the NaK adjacent to the specimens.
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Temperature control is achieved by changes of the He/Ne gas mixture in the gap between the
capsule containing specimens and NaK and the rig secondary containment. Varieties of these
rigs are also used up to a temperature of 550 'C.

7 Neutron transmutation doping

Neutron transmutation doping of silicon for industrial use in electric power components is done
in a facility which is shown in Figure 12. Three shelves with silicon ingots can be irradiated
simultaneously, but only the bottom shelf is shown in the figure. The silicon ingots are loaded
manually onto the irradiation facility, which is situated in the R2 reactor pool, in front of the
reactor vessel. The ingots perform a horizontal helical movement on the shelves in front of the
core. The neutron flux is monitored through self-powered neutron detectors and the velocity of
the ingots and hence the neutron fluence is controlled by a computer. After completion of the
irradiation the ingots are removed from the shelves to a conveyor which slowly transports them
to the pool surface. A permanent radiation instrument monitors the dose rate and in order to
avoid hand doses to the operators the ingots are lifted with a crane. hey are then stored for a
few days in order to let the 31Si and32P activities decay. The decontamination is done by rinsing
in dernineralized water.

Silicon ingots with lengths up to 600 mm and diameters from 60 to 152 mm are treated
routinely. The target resistivity of the resulting conducting material usually lies in the
30-300 ohnicm range. The high uniformity and precision of the irradiation guarantees less than
5 axial variation and a radial gradient which is better than 2 and 4 for the minimum and
maximum diameters, respectively. The day-to-day constancy of the operation of the facility is
monitored by means of cobalt monitors attached to some of the silicon ingots.

The irradiated material is shipped in compliance with IAEA regulations. The bulk material must
have a specific activity of less than 74 Bq/g before it is shipped as non-radioactive material.
For the nonfixe 'd surface contamination a limit of 04 B/CM2 is maintained taking the ALARA
principle into consideration. Application of these values to the process normally gives a
turnover time of three weeks at Studsvik.

8 Neutron activation analysis

The present set-up for neutron activation analysis (NAA) pennits multi-element determination
by instrumental and radiochernical NAA of around 50 elements in trace concentrations. The
samples which are investigated are of biological, environmental, industrial, or geological origin.

The samples usually require little or no pre-treatment, and after weighing they are
pneumatically transported in plastic capsules to a position close to the reactor core. Having been
irradiated the samples are left to decay in a storage unit for a suitable period of time, before the
gamma radiation is registered with a Ge(Li) or a high purity Ge detector. The thermal and
epithermal fluxes are measured with a Z monitor. hus the automatic data evaluation system
gives an absolute determination of the composition of the sample from the intensity of the
gamma spectrum, which is characteristic of each element.

Neutron activation analysis in theory permits determination of around 70 elements. In practice
the number is limited to some 30 elements when using instrumental NAA. Application of
radiochemical NAA increases this number.
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Many elements can be determined at sub-ppb(10-9) levels, but high concentrations of
disturbing elements may be troublesome because of spectrum interferences. Sometimes
corrections have to be made for other reasons, for instance due to interfering nuclear reactions.
Neither the lightest elements nor lead and sulphur can be detected. Some examples of
STUDSWK NUCLEAR projects for which instrumental NAA has proved to be an efficient
method are:

- Multi-element studies of geological samples, with special interest in rare earth elements
and iridium.

- Uranium, thorium and other elements in sediment.
- Trace elements in metallurgical products.
- Trace elements in food-stuff.

9 Radioisotope production

Radioisotopes can be produced over a wide range of conditions in several irradiation positions
in and around the R2 vessel. The operational cycle of the reactor, however, to some degree
limits the number of isotopes that are produced routinely.

There are six permanent rigs in the reactor core which are used for radioisotope irradiation. One
of them can be loaded and unloaded during reactor operation. The maximum flux which can be
obtained for irradiation is as high as 3xJ014 n/(CM2-S) . The permanent rigs can be supplemented
with temporary installations.

1921r is produced by irradiation in the core positions. The specific activity of the resulting
product is higher than 350 Ci/g. The encapsulated isotope is used industrially for gamma
radiography. 169Yb, which is also produced, has the same application.

Eu is irradiated with the aim to extract 153Gd, which is used for sources in bone scanners. 32p

and 3SS are examples of isotopes produced in R2, which are used for biological research. There
is also a wide variety of radioisotopes being produced for medical research and therapy, such as

85sr, 89Sr, 86Rb, 15SCd, 11OAg) SICr, 9Fe, 4SCS, 47CS, 90y,186Re and 63Ni.

A few other isotopes are produced routinely. 24Na for example is delivered to the Swedish

defence forces for training purposes.

10 Beam tube experiments

The R2 and R2-0 reactors serve as sources of thermal neutrons for a wide variety of basic

research applications. The beam 'tubes at the R2 reactor are used for thermal neutron scattering

experiments, see Figure 13 and Table 4 The R2-0 reactor, which is mobile in the pool, is in one

position used as source for a neutron capture radiography facility and in the other position as

source for a facility for nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry experiments based on an on-line

isotope separator. Researchers from the universities have easy access to the facilities through the

Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory 44). The laboratory is organized as a department at the
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University of Uppsala but serves users from all Swedish universities. The instruments are also
available for outside users.

In connection with the replacement of the reactor vessel, a large D20 box was installed on the
outside of the core box. The reentrant beam tubes end at positions close to the thermal flux peak
in the D20. Two tangential beam tubes were installed through a region in the biological shield
which was previously inaccessible. Ile new beam tubes are rectangular with height 18 cm and
width cm. he larger vertical divergence of the beams increases the flux at the experimental
positions. With these modifications substantial improvements in the thermal flux and in the ratio
of thermal to fast flux at the experimental positions are achieved. The research performed
involves, for example, structure determinations in crystals and amorphous systems, studies of
magnetic phenomena in condensed matter and of excitations in disordered systems.

Table 4 Neutron scattering instrumentation at the R2 reactor.

Neutron Instrumentation
beam tube
H1 Service instrument
H3 Time-of-flight spectrometer for thermal neutrons
H5 Single-crystal diffractometer
H6 Diffractometer for protein studies
H7 Diffractometer for disordered structures
H8 Powder diffractometer
H10, H10A Diffractometers; for polarized neutrons

A thermal neutron facility for neutron capture radiography (NCR) is located at the R2-0 reactor,
see Figure 14. A very pure thermal neutron field is produced by moderation of the fast neutrons
from the reactor in a large D20 volume positioned immediately outside the pool liner and
adjacent to the reactor core, which is located immediately inside the pool liner. At the outer
edge of the D20 volume irradiations can be made in a thermal flux over a large area
(3000 cm2). The thermal flux used in recent experiments has varied between 6xJ08 and 5x109
n/(CM2_S)' corresponding to a reactor power of 25 to 200 kW. The facility is used extensively for
biomedical research and has proved to be an efficient tool for studying the distribution of boron
loaded compounds with a specific affinity for certain tumors.

A variety of nuclear physics and nuclear chemistry research programs are based on the on-line
isotope separator OSIRIS at the R2-0 reactor. The main activity is aimed at studies of the
properties of short-lived neutron-rich nuclides. The programs include determination of fission
yields including branching ratios for gamma decay from fission products and determination of
the antineutrino spectrum at a nuclear reactor. The system utilizes a novel method for plasma
creation and allows higher temperatures, up to 2500 'C, and thereby shorter delay times for the
released fission products. This has increased the number of nuclides available considerably and
has increased the production yields of many short-lived isotopes by factors of 12-101.
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Recent versions include a transducer in the lower part of the rig.
This transducer is used to monitor the length changes in the fuel
rod. These changes are monitored continuously, see Figure 8.
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Figure 13
Neutron Scattering Lnstruments at the R2 Reactor.

1. Reactor core 2. D20 moderator 3. Reactor pool
TTOF: Time-of-flight spectrometer for thermal neutrons
SXD: Single-crystal spectrometer
DPS: Diffractometer for protein studies
SLAD: Diffractorneter for disordered system
NPD: Powder diffractorneter
POLAR, PNPD: Diffractometers for polarized neutrons.
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Appendix 
Overview of STUDSVIK NUCLEAR's International Fuel R&D Projects 1975-1991

Project FuelType Base Irradiation Research Objectives Data
(duration) (No of rods) (MWd/kgU) published

INTER-RAMP BWR R2 Failure threshold Yes (Ref 12)
(1975-79) (20) (10-20) Failure mechanism

Clad heat treatment
Modeling data

OVER-RANT PWR Obrigheim Failure threshold Yes (Ref 34)
(1977-80) (39) (10-30) Design parameters

BR-3 Modeling data
(15-25)

DEMO-RANT I BWR Ringhals I PCI remedies (Annular, Yes (Ref 5)
(1979-82) (5) (15) niobia doped pellets)

DEMO-RANT 11 BWR Wfirgassen Faflure threshold Yes (Ref 67)
(1980-82) (8) (25-29) PCI damage by overpower

transients

SUPER-RAMP B)WR Wilrgassen Failure threshold Yes (Ref 8)
(1980-83) (16) (30-35) High bum-up effects

Monticello PCI remedies
(30) Safe ramp rate

Gd fuel

PWR Obrigheim Design parameters Yes (Ref 8)
.(28) (33-45) Modeling data

BR-3
(28-33)

SUPER-RAMP BWR Oskarshamn 2 Safe ramp rate No
EXTENSION (9) (27-31)
(1984-86)

PWR Obrigheim Resolve No
(4) (30-35) unexplained

failure resistance

TRANS-RAMP I BWR Wiirgassen Failure boundary Yes (Ref 69)
(1982-84) (5) (18) Crack init. and prop.

Structural changes
Fission gas release
Modeling data

References, see p 25
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Appendix 1, conL

Project FuelType Base Irradiation Research Objectives Data
(duration) (No of rods) (MWd/kgU) published

TRANS-RAMT II PWR Zorita Failure boundary Yes (Ref 10)
(1982-86) (7) (30) Crack init. and prop.

Structural changes
Fission gas release
Modeling data

ROPE I BWR Ringhals Investigate clad creep- No
(1986-89) (4) (36) out as a function of rod

overpressure

SUPER-RAM? BWR Dresden PCI performance Yes (Ref I )
IL/9X9 (4) (30)
(1987-91)
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Appendix 2
Overview of STLJDSVIK NUCLEAR's Ongoing and Planned International Fuel R&D Projects

Project FuelType Base Irrad Research Objectives
(duration) (No of rods) (M-Wd/kgU)

TRANS-RAM? IV PWR Gravelines Influence of non-penetrating
(1988-91) (7) (20-25) cracks on PCI failure resistance

ROPE II PWR Ringhals Investigate clad creep-out as a
(1990-93) (6) Obrigheirn function of rod overpressure

(> 40)

DEFEX-) BWR Initially Study secondary damage formation
(1993-95) (6) uniffadiated in fuel rods with simulated fretting

rodlets defects

SUPER-RAMP III PWR ND PCI performance
(NS**), 1994-97) (ND) (> 40/ > S5)

TRANS-RAMP III BWR ND -Same as TR IV
(NS, 1994-96)

DEFEX 11 BWR ND Same as DEFEX
(NS,199S-97) +PWR (10-20)

DEFEX = Defect Fuel Degradation Experiment
NS Not yet started
ND Not decided
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For the Future Operation of the BR2 Reactor
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Abstract:

The operation of the BR2 reactor with its second Be-matrix is foreseen up to
mid-1995 or mid-1996.
A life extension for another 15 years is envisaged considering programmatic,
financial and technical aspects.
At present, the second phase of the refurbishment programme is being executed.
The major activities of this programme can be grouped under two headings: safety
reassessment and ageing issues. The expected outcome end 93 is an assessment
report defining extent, choosen options, prioritized activities, budget and a
tentative planning for the preparation and execution of the refurbishment. These
aspects together with the prospects of possible cooperation with other parties
for the refurbishment programme and the future operation of BR2 will be
evaluated by the CEN/SCK Board who has to take a decision early in 1994.
Various scenarios are now being considered and evaluated for the refurbishment
and the future BR2 operation regime.
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1. INTRODUCTION1

The BR2 reactor (Mol, Belgium) went critical for the first time on the 29th June
1961. It was put into service with an experimental loading in January 1963.
On the 31st December 1978, the reactor was shut down to replace its beryllium
matrix. All of 1979 and the first half of 1980 were devoted to this task.
Routine operation of the reactor was resumed in July 1980.
During the last two years 1991-1992), the operation regime of the reactor was
perturbed by the installation of the CALLISTO loop: the duration of the shut
downs was limited by the maximum allowed antireactivity due to the He-3
poisoning.

The BR2 is a high flux engineering test reactor which differs from comparable
materials testing reactors by its specific core array.
The core is composed of hexagonal beryllium blocks with central channels. These
channels form a twisted hyperboloidal bundle and hence are close together at the
midplane but more apart at the lower and upper ends where the channels penetrate
through the covers of the reactor pressure vessel. With this array, a high fuel
density is achieved in the middle part of the vessel (reactor core) while
leaving enough space at the extremities for easy access to the channel openings
(cf. figure 1.).
The standard BR2 fuel elements consist of several concentric tubular shells (up
to 6 of uranium-aluminium alloy cladded by aluminium which provide a central
channel for locating irradiation experiments. Besides these fuel elemn�
channels which offer a particularly high fast neutron flux (up to 7x10
n/cml.s), a large number of channels exist in the beryllium matrix where no fuel
elements are loaded.
These reflector channels can be occupied by experiments which demand only a
thermal neutron flux or they are obturated by beryllium filling plugs.

2. PRESENT STATUS, PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES

The BR2 reactor is at present operating routinely on the basis of 168 days per
year - cycles of 21 operation days. -
During shutdowns, short irradiation campaigns may be organized for ramping tests
of fuel rods in dedicated irradiation devices.
This routine operation regime was reestablished by the end of 1992 after the
successful installation and commissioning of the CALLISTO loop. This loop is
composed of three in-pile sections connected to a common out-pile equipment and
allows for the irradiation of 27 (30) fuel rods in representative PWR con-
ditions.

Besides irradiations executed in the frame of various programmes for material
and fuel research, the BR2 reactor is also used for the production of valuable
radioisotopes for medical and industrial applications and silicon doping.
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In 1992, a new irradiation device, called SIDONIE- Silicon Doping by Neutron
Irradiation -, was successfully commissioned and put into service. This unique
irradiation device allows for the production of 25 T/year of high quality
silicon.

At the present operation regime, a continuation of the operation until
mid-1995 is authorized. This time constraint is derived from the maximum fast
fluence - 64 E22 nvt, ElMev - imposed for the beryllium matrix; this physical
limit is dictated by the operation license which also provides for guidance and
rules on surveillance and evaluation of the matrix degradation.
A life extension of the present matrix is under consideration: it would allow
continuation and completion of on-going irradiation programmes, and also provide
more flexibility for the preparation of the refurbishment programme.
The envisaged life extension is of - one year corresponding to a - 69.- increase
of the maximum fast fluence: indeed the operation license demands a safety re-
evaluation of the reactor by mid-1996.

A safety study has been carried out to evaluate the conditions under which a
limited life extension of the beryllium matrix can be justified. On this basis,
a request for modification of the actual operation license has been recently
submitted to the Authorities.

As for most European re-search reactors, the operation of BR2 is facing several
increasing constraints with regard to safety, radioprotection and protection of
the environment.
Meeting these growing requirements constitutes a challenge for an installation
designed more than 35 years ago.
Various social, economical and technical factors, internal as well as external,
concur to constitute a threat for future operation: on one hand a diminishing
demand for irradiations and on the other increasing costs for the fuel cycle,
the treatment and disposal of waste and the necessary provisions for
decommissioning.

In particular,. all evolutions and problems related to the HEU fuel-cycle, pro-
curement of fresh HEU and disposal of the spent fuel, are closely followed and
studied.
Up to now fresh HEU material has been procured from the U.S.A. without major
difficulties: indeed BR2 has been recognized by the U.S. as one of the faci-
lities still requiring highly enriched 93%) uranium in order to keep its unique
characteristics. The availability of U.S. origin material after 1995 is however
questionable. Alternative sources of material have to be looked for, in
particular the reutilization of reprocessed HEU material in combination with a
slightly higher density.

The back-end of the fuel-cycle has become a preoccupying problem since the
non-renewal of the U.S. off-site policy for U.S. origin fuel irradiated in
foreign countries. Different alternate solutions have been examined, compared
and are still being evaluated: storage pool expansion with a complete
reshuffling, using high density storage racks, dry storage or reprocessing. A
reconduction of the U.S. off-site policy has been announced. Nevertheless many
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uncertainties - delay for implementation, costs... - still subsist and do not
yet allow for a balance of advantages and disadvantages of this solution against
the above mentioned alternatives.

A license is expected for a limited storage pool expansion with two conditions:
first the storage pool should be inspected and refurbished and secondly an
alternate solution to wet storage should be available for an operation after
1996. To satisfy the refurbishment requirement for the storage pool, a limited
number of fuel elements have to be evacuated to A.E.A./Dounreay for storage and
a possible reprocessing is being negotiated.

NEDS FOR REFURBISHMENT

The unavoidable replacement of the beryllium matrix constitutes a first reason
for a reburbishment programme (fig. 1). According to the operation license,
other inspections and tests like the inspection of the reactor vessel have to be
carried out. The duration of the necessary shutdown for replacement of the
matrix and the required inspections/tests should be approximately -1 year
provided the new matrix is available in due time.

The first matrix has been replaced previously in the period 1979-80.
This time however, the intention is to use for replacement at least part of the
BRO2 matrix after minor adaptations (see 5.2a).

The operation license for BR2 states that the safety should be reassessed by
June 30 1996. This corresponds to a decennial safety review of the entire plant.
A life extension programme for another 15-20 years requires therefore that the
entire installation must be critically reviewed with respect to the status of
the installations, the operating experience and the evolution of the safety
standards. Aspects such as availability and reliability should certainly not be
forgotten in a perspective of a continued operation.
The requirement to build a new safety case in compliance with modern safety
standards contitutes the second need for a comprehensive refurbishment pro-
gramme, the extent of which will be defined by the results of the on-going
studies (see 5).

14. STRATEGYI

The BR2 reactor is one of the most performing research reactors in the world. An
operation after the year 2000 however is only justified if there is a growing
need for European and international nuclear research in the field of new,
(revolutionary materials, fuels and reactor types.

Therefore a quantitative outlook on the future irradiation needs is now being
made. The results of this analysis together with the conclusions of the
technical and financial evaluation for the refurbishment programme should be
available by end of 1993. These aspects together with the prospects of possible
cooperation with other parties for the refurbishment programme and the future
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operation of BR2 will be assessed by the CEN/SCK Board. A decision on the future
of BR2 is expected early 1994.

In function of the prospects for future irradiation programmes and the time nee-
ded for the phases 3 and 4 of the refurbishment (respectively preparation and
execution), an optimum date for the refurbishment shutdown will be defined. The
remaining operation period will be devoted to continue and possibly terminate
all on-going irradiations programmes and to proceed with all pre-shutdown
activities (design, procurement of materials and components ....

5. 2nd PHASE REFURBISHMENT PROGRAMME

Phase established the feasibility and defined a work programme for phase 2
Ill.
The second phase, now underway, has to be executed in 18 months, mainly with
in-house staff.
A temporary project management structure has been set up for this purpose.
A budget of _ 3 M $ US has been allocated and a tight planning established.
The expected outcome end 93 is an assessment report defining extent, chosen
options, prioritized activities, budget and a tentative planning for phases 3
and 4 of the refurbishment programme 2.

The major activities of phase 2 can be grouped under two headings safety
reassessment and ageing issues.

5.1. Safety reassessment

The aim is to prepare a new safety case in compliance with modern standards All
risk-significant systems and functions are being reviewed in order to asure
that the safety goals are met, or to define technically possible complementary
provisions if required.

a. Probabilistic Safety Assessment

The existing deterministic safety case is being complemented by a level 
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), in order to assess the risk profile of
facility.

The information produced is used as follows [a]:
- the PSA indicates the reliability expected of the safety-related systems.

The refurbishment issues are then adressed in a way to ensure that the re-
liability expectations are achieved during future operation.

- for those plant items which are in the risk significant sequences,
increasing the reliability will lead to a reduction of risk. The refurbish-
ment options considered should then lead to improvements in reliability and
hence reductions in the overall risk of core degradation and radioactive
releases.
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- for those plant items which are not in the risk significant sequences, any
refurbishment can be considered, as even a reduction in reliability will
not lead to an increase in the overall risk.

Some important issues, that have been identified, and some contemplated
refurbishment issues are listed here below 4:
- adequacy of nuclear control with respect to diversity and segregation
- reliability of process trip instruments 
- duplication of isolation valves of the primary circuit in the reactor pool;
- modifications to reduce the likelihood of pool drainage and improvement of

the reliability of make-up water to the pool 
- accident management actions in case of major pool failure.

Further assurance that the probabilities and assumptions used so far are
appropriate, still needs to be provided. Where significant pessimisms were
first used in risk-significant sequences, justified new assumptions are being
developped.

b. Incredibility Of Failure Case

Another major issue is the defense against large breaks in the primary
pipework.
Preliminary calculations raised some doubts about the effectiveness of the
existing safety equipment to prevent core degradation after a large break in
the primary pipework outside the containment-building.
New thermo-hydraulic analysis of large LOCA-s and investigation of the
siphon-break system associated with the defense against large LOCA-Is are
being carried out.
Nevertheless the weight of the safety case will be based on the demonstration
that such large breaks are extremely unlikely. This requires a extensive
inspection and validation programme on the pipework in order to establish an
incredibility of failure case (IOF).

The IOF shall be considered demonstrated if [5]:
- a thorough inspection does not show any significant weakening (i.e. cracks

or overall wall thinning) of the pressure retaining boundary, or external
damage on the piping or supports. Defect sizes and distribution should be
within the limits specified by the appropriate code.

- a stress calculation report can confirm the adequacy of design. Existing
documentation might supplement the report, if its review is found satis-
factory.

- the "leak before break" can be demonstrated. This will be the case if it
can be shown that longitudinal and circumferential cracks do not grow
spontaneously once initiated. It should be demonstrated that the stresses
at the ends of postulated cracks do not exceed the rupture stresses of the
material.

c. Advanced Passive Reactor Features

BR2 has many features of advanced reactor designs, in that the ultimate
integrity of the core relies on physical and simple design features, i.e.
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natural circulation removing the residual heat from the core and transferring
it to a substantial heat-sink, the reactor pool.
In order to enhance the advanced passive reactor features (APR-features) and
to increase safety, some minor changes in equipment and some modifications in
the safety procedures are being studied. This particularly concerns some
reengineering of the major block valves of the primary circuit make them
fail in safe position on loss of services, assure high integrity of the
hydraulic systems local to the valves, upgrade their testability and review
the philosophy of sequences of automatic actions.
Upgrading some key features to "passive safety" status will enable to
downgrade in their safety importance some (more complex) electrical and
hydraulic support systems.

d. Fire protection 

A study based on modern standards (prevention, detection, mitigation) has
been carried out 6.
An ideal compartementalization and segregation plan has first been
established. This plan has then been reviewed in function of the safety
importance of the systems concerned. In this manner a realistic definition of
compartments, detection and mitigation systems was obtained. At present the
implementation plan it being established.

e. Seismic Risk Assessment 

In an earlier study, the sensible installations were identified and the
consequences of the reference earthquake were evaluated 7 The most
important functions to be assured were found being the operability of the
latch mechanisms of the control-rods and the preservation of an appropriated
level of water in the reactor-pool. In order to confirm that all systems are
able to support the reference earthquake, some additional verifications were
suggested, mainly in relation with the possibility of total drainage of the
reactor pool. An evaluation whether those verifications are required, taking
into account the results produced by other studies, is underway.

5.2. Ageing issues

In phase of the refurbishment programme, the potential ageing processes were
identified and the equipments susceptible to ageing were identified and
categorized.
In phase 2 detailed studies and inspections are carried out, in order to assess
remaining life and define the refurbishment activities for phase 3 and 4.
The purpose is to ensure availability and reliability of the installation for
the considered life extension period.
Only the most important issues are briefly discussed here below.

a. Be-matrix 

The issue is to establish the feasibility of using BRO2 beryllium channels
and their associated parts as a replacement for the current BR2-matrix, which
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reaches its foreseen end-of-life around 96 (BRO2 is the zero power nuclear
mock-up of BR2).
The main conclusions, while inspection work is still ongoing, are the
following [8]:
- t.he BRO2 parts are fundamentally the same as the original BR2 matrix parts.

Minor differences have been detected which require only limited
modifications of the stainless steel extension pieces to ensure
compatibility with BR2.

- there are some signs of corrosion. This corrosion is not deep and not
expected to be a problem for future use of the matrix in BR2.

Some study and research work is still caSried out and is focused on
irradiation-induced swelling, cracking, He poisoning, radiological
characterisation and corrosion 910,11].

At present the main findings can be summarized as follows
- for low temperature irradiated Be, the swelling and the He content have

been found linearly correlated with the fast (E > 1 MeV) neutron fluence
- annealing at higher temperatures is found to enhance strongly the swelling

and to reduce the He content 
- He release is found to be characterized by both "burst type" and "steady

state type" release, depending on the temperature 3
- the qualitative similarity of He release characteristics with those of H

release indicates a connection between the two 
- evaluation of experimental results must take into account different

influencing variables of the irradiation conditions (neutron spectrum,
temperature, time) 

- cracking of the BR2 beryllium channels is mainly due to mechanical
interaction and only additionally caused by the irradiation-induced
swelling 60

- the dominant gamma activity of the BR2-matrix is due to Co
- two types of corrosion have been identified on the BRO2 channels

superficial white paste-like deposits resulting of a reaction between water
and small carbide particles present within the parent material and some
pitting corrosion, mainly near the top and bottom ends of the beryllium
sections, close to the stainless steel parts 

- passivation helps forming a protective oxide layer. Cleaning of the
beryllium parts must be followed by a chemical passivation treatment.

b. Al-vessel 

The issue is to
- evaluate the prospects for integrity insurance during the contemplated

reactor-life extension period 
- demonstrate acceptable failure risk during that period
- carry out a limited in-service inspection of accessible areas
- prepare a full in-service inspection for the refurbishment shutdown. A full

inspection is only possi-ble with the core matrix removed.
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A materials characterisation action plan has been set-up 12], consisting of:
- a consultation agreement with off-site experts 
- an improved dosimetrical characterisation of the neutron spectra at the

vessel wall 
- an investigation of remote control verification of the vessel beltline

materials, particularly the vertical welds of the core forging 
- thermal ageing of annealed specimens and future re-irradiation of these

specimens 
- a scoping evaluation of annealing potentials
- the establishment of guidelines and acceptance criteria for the full

in-service inspection, possibly combined to an overpressure test.

As there is limited mechanical property data on irradiated type 5052-0
material, use of data for similar alloys is unavoidable, but is considered to
be justifiable 13].

A first preliminary inspection of accessible part showed no signs of
degradation and no deviation from the results of the detailed inspection,
carried out 1980 in compliance with ASME XI. This improved the confidence in
the acceptability of the vessel in advance of the full in-service inspection.

c. Instrumentation and control 

BR2 has two control-rooms a "nuclear" control-room inside the contain-
ment-building and a "process" control-room outside.
The requirements for some nuclear control functions to be duplicated and
located in an emergency control center outside the containment-building, are
under consideration.
In the frame of the PSA, high-level failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) and
dependent failure analysis of the electronic scram system and the shim-safety
rods have been carried out. Diversity and segregation issues will be adressed
following on from a fault tree assessment.
Several opt-ions (replacement, upgrading) are studied for the "process"
instrumentation, as many pneumatic control systems are still under use. More
specific issues concerning design and reliability of specific instruments are
also adressed.

d. Electrical supplies

General review and inspection identified the following work items

- upgrading of the 110 V-DC net, i.e., split-up in several smaller nets and
increase reliability 

- segregation of some cabling. The results of the PSA and the fire protection
study give valuable input to this issue 

The installation of an additional separate emergency power generator is
envisaged.
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e. Pipework, pools and structures 

An extensive inspection programme has been set up and is being executed 14].
A general maintenance programme has been defined for the spent fuel storage
pool. This involves some reshuffling of the fuel, made possible by the use of
high-density storage racks [15].

16. FUTURE OPERATION1

After the replacement of the beryllium matrix, it will be again possible to
modify easily without any physical constraints - no He3 poisoning - the
operation regime of the reactor.

A future operation regime should certainly be optimized and modified in function
of the demands for irradiation programmes and commercial productions of
radioisotopes and silicon neutron doping.
A choice has to be made between a continuous operation regime on a year basis
with to 10 cycles of 3 weeks operation and a discontinuous mode of operation
where (very) long shutdowns are accomodated and the reactor is only brought into
power on demand for specific (short) programmes.

Also in function of the expected short term scientific irradiation demands or
commercial productions, the refurbishment programme could be realized in
successive steps, starting with the necessary safety related upgradings and
continuing later with replacements and modernizations during programmed extended
shutdowns.

These various options are now still open and decisions will be taken early in
1994.

7. CONCL��07]

A final decision about the future of the BR2 reactor is expected early in 1994.
A choice which has to be made on basis of technical, economical and programmatic
considerations. It is the will of the CEN/SCK to keep open a performant test
reactor for future scientific programmes within an international context.
Various alternatives and scenarios are now being considered and evaluated to
realize this option at the lowest cost.
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ABSTRACT

The NIST Reactor (NBSR) and Cold Neutron Research Facility (CNRF)

are located at the Gaithersburg, MD site, and have been in

operation since 1969 and 1991, respectively. A total of 26 thermal

neutron facilities and 11 cold neutron stations are operating for

studies in condensed matter physics and chemistry, materials

science, chemical analysis, nondestructive evaluation, neutron

standards, fundamental neutron physics, and irradiations. Thermal

and cold neutron instruments which have become operational since

the 2d IGORR Conference will be described. Major facility upgrades

to be implemented in early 1994 will be outlined.

INTRODUCTION

Since the last IGORR meeting, progress on several fronts has

continued at the NIST Reactor. This includes the installation of

new instruments, near completion of other instruments, the

expansion of use of the Cold Neutron Research Facility (CNRF) as a

National Facility, and preparation for major facilities
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improvements to be undertaken in 1994. These are described in this

paper. Descriptions of instrumental capabilities have also been

given elsewhere 12].

FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT

In the fall of 1994, experimenters in the guide hall can expect an

increase of at least a factor of five in the cold neutron flux to

their instruments because of improvements to be made beginning in

early 1994. Three major projects will be undertaken: installation

of the remaining three guides of the CNRF; replacement of the cold

neutron source; and replacement of the reactor heat exchangers. A

shutdown of six to eight months is planned.

PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGERS

A major upgrade of the reactor cooling systems has been scheduled,

including replacement of the primary heat exchangers. Three new

heat exchangers are being built as replacements (only two are

needed for 20 MW) , which will be installed during the shutdown. It

will be necessary to move the instruments from the west side of the

reactor in order to remove the heat exchangers from the building.

The old helium refrigerator for the cold source will be removed at

the same time. Completion of installation of the new heat

exchangers will proceed in parallel with removal of the existing

guides, the D20 cold source, and the Bi tip.
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In addition to the heat exchangers, other major maintenance items

are planned or contemplated, including the ion exchange system,

shim arms, and D20 replacement for detritiation.

NEUTRON GUIDES

A number of improvements in the guides will result in a significant

increase in the cold neutron flux received in the guide hall. The

center plug (now containing only NG-3) and CTE, which have to be

removed to replace the cold source, will be replaced with new in-

pile pieces. NG-1 through NG-4 will be located in the new center

plug, as shown in Figure 1. The sections comprising the next 45

m, currently helium filled', will be encased in steel so that they

may be evacuated. Because the casings are larger than the current

guides, a single ex-core piece is needed for the first section of

guides 5 6 and 7 Guides 1 2 and 4 along with the new in-pile

pieces, will have supermirrors for their top and bottom surfaces,

and "Ni sides.

Much of the shielding surrounding the guides will be replaced when

the final three guides are installed. A 6 m guide, NG-0, will be

installed at the end of CTW so that the cold neutron depth-

profiling facility and neutron optical bench can occupy the space

vacated by the old refrigerator. A 2 m section will be curved,

'Evacuated initially, these sections were filled with helium
after a guide failure occurred. Details are given in the
Proceedings of the 2d IGORR Conference.
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with a 60 m radius; it is called a five-channel bender because it

has 4 vertical surfaces within the guide. The curved guide will

reduce the gamma-ray and fast-neutron background. All NG-0

surfaces will be supermirrors.

LIQUID HYDROGEN COLD NEUTRON SOURCE

A liquid hydrogen cold neutron source is being built to replace the

D20/H20 ice. A simple, passively-safe system has been designed, with

multiple barriers preventing air from mixing with hydrogen. A

thermosiphon will be used to maintain the LH2 inventory in the

moderator chamber, located in the cryogenic beam port. The

thermosiphon relies on natural circulation; no pumps or moving

parts are required to adequately cool the chamber. A hydrogen

condenser, located on the face of the reactor above the guides,

will be cooled by a new 35 kW helium gas refrigerator (1 KW

required; 14 - 18K). A 2 M3 ballast tank is connected to the

condenser so the entire hydrogen inventory can expand freely into

the tank, providing completely passive protection against

refrigerator failures (see Figure 2.

The moderator chamber is a 2 cm thick spherical shell with an

outside diameter of 32 cm and a volume of liters; the interior is

filled with vapor. A cold neutron flux trap is then created, as

demonstrated by the annular cold source in the Orph6e reactor at

Saclay. A 20 cm diameter exit hole in the back side of the chamber

shell fully illuminates the guides with cold neutrons from the flux
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trap in the interior. Figure shows the location of the cold

source relative to the reactor core and the neutron guides. Monte

Carlo calculations using MCNP 3 indicate the LH2 source will

increase the yield of long-wavelength neutrons (greater than 04

nm) by a large factor. The LH2 source will be colder 21 K) than

the D 40 K) , and it will be 14 cm closer to the fuel (the Bi tip

now shielding the D20 source can be removed) 

MCNP calculations also indicate less than 1000 W will be deposited

in the cold source from neutrons and gamma rays. Hydrogen will

evaporate at 2 g/s and rise to the condenser, and condensed liquid

will return by gravity to the moderator chamber. A concentric pair

of tubes connect the chamber to the condenser, completing the

thernosiphon. A full-scale model of the cryostat was built and

tested by the Chemical Sciences and Technology Laboratory at NIST

Boulder, which demonstrated that at least 2200 W can be removed

from the chamber in this manner, with very stable two-phase return

flow. The tests also indicated that the void fraction in the LH2

at 900 W will be between 6 and 12%, depending on the pressure.

The total hydrogen inventory is expected to be about 700 g 4 atm

warm) , with about 450 g of LH2 while operating.

Each component of the hydrogen system is surrounded by a helium

containment above atmospheric pressure. The containment provides

another barrier preventing air from mixing with hydrogen, and makes

it possible to immediately detect insulating vacuum leaks. If a
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containment or insulating vacuum pressure varies outside its

established limit, indicating that one of the barriers is

compromised, the refrigerator will be shut down, allowing the

hydrogen to expand into the ballast tank. The reactor will be shut

down when the hydrogen pressure rises so as not to overheat the

moderator chamber.

Once the tank is initially charged with hydrogen, the cold source

can be operated and shut down any number of times without

additional gas handling. Hydrogen will be removed only for major

repairs, using a portable metal-hydride storage unit.

All components of the hydrogen system will be located within

protective shields to eliminate the possibility of accidental

ruptures. A safety analysis indicates that the cryostat components

can withstand detonation of a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen

with the maximum amount of oxygen that may possibly be present in

the component. In May, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

advised NIST that the LH2 source can be installed under the

provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, subject to review and approval by the

NBSR Safety Evaluation Committee.

The installation of the LH2 cold source will increase the yield of

cold neutrons by at least a factor of three. Combined with other

improvements, neutron intensities at the instruments of the CNRF

are expected to be at least a factor of f ive greater than the
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currently available intensities.

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

Concurrent with the facilities modifications described above, a

relocation of CNRF instruments is also planned for the shutdown

period, as shown in Figure 3 Instruments which have come on line

since IGORR-2 are described below.

THE NSFINIST CENTER FOR HIGH RESOLUTION NEUTRON SCATTERING (CHRNal

Much of what was envisioned when, in 1989, NIST and the National

Science Foundation (NSF) agreed to establish the Center for High

Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS) at the CNRF has come to

fruition in the past year. During that time the two CNRF

instruments that the NSF has partially supported, a 30 m, high

resolution, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) instrument and a

cold neutron inelastic scattering spectrometer (known as SPINS for

Spin Polarized Inelastic Neutron Scattering) have gone into

operation. Guest researcher experiments approved by the CNRFIS

Program Advisory Committee have been scheduled on the CHRNS SANS

instrument since August, 1992, when the instrument was officially

commissioned as part of the CNRF's second Researchers' Group

meeting. Since then roughly 75% of the available beam time on this

instrument has been allocated to approved.proposals, and, through

Junef 1993, 37 guest researcher experiments have been carried out.

The SANS instrument (Figure 4 has a Q range extending from 0.015
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to 6 nm-1, and utilizes a 2-d detector of the ILL-type, capable of

counting at rates in excess of 20,000/sec. Additional performance

characteristics for the instrument are listed in Table .

The CHRNS SPINS spectrometer began phase I of its operation in the

spring of 1993. The instrument is presently configured as a fixed

incident energy, cold neutron triple-axis spectrometer, with

focusing pyrolytic graphite monochromator and analyzer crystals,

and is available part of the time for use by guest researchers for

inelastic scattering measurements with unpolarized neutrons. In

this mode the instrument also serves as a test bed for the

development and testing of the wide-beam transmission polarizing

devices and the Drabkin-type, energy-dependent spin flipper that

will give this instrument its unique capabilities. When

implemented over the next year, these devices will enable inelastic

scattering measurements with full polarization analysis, and, in

addition, will make it possible to partially decouple. the momentum

and energy resolution of the instrument to achieve high energy

resolution 20 AeV) under conditions of moderately relaxed momentum

resolution.

THE NIST/IBM/U. MINNESOTA NEUTRON REFLECTOMETER

The new reflectometer in the CNRF guide hall began operating in may

1993. This instrument is capable of reflectivity measurements from

free liquid surfaces. as well as solid surfaces. The new

reflectometer permits the measurement of reflectivities as low as
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10-6, which requires typical run times of -8 h. A signif icant

improvement in performance (- 46 times increase in signal) is

expected when the new liquid H2 cold source is installed in 1994.

As shown in Figure a pyrolytic graphite monochromator array

deflects neutrons onto a horizontal sample surface at a shallow

angle of incidence. Reflected neutrons are measured by a detector

after passing through an exit slit system. In a future version of

the instrument, another detector will be added, capable of scanning

a large angular range in order to perform surface diffraction

measurements. Independent movement of both sample and detector

will allow measurement of off-specular scattering. A position

sensitive detector will also be installed in the near future.

The performance characteristics are summarized in Table .

NEW POWDER DIFFRACTOMETER

The new high-resolution neutron powder diffractometer has been

commissioned and is being scheduled for routine operation. The new

instrument, shown schematically in Figure 6 has 32 detectors,

arranged at 50 intervals around a circle in an assembly that can

scan a 120 20 range, so that powder diffraction patterns can be

collected over the entire range from 00 to 1670. There is a choice

of three monochromator positions and takeoff angles, so that the

peak-width minimum can be matched to the d-spacing range that is

most important for each sample. Because-of the excellent results

from the old five-detector instrument for samples with large, but

high symmetry, unit cells, one of the takeoff angles is 750, with
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a Cu 220 monochromator. A Si 531 monochromator at a takeoff angle

of 1200 gives high resolution for small, low symmetry unit cells,

while a Cu 311 monochromator at a takeoff angle of 900 can be used

for intermediate size cells. All choices have a neutron wavelength

close to 154 A.

Selection of in-pile collimation of 151 of arc permits rapid data

collection for temperature-dependent studies, while 7 of arc

provides maximum resolution (as low as 0.170 FWHM, Ad/d = 9x104).

When compared with the five-detector instrument, the new

diffractometer offers dramatic improvements in resolution (up to a

factor of 3 and data collection time (up to a factor of 20). The

three focusing monochromators all give Gaussian peak shapes,

greatly facilitating Rietveld-refinement applications. In Figure 7

a comparison of data taken with the new and previous BT-1

instruments is made.

CKRF GUEST RESEARCHER PROGRAM

As a national facility dedicated to serving the needs of U.S.

researchers in the area of cold neutron instrumentation, the CNRF

issues calls for proposals twice yearly to inform the community

about the opportunities it offers. The guest researcher program

has now been functioning for almost two years. The fourth call for

proposals was completed in July 1993, for beam time in the period
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from Sept. 1993 to early 1994, until the start of the extended

shutdown.

The response to the first three calls has shown steady growth, both

in number and variety of proposals. The first call stimulated 39

proposals, requesting 165 instrument-days, while the third call

elicited 65 proposals requesting 357 instrument-days. Proposals for

SANS comprised almost all the first round proposals, but only about

60 percent of the total in the third round, with proposals for the

new reflectometer, for the chemical analysis stations, and for the

new inelastic scattering instruments making up the rest. The

latest submissions spanned a very wide range of scientific areas

ranging from biology to chemistry, physics, and materials science.

The Program Advisory Committee (PAC) is the body primarily

responsible for determining the characteristics of the CNRF guest

researcher program. First convened in 1989, it advises NIST

administration on all aspects of CNRF operation. Twice yearly, the

PAC meets to consider all proposals submitted in response to the

most recent call, and determines whether each should receive beam

time and how much time is to be allocated. Actual scheduling of

beam time is carried out by NIST staff. An important element of

the review process is peer review by mail, in which most proposals

are sent out for external review before being considered by the

PAC.
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The CNRF Guest Researchers' Group is an independent body

constituted to represent the interests of guest researchers at the

facility. So far, it has had two meetings (in 1991 and 1992), with

a third eeting planned for early 1994.

Finally, we note that the access procedures for guest researchers

have been greatly simplified during the past year. For those with

approved experiments at the CNRF or other facilities at the

reactor, and who plan to spend less than 30 days in a calendar year

at NIST (10 days for non-citizens), no prior paperwork is required

beyond a letter of identification from the home institution.
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Table 1. CHRNS 30-m SANS Characteristics and Performance

Source: neutron guide (NG-3), 6 x 6 CM2

Monochromator: mechanical velocity selector with

variable speed and pitch

Wavelength Range: 0.5 nm to 20 nm

Wavelength Resolution: 8% to 30% AX/X (FWHM)

Source-to-Sample Dist.: 3.5 m to 16 m in 1.5 m steps via

insertion of neutron guide sections

Sample-to-Detector Dist.: 1.3 m to 13 m continuously variable

Collimation: circular pinhole collimation

Sample Size: 0.5 cm to 25 cm diam

Q-Range: 0.01 to 60 n-1

Size Regime: 0.5 nm to 500 nm

Detector: 65 x 65 Ce 3He position sensitive
proportional counter (1 X 1 CM2

resolution), ILL type

Ancillary Equipment: - automatic multispecimen sample
changer with temperature control
from 10 to 200 C

- electromagnet (O to 15 Kgauss)
- couette type shearing cell
- cryostats and vacuum furnace

(10 to 1800 K)

Neutrons on Sample vs. Q.,, Qmj (nm-1) Ia (n/sec)
0.015 3.7 X 103

0.030 3.4 X 104

0.050 2.6 x 105

0 . 10 1. X 106

0.20 3.5 x 106

'for 1.5 cm diam sample and AX/ = 25 at 15MW reactor power.
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Table 2 Reflectometer Characteristics

Monochromator: Pyrolytic graphite
Wavelength range: 0.235, 0407, 0.47,and 0.55 nm
Wavelength resolution: 2.5% AX/X
Beam size (continuously variable): .05 x 50 mm to 4 x 5 mm
Q range: 0.03 to 4 nm-1
Q resolution: Variable with slits from 04

to .15 AQ/Q

Monochromator-to-sample distance: 2m
Sample-to-detector distance

for reflectivity detector: 2m

Angular range for grazing
incidence diffraction detector: 50 1400.
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Figure 1. Plan view of the cold source region of the reactor.
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Figure 3 Floor plan of the CNRF after the 1994 shutdown.
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Figure 4 Schematic of the CHRNS 30-m SANS spectrometer.

Figure S. Schematic of the cold neutron reflectometer.
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Figure 7 A portion of the neutron diffraction pattern of
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collimation, FWHM = 0.510 New BT-1: Si 531 monochromator, X
1.57A, 15'-301-71 collimation ("low" resolution option), FWHM
0.210.
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INTRODUCTION

JRR-3 was a heavy water moderated and cooled tank type reactor with

slightly enriched uranium fuels. JRR-3 was constructed by Japanese staff for

studying the reactor technology in Japan. Its thermal output was 0MW and it

was operated and utilized for about twenty years. But its thermal neutron flux

was an order of 1013 n/cm2-sec and slightly low for the recent demand of research

and developments, therefore JRR-3 was modified and upgraded to JRR-3M.

Modification works were started in 1986 and got the first criticality in March,

1990. After that, JRR-3M has been operated successfully.

JRR-3M

JRR-3M is a light water moderated and cooled, heavy water reflected pool

type reactor with 2MW. There are 26 standard fuel elements and 6 control rod

elements with follower fuels in the core. Fuel elements are UAlx dispersed MTR

type fuels and their enrichment is about 20%. Its full power operation was

established in November, 1990.1) 2,3),4)

JRR-3M is operated with seven or eight operation cycles in each year. Its

operation cycle is basically consist of four weeks of full power operation and one

week of shut down for refueling, irradiation capsule handling and maintenance

works. Figure shows the reactor operation data. The JRR-3M was operated

twenty two cycles in total, and the integrated thermal power of 10,000 MWD was

attained at the end of September, 1993 (Table 
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A core of the JRR-3M is divided into five parts for refueling, and the standard

and follower fuels in each part are refueled during the shut down period. So, five

or six standard fuels are exchanged to new ones in a cycle. Average burn up of

standard fuels is about 21%U-235, and the maximum burn up of the fuels is about

40%U-235. Six follower fuels are refueled at intervals of five cycles. The

averaged burn up of follower fuels just before the refueling is about 25%U-235,

and the maximum burn up of the fuels is about 38%U-235. Figure 2 shows a

change of excess reactivity from the beginning of the operation. Since it is

difficult to divide the core equally and the reactivity of irradiation samples is

changed every cycles, it shows unevenness of the reactivity at the beginning of

cycle or the end of cycle.

Figure shows nine unscheduled shutdowns experienced in JRR-3M. Most of

the shutdowns are caused by natural phenomena directly or indirectly, that is an

earthquake or a loss of electric power supply. Table 2 shows the unscheduled

shutdowns including the results and the counter measures. The JRR-3M

experienced three unscheduled shutdowns except that caused by an earthquake

or a loss of electric power supply. First unscheduled shutdown was occurred in

the 4th cycle and it caused by some confusion of an operation manual of

experimental facilities. But the reactor itself had no damage and restarted its

operation imediately. Control rods of the JRR-3M are held by electrical

magnets. Trouble of this control rod holding circuit was occurred in the 3th

operation cycle. It caused by an aging of fuses in the circuit. In the 20th cycle, a

flow meter of secondary coolant of helium compressor in the Cold Neutron Source

(CNS) facility made a signal of low flow rate and made the compressor stop. The

reactor is designed to be shut down if the helium compressor in CNS facility stops.

Actually, the secondary pump was running, and the trouble originated from noise

by air in the flow meter. These troubles did not cause any significant impacts to

reactor utilization and reactor itself.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES IN JRR-3M

JRR-3M has both of irradiation facilities and beam experimental facilities.

The irradiation facilities using eighteen vertical irradiation holes are listed in

Table 3 Nine irradiation holes are located in the core region for the capsule

irradiation. They are used for material irradiation tests and radio isotope (RI)

production. In the heavy water reflector region, nine vertical holes are arranged.

One of the holes is used for the CNS facility and the others are used for the

irradiation experiments such as an activation analysis, a semiconductor
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production by silicon doping, RI production and so on. For the neutron beam

experiment, JRR-3M has nine beam tubes. The thermal neutron flux measured

at the end of the tubes are shown in Table 4 Two beam tubes are used for the

neutron guide tubes. One of these is for thermal neutron beam and another is for

cold neutron beam. The thermal neutron beam is separated into two beams, and

the cold neutron beam is separated into three beams. All thermal cold neutron

beams are lead to the beam hall and served to beam experimental instruments.

The CNS facility in JRR-3M is a vertical thermosyphone type using liquid

hydrogen at 20K as the moderator. A schematic diagram of the CNS facility is

shown in Fig. 3 and design parameters and operational feature are shown in

Table 5. This facility was operated all during the reactor operation. Table 6

shows the operation record of the CNS facility. The CNS facility experienced just

one trouble throughout its operation, and this trouble was initiated by flow meter

in the compressor cooling system, and there was no damage to the CNS facility.5)

A prompt gamma ray analyzing (PGA) system was constructed for a new

experimental equipment at JRR-3M. This analysis is an elemental and isotopic

analytical technique. The system can be set at cold and thermal neutron beam

guides. A schematic diagram of the PGA system with the extended evacuated

guide tube is shown in Fig.4. The system consists of a beam shutter, beam

collimator, sample box, beam stopper, neutron and gamma ray shieldings, and a

multi-mode gamma ray spectrometer. Using PGA system, it became to be able to

analyze elements that cannot be determined by an instrumental neutron

activation analysis.6)

Neutron radiography (NRG) facility is a non-destructive testing device which

utilizes the penetrating nature of neutron. Figure shows the JRR-3M NRG

facility. It is used for many research works such as the inspection of spent fuels

and irradiated capsules, the visualization of air-water two-phase flow, the

observation of plant roots, the characterization of cancer and so on.

CONCLUSION

JRR-3M started its operation in November, 1990, ant the integrated thermal

power of 10,000 MWD was attained in September, 1993. Throughout the

operation, JRR-3M experienced nine unscheduled shutdowns due to minor

troubles without any significant impacts to reactor utilization and reactor itself.

JRR-3M serves thermal cold neutrons to the beam hall through the neutron

guide tubes, and nineteen beam experimental instruments are set up in the hall.

PGA system is one of the instruments, and is useful for an elemental and isotopic
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analysis. The NRG facility is also an useful instrument for analysis of

thermohydraulic experiment and as an innovative technique.
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Table I Operation Record of JRR-3M

Fiscal Cycle Operation Time Integrated Output Unscheduled
Year (Hr. Min) (MWD) Shutdown

1990 4 2638hr 53 min 1678.4 1

1991 8 4689hr 46 min 3725.4 2

1992 7 4001 hr 38 min 3174.1 5

1993 3 (7) 1723hr 37 min 1370.7 1

TOTAL 22 13,053 hr 54 min 9948.6 9

in Cycle showsthe numberof scheduled cycles

Table 2 Unscheduled Shutdown of JRR-3M

Date Facilities Equipment Result Counter Measure

Mar. 12, 91 Irradiation Pneumatictube Operation error Amendment of
Facilities operation manual

Jun. 25, 91 Earthquake

Feb. 1, 92 Loss of power

May 11, 92 Earthquake

May 18, 92 CRDM Magnet Coil Inspection Change of coil

Jul. 7 92 CRDM CR holding circuit Aging of fuse Exchange of fuse
increase of capacity

Sep. 4 92 Loss of power

Apr. 9 93 Loss of power

Flow meter of Noise by Increase of time
May 17, 93 CNS secondary coolant of bubbles constant

helium compressor
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Table 3 Irradiation Facilitiy in JRR-3M

Neutron Flux

Name Size and WcM2-sec) Application
Number

Thermal Fast

Hydraulic rabbit 037x2 JX1014 JX1012 -RI production
(H R)

Pneumatic rabbit 037x2 6x1O13 1X1011 -RI production
(PN) I

Acti vati o n Ana I ysi s
(PN3) 020xl 2x1O13 4x 1 09 -Activation analysis

Uniform irradiation 0 170 I 3x1013 3x1O11 -Material irradiation
(S 1) I -Silicon doping

Rotating irradiation 0 140 I 8XIO13 2 I 0 1 1 -Large material
(D R) irradiation

Capsule irradiation 6x5 3x1014 2x`1014 -Exposure test

(RGBRVT-1,SH) 045x4 2x`1014 5x1013 -RI production
I 0100xl 8x1O13 2x`1011 I I

Table 4 Measured Thermal Neutron Flux
at the End of Beam Tubes at clean core

Beam Tube Name Thermal Neutron Flux
( n/cM2-sec

- G 1.2 x 109

2-G not measured

3 - G 3.3 x 109

4-G 3.0 x 109

- G not measured

6 - G 3.5 x 109

7 - R 1.2 x 109

- T 7.4 x 109

9 1.5 x 109
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Table JRR-3M CNS Facility

DESIGN PARAMETERS

TYPE Vertical Thermosyhpone Type

MODERATOR Liquid Hydrogen, 20K

COOLANT Helium Gas

MODERATOR CELL FlaskShape, 200mmHxl3OmmWx5OmmT, 0.8f
Stainless Steel, 0.8mmt

VACUUM CHAMBER 0154mm, 8mmt, StainlessSteel

OPERATIONAL FEATURE

PRESSURE OF 1.2ata
HYDROGEN

VOLUME OF LIQUID 1.5e
HYDROGEN

NUCLEAR HEAT 40OW

THERMAL 150W
RADIATION HEAT

COLD NEUTRON 10 (atthe wave length of 0.5nm)
GAIN

Table 6 Operation record of CNS facility

Fiscal Year Operation Time Trouble
Hour)

1990 2,100 0

1991 4,870 0

1992 4,320 0

1993 1,860 1
Noise by Bubbles)

Tota I 13,150 1

At the end of 05-03 cycle
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of JRR-3M CNS facility
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Fig. 4 Layout of the JRR-3M PGA system atthe thermal neutron guide beam
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Summary

An aging evaluation program for FRJ-2 (DIDO) of the Forschungszentrum Julich

GmbH has been developed and is currently executed in cooperation with the licen-

sing and regulatory and TOV experts in order to determine the overall life

expectancy of the facility and to identify critical systems and components that

need to be upgraded or refurbished for future safe reactor operation.

In Phase A (completed) a so called master list of the FRJ-2 mechanical, electri-

cal and structural components was compiled on a system-by system basis and the

operational documentation with respect to regular inspections, maintenance,

repair and unusual occurences was carefully examined. Critical components were

selected and their ageing respectively life limiting mechanisms identified.

In Phase (currently under way) special inspections, examinations and tests for

critical systems/components are being elaborated, executed and evaluated.

Current work is being concentrated on non replaceable components (e.g. reactor

aluminium tank (RAT) and the connecting pipes to the primary cooling circuit,

the reactor steel tank and pipe work inside the concrete reactor block).

As a consequence of first results of the aging evaluation program and due to

leaks in the weir and drain pipes of the RAT a repair/refurbishment program was

set up for the Al-RAT pipes (risers, downcomers weir and drain pipes) and the

steel guide tubes. Details of the r/r program which is in far progress and first

essential results of the aging evaluation will be presented.

The results achieved until today are encouraging with respect to safe reactor

operation on short and medium term.
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1. Introduction and Overview

First critical in November 1962 FRJ-2 reached its original design power of 10 MW

in 1963. FRJ-2 is a heavy water moderated and cooled research reactor of DIDO-

Type. Table gives some important data of the facility.

Tab. 1: Some Important Data of FRJ-2

Type: Tank (MTR-tubular)
Contruction: 1957-1962
ist Criticality: November 1962

Power (MWM)
Design/Upgrading: 10/15/23

Neutron Flux (1/s):
- max. therm: 2 1014
- max. fast: I 1014
(> 0.1 MOV)

Exp. Channels

vertical
• core: 25
• reflector: 15 (D20) + 10 (graphite)

horizontal
- reflector: 10 (D20) + 21 (graphite)

No of Experiments 30-35
(Simultaneous)

Utilization: Beam Exp./Spec. Irradiations

Special features: CNS/ELLA*) 1971)
opt. CNS/ELLA 1986)

Status: repair/refurbishment
measures underway, operation
scheduled begin 1994

CNS: Cold Neutron Source; ELLA: External (Cold) Neutron Guide Hall

Figure shows the reactor block and the primary cooling circuit.

Although FRJ-2 originally had been designed for multipurpose experimental

utilization there was a strong shift from a nearly balanced experimental

operation (beamhole-/irradiation experiments) to beam experiment utilization

90%) from the late seventies until today.
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2. Aging Evaluation Program

Although conceptual design studies for major modifications of FRJ-2 (DIDO) and

even a new reactor to replace DIDO /l/-/5/) have been elaborated in the past

(starting in the late seventies and being continued with increased intensity and

in cooperation with German and French companies from 1986 until today) it has

been always inevitable to also evaluate the technical status of DIDO- now about

30 years old - with respect to further life expectancy. After many discussions

with the atomic licensing and regulatory authority and TOV experts the decision

was taken end of 1990 to elaborate and execute an aging evaluation program for

FRJ-2 (DIDO).

2.1 Features, Objectives, Phases

The overall objective of the aging evaluation program (AEP) is to determine the

life expectancy (residual working life) of FRJ-2 by executing suitable

investigation (inspection) measures taking into account special design features

of the facility, past operation period and operation experience. It also should

be determined to what extent mdication, refurbishment or replacement measures

have to be taken today or in the near future to garanty the safe operation of

the facility according to the present state of the art of science and

technology. The aging evaluation program is being focussed at the systems and

components of the reactor only (not at experiments and experimental supply

systems).

The AEP is being executed in a two phased approach (Phase A and B). The

different working steps and the sequence of steps for the pogram can be seen in

a schematic survey from Fig. 2.

In phase A an inventory of all systems and components is drawn up and relevant

technical data including age are compiled. In parallel operation documents,

results of regular inspections and unusual occurences/events are evaluated in

order to determine critical components with susceptibility to malfunction and

aging effects. Comparable occurences/events at other nuclear facilities are

assessed to get additional indications on critical (groups of) components when

compared with FRJ-2 experiences. Finally life limiting effects and

aging/damaging mechanisms (e.g radiation, thermal embrittlement, corrosion,

erosion, fatigue, wear) are identified and compiled for association with

critical components. On completion of phase A all components that need further

detailed inspection analysis will be selected for Phase B. As a first working

step inspection programs and analysis methods for critical components have to be

elaborated and executed. By a comprehensive safety evaluation of the
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inspection/analysis results finally life expectancy (residual working life)

shall be assessed. Furthermore requirements and technical/administrative

measures necessary to continue reactor operation for the assessed residual

working life have to be determined.

2.2 Some Results of Phase A 6/*)

First of all the inventory of all systems and components was taken and a so

called master list was compiled. According to the master list consequently all

relevant technical data including age of the component were collected and stored

by using adequate computer software. The 3 remaining working steps of Phase A

(see Fig. 2 were executed in parallel so that the analysis/evaluation of the

operation experience, of the results from the regular inspections and of unusual

occurences/events directly was used to determine how and to what extent

different life limiting factors and aging/damaging mchanisms were affected for

critical components in the past. Some results will be given for selected

factors/mechanisms:

mechanical and thermal load.

Since static pressures and temperatures below 1000 are predominant at

FRJ-2 particular damage/aging effects on components of metallic material

can be excluded. Some investigations, however, on nonmetallic/nonferrous

materials will be necessary.

Likewise structural investigations (calculations) for piping systems

(mainly for the primary cooling circuit) taking thermal movements into

account are being carried out. The results achieved todate are

encouraging.

No unusual occurences/events with the exception of a pressure leakage test

in the lower part of one riser have been found where design data (limits)

were exceeded in the past. The assessment of the mentioned (over)pressure

during the leakage test did not reveal any damaging effects.

corrosion

Corrosion of components is dependent on environmental conditions and

operating media. Corrosion might be induced and favored by leakages or

operation with non spe cified media in gas or water s stems.

Whereas no (significant) deviations from media specifications were found

during operation in the past leakages of D20 into the annular gaps formed

by the RAT-Al pipes and the enclosing steel tubes (see. Fig. 3 were

detected twice 1980 weir pipe, 1990 drain pipe).

Work of the Phase A of the AEP mainly was done by TOV experts being well familiar with DIDO
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Therefore comprehensive investigations on the corrosion status of RAT and

RAT pipes were carried out recently as an adavanced part of Phase of the

AEP (see 23.2).

Since the leakages of the drain and weir pipes led to increased corrosion

and deposition of corrosion products within the gaps - above all in the

region of the stuffing box seals that have to provide for different

thermal expansion of Al- and steel tubes (see Fig. 4 - reduction of the

thermal movements and even solid seizure could not be excluded. Therefore

a thermal stress/fatigue analysis of RAT (bottom region) also was carried

out recently (see 23.1).

radiation

Only structural parts of the RAT in the core or very near to the core are

exposed to a fast neutron flux of about to 1014 n/cm2s. The fast flux dose

(E > .1 MeV) accumulated from the startup Nov/1962 until now is about

5-1022 /CM2 in the core (median plane) and less than 122 n/cm2 for the

grid plate and 2TAN channel. The flux for all other parts of the RAT

(including horizontal channels, RAT walls in the radial and bottom region)

is much smaller (at least one or several orders of magnitude). Due to the

relatively small fast dose < 1022 n/cW) damaging effects by radiation

embrittlement on 2TAN and grid plate can be excluded today and also for

the residual working life.

other factors/mechanisms

particul ar (mechanical) wear must be taken into account for active

components, e.g. "moving" piping systems, all types of bearings, slide

ring sealings, conebelts etc. The extent of aging and wear depends on

service life and cycles mainly. By the regular inspection program carried

out by the operator to some extent in cooperation with TOV experts

affected components can be safely detected and replaced if necessary. This

procedure (safe detection by inspection and subsequent replacement) is of

particular importance for sliding/sealing parts of safety systems as the

fast shut dwn system and the coarse control arms of FRJ-2. Therefore life

limiting effects for these systems are of minor importance.

2.3 Status of Phase 13, Essential Results

During Phase A it became obvious that there were at least two issues which need

urgent investigation so to speak as an advanced part of Phase B.

These issues are (see 22)

- corrosion of RAT and RAT pipes

- restricted thermal expansion of RAT pipes.
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Therefore an investigation program on these issues was elaborated discussed in

detail with representatives of regulatory bodies and TOV and executed nearly

completely todate.

Results will be given in 23.1 and 23.2. Furthermore for the refurbishment of

the RAT pipes the primary cooling circuit had been dismantled to a great extent

so that special aging investigations on dismantled and not dismantled components

(e.g. x-ray inspection of welds, eddy current examination of heat exchanger

tubes) were carried out. The results achieved todate are positive with no

restrictions on further operation.

2.3.1 Stress/Fatigue Analysis of the RAT (Bottom)

The corrosion and deposition of corrosion products in the annular gaps between

RAT-Al-tubes and the enclosing steel tubes caused great concern because

restricted thermal movements of the RAT pipes against the steel tubes would give

rise to thermal stress for the RAT at the positions where the tubes (risers,

downcomers, drain and weir pipe) are welded to the RAT bottom. Efforts to

measure the restricted thermal movements by heating up the RAT tubes in the

lower part did not lead to satisfactory results. Therefore solid seizure for

some of the RAT tubes could not be excluded. First calculations using a finite

elements computer code revealed that under the pessimistic assumption of all RAT

tubes being seized the elastic limits (yield strength) of the RAT bottom region

would have been exceeded significantly.

During refurbishment work RAT-Al tubes and enclosing steel pipes were cut off

together as one unit about 10 cm below the ceiling of the D20 plant room. 4

units 2 risers and downcomers each) were taken unchanged with respect to the

corrosion state in the annular gap to determine the displacement of the Al tube

against the steel tube as a function of the strength applied to the Al tube

(fixed steel pipe) using a special device. The strength was determined up to and

even exceeding the values that had been measured for the displacement after the

power upgrade from 15 MW to 23 MW under normal operation (temperature)

conditions in 1972.

By calculations using the measured displacement/strength function up to maximum

D20 temperatures during oper ation it was found that arround 1000 load c cles

would be the permissible limit before formation of cracks will start 4/.

Assumed that restrictions of the thermal movement of the RAT tubes were not

significant before 1979 (first leakage oberserved by weir pipe 1980) about 200

load cycles must be taken into account from 1979 until 1990. This figure is well

below the limit mentioned above so that damaging effects in the past can be
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excluded. A fatigue analysis for the RAT bottom region with the replaced parts

of Al/steel tubes (bellows in the enclosing steel pipes will provide for the

different thermal expansion) considering the temperature differences during

normal operation at RAT bottom has demonstrated that around 34000 load cycles

will be upper limit /8/.

2.3.2 Investigations on the Corrosion Status of RAT and RAT-Pipes

Concerning the ageing evaluation program the reactor aluminium tank (RAT) and

the 9 vertical RAT-pipes (Al 99.8) for D20 circulation were inspected (Fig.

3+4). Cut off parts of the RAT-pipes were also investigated.

Inspections (Fig. 5) were done with optical methods (periscope, mirror, video

microscope, videoscope) and other non-destructive methods of material testing

(eddy current probe, ultrasonic probe). The cut off pipe parts were investigated

using microscope, electron microscope and methods of analytical chemistry and

metallography. To get data of the mechanical properties of the material, tensile

and hardness measurements were made.

Results of inspections

RAT-pipe annular gaps

Gaps between RAT-pipes and the enclosing steel tubes (mild steel) partially

filled with a reddish brown mixture of FeOx and AlOx

Inlet pipes (risers), wall thickness 71 mm

Outside (He-side):

(Fig. 6)

Pitting corrosion max. 28 mm deep - 12 mm

Above 2 m no indication of corrosion (ultrasonic)

Inside (D20-side):

(Fig 7)

Isolated pittings (Fig. 8) max. 2 mm deep - 2 mm

orientated mainly in axial direction.

Above 125 m no indication of corrosion.

Important! Optical and ultrasonic inspection showed no indication of overlapping

inside/outside pitting maximum.

Outlet pipes (downcomers), wall thickness 68 mm
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Outside:

Pitting corrosion max. 28 mm deep - 11x mm

Above 065 m no indication of corrosion.

Inside:

Insignificant corrosion

Drain-/Weirpipe, wall thickness 35 mm

Outside:

(Fig. 9)

Both pipes with two penetrations each and pitting corrosion up to 1.05 m.

Decreasing denseness of pitting towards RAT.

Inside:

Insignificant corrosion

Enclosing steel tubes

Few isolated pittings with 30% wall thickness weakening inside.

RAT, wall thickness 12.7 and 17.4 mm

Inside and outside no significant corrosion.

Results of analytical chemistry investigations

Inside RAT-pipes (D O-side)

Reddish brown layer of AlOx (15pm) and FeOx (2pm) on top.

Traces of chloride, no indication of heavy metals like copper (Fig. 11).

Corrosion mechanism:

Release of chloride by Chloroprene valve-membranes.

Traces of chloride in combination with residues of pipe manufacturing (Fig. 10)

caused pitting corrosion.

Outside RAT-pipes (He-side)

Chloride (Fig. 12), highest concentration of 16% Cl- near Chloroprene gland,

traces of copper.

Corrosion mechanism:

Release of chloride by Chloroprene gland.

Combination of chloride and humidity in Helium caused pitting corrosion. Certain

influence of copper.
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After completion of the major part of corrosion investigations the findings had

been compiled in a status report (/9/) and discussed in detail with

representatives of the licensing and regulatory authority and T.

Meanwhile an evaluation-report on the results was presented by TOV /10/)

Evaluation

Having the right conditions nearly complete stop of pitting corrosion will

be possible.

Due to the observed pitting corrosion D20-leckage will start with a minor

rate only.

Due to the ductile pipe-material instantaneous failure (stress corrosion

cracking) can be excluded.

Recommendations
- Cleaning of RAT-pipes inside and outside.

- Exchange of Chloroprene (valves, seals) by EPDM-rubber.

- Strict control of D20-purity.

- Limitation of humidity outside RAT-pipes in the He-graphite system.

- Reliable and fast detection of possible leaks (control of humidity and

nuclides).

- RAT-pipe inspections within certain time intervalls.

3. Upgrading the RAT Pipes

3.1 Problem Caused by the Original Design

The four downcomers and three risers of the reactor aluminium tank (RAT) of FRJ-

2 consist of aluminium pipes, size 7 and 9, positioned concentrice in steel

pipes (Fig. 4 The gaps formed by the aluminium and steel pipes are part

graphite-helium-system. he gaps are sealed by stuffing boxes in the lower part

to allow different thermal expansion between the steel tank and the RAT during

start-up and shut-down of the Reactor.

The design of the drain- and the weir pipe is comparable to that of the

downcomers and risers but the size is only 1,511.

In the past leakes in the drain and weir pipe let to the penetration of heavy

water into the gaps. Consequent the gaps were filled up with corrosion products

which gave the risk of solid seizure between the steel and the aluminium pipes
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in the area of the stuffing box including the size of unacceptable stresses in

the bottom of the RAT.

3.2 Design and Performance of the New Arrangement

Due to the problems mentioned above the stuffing boxes areas of the RAT pipes

had to be replaced by a new design using steel bellows and O-ring sealing.

The lower parts of the steel and aluminium pipes of the downcomers and risers

were cut in two steeps using a compass saw and a milling cutter device.

The radioactive corrosions products were removed from the gaps and new tube

nozzels were welded to the steel and aluminium pipes using special shielding

devices placed into the pipes. (Fig. 13). For the risers the shielding was given

by a canister filled with water and for the downcomers a stainless steel

cylinder was used fixed by an inflatable balloon device.

The tritium release during welding was nearly totaly avoided by preheating the

used aluminium pipes. The preheating procedure has been optimized by tests with

used aluminium pipe peaces cut before.

For drain and the weir pipe a scaling device consisting of an internal pipe with

steel bellow was developed. The scaling is realized by two O-rings in the upper

region pressed to old aluminium pipe (Fig. 14).

3.3 Status of the Refurbishment Work

The sealing devices for the drain and the weir pipe were installed in August

1992. Concerning the work for the downcomers and the risers the new tube nozzels

were welded and the new steel bellows are available. The final installation will

be finished in October 1993.

4. Final Remark

The results of the Aging Evaluation Program achieved until today do not reveal

significant aging/damaging effects on non replaceable parts of FRJ-2. Even the

corrosion status of RAT and RAT tubes - issue of most concern - does not

indicate severe effects on future safe reactor operation if the recommended and

specified data for the primary coolant and the He-gas of the grahite system will

be strictly kept during operation. Therefore modifications of the graphite He

system are necessary and under construction.

The refurbishment of the RAT tubes is in far progress and will be completed

within the next months. in addition several technical and administrative

measures have to be realized before FRJ-2 can resume operation. Among the

technical measures those to modify and upgrade several systems and components so
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that they can meet the current seismic and fire protection standards are of

particular importance because licensing procedures according to the German

Atomic Energy Act are required for realization.

Among the administrative measures the operation manual is being adopted to the

current regulations and an emergency handbook including accident management

measures is beeing elaborated.

Due to the uncertainties with regard to the above mentioned licensing procedures

a reliable date to resume reactor operation cannot be given. Under very

optimistic assumptions FRJ-2 might start operation in the first quarter of next

year.
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Aging Evalution Program for FRJ-2 (DIDO)

PHASE A PHASE 

inventory of compilation of
all systems and all relevant technical elaboration and execution
components data and age of of inspections (programs),
(master list) components analysis for critical

components

V

analysis evaluation of
operation documents determination of
results of regular critical components safety evaluation
Inspections with respect to

susceptibility to malfunction of
speciallunusual and aging effects Inspection resultsoccurenceslevents

determination V
of components

analysislevaluation of determination of for further investigations
comparable critical groups of determination
occurences/everits components of life expectancy
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Fig. 2 Shematic survey of working steps and sequence of steps
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Fig. 6 Riser (No 5), cut off part, view on outer surface
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Fig. 8: Riser (No 5), cut off part, metallographic section
inner surface (pitting corrosion)
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Tabellarische Auswertung des Spektrums der Abb. 15

Element Netto-ZAhIrate Gew-%

Al 33045 /- 240 93.2

S 514 /- 52 2.1

Na 188 57 1.4

Si 200 51 1.2

Cr 130 40 0.8

P 101 43 0.6

C1 68 40 0.3

Fig. 1 1 Riser (No 5), chemical analysis inside pits by SEM-EDX method
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Fig. 15: Upgraded downcomers and risers of FRJ-2
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UPGRADE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES OF THE ORPHEE REACTOR

B.FARNOUXa and P.BREANT

a) DSM, PJv1E des ERISIERS, CEN SACLAY F91191 GEF SUR YVETTE
b) Service dExTloitation ORPHEE, CEN SACLAY F91191 GIF SUR YVETTE

ABSTRACT

At the time of the design, the ORPHEE reactor has been equipped with a set of up-to-date
experimental facilities such as nine tangential and horizontal beam holes, one hot source, two
hydrogen cold sources and six neutron guides. After more than ten years of operations, all the
neutron beams are now used by about twenty five spectrometers. A modernisation program is
under progress with a two fold aim: upgrade of the existing facilities and creation of new
beams. Some details of the six following points will be described: 1) replacement of the flat
cold source cell by an hollow cylinder in order first to increase the cold neutron flux and
secondly to facilitate the extraction of new cold neutron beams. 2 replacement of the old
neutron guide elements coated with natural nickel by new elements with isotopic I nickel or
super nurror coating. 3 modification of the curvature of some existing neutron guides in order
to increase the wavelength band transmission. 4 creation of new cold neutron beams by
installation of beriders on the existing neutron guides. 5) design of new cold neutron guides
and a new guide hall. 6 design of a thermal neutron guide. The two last points will made
extensive use of super mirrors allowed by new technical developments done at the Laboratoire
LEON BRILLOUIN in connection with industry.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ORPBEE reactor is a medium flux neutron source for fundamental and applied research

using neutron beams. It was designed by the end of the seventies, few years after the

divergence of the I-Egh Flux Reactor of Grenoble (BFRG). In the design of the integrated

experimental facilities, special features of a modern reactor like the BFRG were used: pool

type reactor block of compact size, tangential beam tubes, hot and cold sources, neutron

guides. With all these up-to-date items,. the R-PBEE reactor is the best medium flux neutron

source and the ideal complement of the URG. After twelve years of operation, all the neutron
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beam positions are fully occupied with 3 experimental facilities including 25 scheduled

spectrometers. These facilities are operated by the Laboratoire LEON BRILLOUIN (LB) a

common laboratory of the Commissariat V Energie Atornique (CEA) and the Centre National

de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS).

The lifetime of the source being expected to be greater than 'JO years, a modernisation

programme of the integrated facilities, defined in close collaboration between the LLB and the

operating reactor team, is under progress. In the context of the future development of an

European neutron source, the aim of this programme is to enhance the quality of the neutron

beams and to increase the number of beam positions. After a short recall of the ORPHEE

characteristics, the modemisation programme will be presented in details.

2. THE ORPBEE REACTOR.

The ORPBEE reactor is the third reactor built after those of BROOKHAVEN BFBR 1965)

and GRENOBLE 11FRG 1971) specially dedicated to provide intense neutron beams for

fundamental and applied research. The construction started on June 1976 and the reactor first

went ctical on December 19, 1980. Full power operation started on July 1981.

The reactor design [1] is similar to the HRG a compact core of fully enriched Uran�ium is

surrounded by a heavy water moderator to give a good thermal flux. The biological sielding is

ach�eved by a light water pool and a heavy concrete wall. Great care was taken to minimise the

distance between the source and the experiments and the overall diameter of the reactor block

is ordy 7 meters. The neutron beams are issued from the reflector tank by nine horizontal beam

ports in tangential position. The thermal power is 14 MW and the maximum thermal neutron

flux is 3 x 1014 cm2/S. The reactor is operated for 250 days per year in two and half cycles of

100 days each.

The reactor is designed as a medium thermal neutron flux source But many experiments

require lower energy (E < rneV) or high energy E > 00 meV). For tEs purpose the

thermal moderator is locally replaced by ither -a low temperature (cold source) or high

temperature (hot source) moderator.
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The cold moderator is liquid Hydrogen. Helium refrigerator continuously liquefies Hydrogen

gas inside a condenser. Liquid Hydrogen at 20 K circulates by thermosiphon between this

condenser and a lenticular shaped cell ("flat" cell) located inside a vacuum chamber in front of

the beam tube. In order to provide cold neutron beams to a large number of experimental

facilities, two cold sources are located inside the heavy water tank at a distance of 400 mm

from the core axis.

The hot source is a cylindrical Graphite block, 120 mm in diameter and 200 nun high, located

in a vertical tube at a distance from the core of 270 mm, which allows to obtain a temperature

of 1450 K by radiation heating only.

Nine horizontal beam tubes, made of aluminium alloy, penetrate the biological shielding and

provide seventeen neutron beams (figure 1). Seven beam ports are located in the reactor

experimental hall (figure 3, four located at the thermal source, two at the hot source and one

at the cold source. The total number of neutron beams is eleven, six thermal, two cold and

three hot. Two beam ports, located each on a cold source, provide six cold neutron beams to a

large experimental hall by means of curved neutron guides, using natural Nickel as reflector.

The number of spectrometers is eleven in the reactor hall and eighteen in the neutron guide

hall. In addition a laboratory for non destructive testing by neutron radiography is located at

the end of a neutron guide (see figure 2.

3 TE MODERNISATION PROGRAMNffi.

Due to the modem design of the reactor and the fact that it is periodically and systematically

maintained there are no plans for modernisation of the source itself. The modernisation

programme described thereafter concerns orily the neutron beams for a more efficient use. Six

projects are under consideration and are at different level of achievement. The first one is

linked to the production of cold neutron beams. The five others are aimed to the improvement

of neutron beam transport by neutron guides afforded by new industrial developments of

mirror coating. These developments are the result of a joint research program of the LLB and

the CILAS, the company manufacturing the neutron guides 2].
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3.1 New cold sources.

In the original design of the reactor, the choice of liquid Hydrogen for the moderator has led to

two -small cells in order to produce enough cold neutron beams. Due to the geometry of the

beam tubes looking at the cold sources it was decided to design a "flat" cell in order to fully

illuminate the corresponding beam tubes. The cell size, made of stainless steel, is 205 mm

height, 125 mm large'and 50 mm thick 3].

After twelve years, about 68 per cent of the experimental facilities are using cold neutron

beams and the demand for such neutron beams is increasing. A preliminary study to give an

answer to such a demand has been done and is the so-called ORPHEE PLUS project,

presented in a following section. For this project it is necessary to modify the shape of the cold

source cell in order to illuminate two beam tubes at orthogonal positions (beam tube number 

and number 8, see figure 1). The best suitable shape is a cylinder of 130 mm in diameter. To

reduce the neutron absorption this cylinder must be hollow. The thickness of the liquid

Hydrogen layer was determined by calculations based on results of experimental studies done

for the High Flux Reactor of Grenoble 3 A value of 15 mm was determined for the best

neutron gain below 7 Angstroms, the wavelength range used by the majority of the

experimental set-up. The diameter is 130 mm and the maximum height 300 mm. The cell

(figure 4 is formed by an external envelope in alurninium-magnesium alloy 3% Mg) with an

external diameter of 130 mm and a thickness of 065 nun. The top and bottom are 07 mm

thick. The liquid layer is obtained by a very thin magnesium insert 05 mm thick The thickness

layer is kept constant by two thin cylindrical spacers with many holes to insure free liquid and

gas Hydrogen circulation. This insert is full of Hydrogen gas in normal operating conditions

(reactor at full power). The total quantity of liquid is around 14 itres. The total structure

weight not exceeds 250 g with 100 g for the liquid Hydrogen.

Full scale test experiment have been done during the summer 1991 in order to measure the

gain of the cylindrical cell in comparison with the flat one. Time-of-flight measurement at the

end of a neutron guide of the whole neutron flux with the flat and the new cells allows direct

check of this gain. The result is presented on figure 5. As predicted, the gain with the new
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geometry is always higher for the new cell than the flat cell I in the range 4 to 

Angstroms), but surprisingly the gain increases at both ends. For the long wavelength side the

gain reflect the fact that the Hydrogen thickness is smaller, leading to a smaller absorption. In

the short side the increase could be due to the better moderation by the two liquid Hydrogen

layers.

The new cell shape is designed in the frame of the ORPHEE PLUS project. But looking at the

increase in the neutron flux given by this geometry, the decision was taken to use the new cells

as soon as possible. Two new cells are manufactured in 1993 and it is planned to replace the

old cells by the end of 1994. This operation will be done with the total renewal of the old

cryogenerator in operation since 1981. The new cryogenerator is based on a screw

compressor, cryogenic turbine with gas shaft bearing and high quality electronic components.

It has been designed for a power of 1850 watts. The main characteristics are: complete

automatic operation system, automatic start-up after failure of electric power, no regeneration

of helium circuit before restart and posible remote control and diagnostic.

3.2 Improvement of existing neutron guides.

In the design, the ORPHEE reactor was equipped with six cold neutron guides. The beam size

was a compromise between mechanical constraints and maximum beam desirable. The size is

the same for all guides defining a rectangular beam of 15 centimetres high and 25 centimetres

large. The first step of the modemisation progranune is to use the new results obtained in the

processing of the mirrors for neutron guides. This allows to increase the transmission with the

same geometry or allows to share the beam by using benders to extract new beams. When

designed, more than twelve years ago, the neutron guide reflector was polished glass (with or

without boron oxyde) coated with natural Nickel. Since that time a precise study of the surface

structure 4 revealed by the new neutron reflectivity method used at the Laboratoire LEON

BRILLOUIN [5], has shown that the near surface is perturbed by the mechanical processing

used up to now. A new process has been designed to reduce the roughness of the glass surface

and to minimise the perturbation of the near surface. Together with the use of isotopic Nickel
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(Nickel 58) this led to an increase of the neutron guide transmission. Another new fact is the

industrial production of efficient super mirrors with a characteristic critical angle twice that of

natural Nickel 6]. These improvements were used or will be used to increase the cold neutron

flux received in the guide hall.

3.2.1 New coating.

The reflectivity curve measured with the EROS reflectorneter of Saclay for a natural Nickel

coating and a new super mirror is depicted on figure 6 This is an example of the gain expected

by the use of such a device. The reflectivity value in the range of the super mirror is at the

present time around 90 per cent and is not enough for a very long guide but, compared to a

"normal" guide, the increase in the transmitted intensity is significant. A first application of this

new coating will be the replacement of the neutron guide elements of the existing highly curved

guide GI and G2 see table I). The characteristic wavelengths are respectively 6 A and 4 A.

These values were defined at the time of the guide design to be fitted with the small angle

spectrometers. By now, shorter wavelengths are commonly used. In the past the only way to

change the characteristic wavelength was to increase the radius of curvature. With the use of

super mirror coating, it is now possible to extend the transmission in the short wavelength

range without modifications of the geometry. The figure 7 present the result of a calculation

for the neutron guide G2. Two cases are compared to the present natural Nickel mirror, the

isotopic Nickel and the super irror. The gain given by the last case is evident. It is planned to

replace the two guides GI and G2 by super r-drrors in the near future.

3.2.2 New geometry.

Another way to increase the transmitted flux is to replace the curved guide by a straight one.

This operation has been done in 1991 for the guide G5 (characteristic wavelength 2 A, see

table I) together with a replacement of the natural Nickel coating by a Nickel 58 coating. This

operation was done together with the installation of a bender (see below). The guide elements

in the guide hall were all replaced by a smaller guide height 85 mrn) in straight line. The only
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curved part are the first 12.5 meters from the beam port up to the exit of the confinement

building. After this modification an increase of 30 per cent of the total flux at the end of the

guide (total length 56 meters) has been recorded.

3.2.3 New beams.

There is a tremendous demand of neutron guide ends. All the six ends are My occupied (see

table I), and the only way to get new neutron guide end is to graft benders on the existing

gu ides. The beam is then shared in the vertical dimension between normal guide with a reduced

size and a bender. Three benders have been installed on the guides GI, G3 and G5 (see table

II). Due to the shorter radius of curvature, the transmitted beam is less intense in the short

wavelength side. This is shown on figure where the measured flux for the new guide G5 (see

above) and the bender set at the beginning of this guide (see figure 2 are compared. This

bender is based on the new super mirror coating: the vertical convex face is coated with a 2 C

super mirror, the other faces are coated with Nickel 58. The flux transmitted by such a mirror

compared with the classical multichannel bender G3 bis is presented on figure 9 7 The

multichannel bender is set on guide G3 with the same characteristic wavelength as the guide

G5 2 A) and it is composed of five channels of 46 mm each. the dividing walls are coated

with Nickel 58 on both side.

Another way to get a new neutron guide end is to use a multilayer monochromator. Contrary

to the bender, this device gives a fixed monochromatic beam adapted to a specific experiment.

Such a monochromator with a wavelength of A and a resolution of 10 % has been included

in the new guide G5 (figure 10) in 1992. The monochromatic beam will be used for a small

angle machine, with a igh monochromatic flux due to the fact that there is no mechanical

selector.

3.3 New neutron guides.

Due to the complete use of all experimental positions, the only way to increase the number of

experimental devices is to built a new neutron guide hall. The new development in the super

mirror coating open now new possibilities for cold neutrons and even for thermal neutrons.
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a) cold neutrons.

A preliminary study started in 1988 was based on the fact that a hole was provided in the

confinement building in front of the third cold beam tube (beam tube 4F, see figure 3 giving

the possibility to extract a neutron guide without modifications of tis building. In this project,

called ORPHEE PLUS, a important modification of all experiments located in the reactor hall

will take place. Preliminary design of this project has been presented at the first IGORR

meeting [8]. Since that time a precise study of the modifications was undertaken. In short,

nearly all the beam tubes have to be modified, in particular the beam size will be increased from

40 x 80 mm.2 to 50 x 120 MM2 A part of implantation of the new neutron guide it is necessary

to create a new cold neutron beam tube in order to maintain in operation the two cold neutron

three axis spectrometers. This will be done by extending the tube of beam number (see figure

1) up to the cold source number 1. This beam tube is nearly perpendicular to the beam tube

number 8. In order to ftflly illuminate these two tubes, a new shape for the cold source cell has

been designed as defined in section 3 .

In this project, two straight neutron guides coated with a 2 Oc super irror, will be extracted

from the cold beam tube. The in-pile collimator is under design. It will include a converging

part in isotopic 58 Nickel in order to fully illuminate the super mirror neutron guide section.

The beam size will be 160 m eight and 50 mm large from the reactor up to the containment

wall. After tis wall the two guides will be split in two guides each (see figure I ). The first

one is split in the vertical dimension, leading to two neutron guides of same dimensions (50

mm width 70 mm height), one with a radius of 148 metres and one straight. The second guide

is divided in the horizontal dimension, giving one straight guide of 25 mm large and 60 mm

1�gh and a curved guide with the same dimension and a radius of 209 metres. A new neutron

guide hall will be built. The number of experimental positions will be increased by 30 per cent.

The project is now under design and the decision to built will be taken after the restart of the

BFRG and is linked to possible participation of European laboratories.

b) thermal neutrons.

Another hole was provided in front of the thermal beam tube number six (see figure 3 In a

preliminary design study, the possibility to extract thermal neutron up to the external adjacent
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building has been evaluated. This will be possible with the use of highly efficient super mirror

coating as depicted in figure 12 for the case of the thermal neutron guide H25 of the ILL.

4. CONCLUSION

Due to a possible future shortage of neutron beams in Europe and the predicted lifetime of the

ORPBEE reactor (greater than 30 years), an increase of the experimental facilities is essential

to prov'de neutrons beams in complement of the BYGR and the spallation source ISIS. The

modernisation progranune in progress concerns first the improvement of the production of

cold neutrons. This will be achieved at the beginning of 1995 by the replacement of the present

cold source cells and the cryogenerator. An immediate increase in the number of beam position

has been done by setting three benders on the existing guides: GI bis in 1986, G3 bis in 1988

and G5 bis in 1992. The change of the existing mirror guide elements by a super mirror coating

will lead to a direct increase of the transmitted flux. This will be realized in the near future for

the two most curved guides GI and G2. The next important step will be the creation of a new

cold neutron guides. Tis project (the ORPBEE PLUS project) under design, will increase the

experimental facilities of the LLB by about 30 per cent with the installation of 7 to new

spectrometers. This increase will give to new scientific communities the opportunity for the

access to neutron beams. Discussions with foreign laboratories for a possible participation to

this project are in progress. Linked to this project, a major refurbishment of the collimator

plugs in the reactor will increase the neutron flux on the spectrometers set around the reactor.

This operation will take 3 years for the realisation of the components (collimator plugs, new

biological shielding, new neutron guide, new guide hall .... and needs a rather long shut-down

of the reactor three months). It is not yet decided and could be done in 1997 A future

possible extension could be the setting on the beam tube 6 of a thermal neutron guide, using

very efficient super mirror guides under development.
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TABL L Characteristics of the ORPHEE neutron guides.

The total neutron flux measured at the end of the neutron guide by Gold foil activation is given in unit
109 n/cm2/s.

Cold Guide Radius Characteristic Curved Straight Experimental End guide total flux at
source (m) wavelength length length (m) positions experiment the end

(A) W
I GI 463 6 13.4 20 1 Small Angle 1.15
1 G2 1042 4 23.3 16.2 2 Small Angle 1.26
1 G3 4167 2 39.6 10 I Spin Echo 1.61
1 G4 4167 2 42 21.2 5 Neutronography 0.91
2 G5 4167 2 12.5 43.3 5 Small Angle 1.88
2 G6 4167 2 27.2 12.5 2 Time-Of-Flight 2.07

TABLE 11. Characteristics of the benders,

Bender beam size type radius (m) length (m) Total flux date of
(w x h) cm operation

GI bis 2.5 x 5 Multichannel 46.3 8 0.64 1986
G3 bis 2.5 x 5 Multichannel 46.3 9 0.73 1988
G5 bis 2.5 x 35 Supern-drror 15 5 10 1.22 1992
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ABSTRACT

The new research reactor FRM-11 at Garching near Munich is planned to become a high
performance source of slow neutrons in Germany. Its design concept provides for a very
compact reactor core cooled by light water and placed within a heavy water moderator
tank, where a high thermal neutron flux will be obtained at only 20 MW power. - This pa-
per begins with an overview over some of the essential design features and some more
recent design modifications. It then reports on the status of the project, the most important
event being a positive decision which the Bavarian State Government has made in
January 1993 and which represented a green light for the project to enter the next project
phase. Consequently, two official requests have been made by the Technical University of
Munich, one for the nuclear licensing of the facility and the other for the so called "Raum-
ordnungsverfahren". In this context the final version of the FRM-11 safety report has been
submitted to the nuclear licensing authority.

THE FRM-11 PROJECT

The FRM-11 facility is planned to be a high performance national neutron source which
shall be built by the Technical University of Munich on its research campus at Garching to
replace its existing 4 MW swimming pool research reactor FRM (FRM stands for
"Research Reactor Munich"). The FRM-11 will have a power of 20 MW; its design has
been optimized primarily with respect to beam tube applications, but it will also be very
attractive for the utilization of slow neutrons in other fields of research and applications.
So the FRM-11 will actually represent a multipurpose high flux research reactor.



FEATURES OF THE FRM-11 DESIGN

Reports on the design concept of the FRM-11 facility have already been given on the two
previous IGORR Meetings 1,2/. To recall some of the essential design features, the reac-
tor core of the FRM-11 consists of a single fuel element which is cooled by light water and
surrounded by a large heavy water moderator tank. This single fuel element is particularly
compact as is shown in Fig. 1. Because of these small dimensions it has to use highly en-
riched uranium in combination with the new high density silicide fuel. Since this compact
core is very undermoderated, about 50 % of the fast fission neutrons immediately leak out
into the moderator tank where they are slowed down to yield a high flux level and a pure
spectrum of thermal neutrons in a large usable volume. The ratio of flux to power is par-
ticularly high for this "compact core" reactor, the unperturbed thermal flux maximum in the
D20 tank being 81014 CM-2s-1 at 20 MW power. The cycle length will be about 50 full
power days.

Fig. 2 shows a horizontal cross section of the reactor pool at about core level. The com-
pact core is placed in a vertical core channel tube in the center of the D20 moderator
tank. The moderator tank has a diameter of 25 meters and will be penetrated by 
horizontal beam tubes, by two slant tubes and by various vertical channels to be used for
the irradiation of samples. The spectrum of the slow neutrons can be modified locally by
cold and hot sources, and fast fission neutrons can be extracted from one of the beam
tubes if a converter plate with uranium has been shifted to its nose.

A horizontal cross section of the reactor block - at a vertical position for above the core -
is shown in Fig. 3 The reactor pool, on the right hand side of the figure, is placed in the
center of the reactor building (experimental hall). Further to the left follows the storage
pool which is used for the decay of spent fuel elements and other radioactive equipment.
A transport vehicle allows to bring radioactive material under water to the lower end of a
vertical channel through which it can be pulled up into a hot cell. On the far left of Fig. 3
one sees the "limited volume" primary cell which contains the four pumps and two heat
exchangers of the primary core cooling circuit.

During the last year the conceptual design of the FRM-11 has been worked over and some
potential for its further optimization has been identified. As an example, the storage pool
of the FRM-11 could be enlarged considerably, as becomes evident if Fig. 3 of this paper
were compared with Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 2/. This has become possible by improving the
design concept of the primary cells and reducing their number from 2 to 1; so the axes of
the primary pumps are vertical now instead of horizontal. As a further example, the
boundary of the D20 region in the beam tubes has been shifted as close as possible to
the moderator tank- this is not only more economic but also reduces the possible contami-
nation of D20 by H20 during some processes of maintenance as e.g. the replacement of
the core channel tube (Fig. 2. Finally, the statics of the reactor building will be further
enforced so that the building will provide protection not only with respect to smaller air-
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crafts, but also to larger civil or military jets; this measure has become necessary to im-
prove the public acceptance of the FRM-11 project.

STATUS OF THE FRM-11 PROJECT

The conceptual design and the safety concept of the FRM-11 facility have been estab-
lished and a first draft of the safety report has been completed already in the year 1991.
(Note: According to German regulations, the safety report is mainly provided for the
benefit of the public so that individuals can consider whether or not they might be affected
by the project. The licensing authority requires much additional and more detailed infor-
mation).

During the years 1991 and 1992 the design concept was reviewed and some design
simplifications with the potential of cost reductions were identified 2/ as well as some
further optimizations of the design, some examples of which were given in the last section.
All these efforts could only be made at a strongly reduced speed, however, since a new
political decision on whether or not the project could go ahead had to be waited for.

On January 19, 1993, the Bavarian State Government decided to authorize the Technical
University of Munich to enter the next phase of the FRM-11 project. Since the ministries in-
volved of the German Federal Government had already signalled their agreement earlier,
this Bavarian decision represented the long expected green light to go ahead.

The aim of this next project phase is to go through the public procedures as required by
law. As a consequence, two official requests have been made in February 1993 by the
president of the Technical University of Munich. The first of these requests involves an
examination of whether or not the FRM-11 complies with the official structural and devel-
opment plans of the area ("Raumordnungsverfahren"), which also involves an environ-
mental impact investigation. The resulting comment of the responsible Bavarian State
authority is expected to become available in about fall of 1993.

The second request is for the nuclear licensing of the FRM-11 facility. For this end, an up-
dated draft of the safety report as mentioned above has been submitted to the nuclear li-
censing authority, the Bavarian State Ministry of Environment. This authority has ap-
pointed a Bavarian technical surveillance company, the '70V Bayern-Sachsen", as an in-
dependent assessor of the facility design. The preceding formal and overall examination
of the safety report has already been completed, whence the final version of the FRM-11
safety report (together with an environmental impact report) has been submitted to the
authority in August 1993. It is anticipated that the safety report could be presented to the
public during late summer 1993 so that the public hearing act could be performed in early
1994. In parallel to and after this procedure the detailed design of the FRM-11 facility will
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be further established for all those components which are essential for nuclear safety. It is
hoped that the corresponding detailed examination of the TOV company and of the nu-
clear licensing authority will lead - by about the end of 1994 - to the award of the first
partial construction permit including a positive safety assessment of the design concept of
the facility as well as the permission to construct the FRM-11 reactor building.

The final decision on the construction of the FRM-11 will be made - by the Bavarian State
as well as the German Federal Governments - after the first partial construction permit
has been granted. If everything goes well, this final political decision could be expected
for the first half of 1995 and the FRM-11 could achieve first criticality in about the year of
2000.
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Fig. 1: The single fuel element of the FIRMA. The outer and inner diameters of the two
core tubes are 243 and 1 1 8 mm, respectively. The 1 1 3 fuel plates have involute
curvature, the axial dimension of the fuel zone being 700 mm and its volume
17.6 liters.
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PROGRESS TOVARDS A NEV CANADIAN IRRADTATION-RESEARCH FACILITY

by

A.G. Lee and R.F. Lidstone

AECL RESEARCH

1. INTRODUCTION

As reported at the second meeting of the International Group on Research
Reactors, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is evaluating its options for
future irradiation facilities [1]. During the past year significant progress
has been made towards achieving consensus on the irradiation requirements for
AECL's major research programs and interpreting those requirements in terms of
desirable characteristics for experimental facilities in a research reactor.
The next stage of the study involves identifying near-term and long-term options
for irradiation-research facilities to meet the requirements. The near-term
options include assessing the availability of the NRU reactor and the
capabilities of existing research reactors. The long-term options include
developing a new irradiation-research facility by adapting the technology base
for the M.APLE-X1O reactor design 2 Because materials testing in support of
CANDU1 power reactors dominates AECL's irradiation requirements, the new reactor
concept is called the MAPLE Materials Testing Reactor (MAPLE-MTR).

Parametric physics and engineering studies are in progress on alternative MAPLE-
MTR configurations to assess the capabilities for the following types of test
facilities:

- fast-neutron sites, that accommodate materials-irradiation
assemblies,

- small-diameter vertical fuel test loops that accommodate multi-
element assemblies,

- large-diameter vertical fuel test loops, each able to hold one or
more CANDU fuel bundles,

- horizontal test loops, each able to hold full-size CANDU fuel bundles
or small-diameter multi-element assemblies, and

- horizontal beam tubes.

2. RESEARCH REACTOR IRRADIATION REQUIREMENTS

To achieve a consensus on the requirements for a new irradiation-research
facility, AECL has established a committee that represents all user groups. As
CANDU reactor support is the most important program for justifying a new AECL
irradiation-research, particular attention has been devoted to examining its
major components, namely, fuel technology, reactor materials technology and
reactor safety research, and to identifying the aspects of the research that
require a source of neutrons.

1. CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium) is a registered trademark of AECL.
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2.1 FUEL TECHNOLOGY

The fuel-technology program is a very crucial part of the AECL program because
the CANDU fuel bundle is different from the fuel assemblies used in light-water
power reactors. It consists of relatively short (0.5 m) lengths of fuel
elements, clad in thin-walled collapsible sheaths and assembled with welded end
plates. The fuel-technology program investigates the irradiation behaviour:

- of new (e.g., the 43-element CANFLEX bundle) and existing power
reactor fuel designs, to improve and further qualify fuel for
existing CANDU reactors under normal operating conditions and at
extreme limits, and

- of new fuel designs for the next.generation of CANDU reactors,
including enriched and higher burnup fuels, low void and other
passive safety designs, and improved fuel cycles.

2.2 REACTOR MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY

The reactor materials technology program is a AECL program because CANDU
pressure tubes and calandria tubes are exposed to high neutron fluxes. The
reactor materials technology program involves long-term research into:

- parametric studies to further develop and test predictive models for
deformation, corrosion and fracture potential,

- end-of-life materials studies that allow the behavioural models to
cover the full operational lifetime of the components,

- basic research to improve the fundamental understanding of in-reactor
materials and

- development of improved materials and components.

2.3 REACTOR-SAFETY RESEARCH

The reactor-safety research program develops information to protect the
investment in current CANDU plants and to ensure that future CANDU reactors can
be licensed and operated safely. The program is directed at:

- improving the understanding of fuel and fuel-channel behaviour under
the high-temperature conditions that characterize various loss-of-
coolant accident and severe-fuel-damage scenarios,

- providing data to validate the computer codes and models for safety
assessments and licensing of CANDU reactors in an anticipated
environment of stricter regulatory requirements and an increased
emphasis on passive safety design, and

- characterizing fission-product release, transport and deposition to
fully quantify the source-term.
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2.4 SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CANDU SUPPORT

To achieve the foregoing objectives the irradiation-research facility must
provide irradiation conditions that both match and exceed those found in a CANDU
reactor. During this past year, a consensus has been reached on the specific
experimental requirements described below.

2.4.1 Specific Fuel Technolojzy Requirements

The peak linear heat ratings for current and future CANDU fuel range from 5 to
70 Wm. Hence, there is a requirement to irradiate experimental fuel elements
at these ratings. However, the enrichment is expected to vary from 071 wt%
(235U in total U) for the present once-through natural uranium fuel cycle to
1.9 wtX or more for low-void-reactivity (VR) fuel that achieves an exit burnup
of 21 M/MgU). Even without the extra enrichment required to support burnable
poisons, the need for enriched CANDU fuels is inherent in the target of higher
exit burnups (e.g., 12 wt% enrichment fuel for 21 GWd/MgU). CANDU fuel-
irradiation requirements are summarized in Table 

As shown in Table 1, the corresponding fissile content of standard 13-mm
elements varies proportionately from 75 g/m to 20 g/m. Accordingly, CANDU
fuel-irradiation facilities must cater to a range of fuel ratings per unit
initial fissile content, from 25 to 93 k/g 235U 27-99 k/M/Wt% 235U). For
high-burnup advanced CANDU fuels, the principal range of interest is 2.5-
5.5 k/g fissile 27-58 kW/m/wt% 235U).

TABLE 1

CANDU FUEL-IRRADIATION REQUIREMENTS
(standard 13-mm elements for 37-element bundles)

Fuel Rating
Reactor Enrichment Fissile Fuel Per Unit Fissile

or (Wtx) Content Rating
Fuel Type Wm) (kW/m) (kW/m/wt%) (kW/g fiss)

C-6 or OH 0.71 7.5 70 99 9.3
OH (Br/Da) 0.71 7.5 63 89 8.4
C-6 0.71 7.5 51 72 6.8

SEU* 1.2 12.7 70 58 5.5
1.2 12.7 50 42 3.9

LVR 1.88 19.9 70 37 3.5
1.88 19.9 50 27 2.5

slightly enriched uranium
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Through consulting with the users and analyzing their requirements, the
following experimental specifications for irradiation-research facilities have
been established:

1. Large-diameter loop facilities for development and prototype-
demonstration of full-diameter CANDU fuel bundles:
- capacity for at least four fuel bundles,

- minimum flux length of 1.0 m for each test section,
- representative CANDU conditions (flux, coolant temperature and

coolant pressure), and
- linear fuel-element ratings of 50 to 70 Wm.

2. Small-diameter loop facilities for 'fuel-element testing:
- single elements or partial-bundle multi-element assemblies,
- representative CANDU conditions (flux, coolant temperature and

coolant pressure),
- capacity for four test sections,
- linear fuel-element ratings of 50 to 70 Wm, and
- capability to vary coolant conditions.

3. Diagnostic capability using:
- in-pool beam tube for neutron radiography of irradiation fuel

(thermal-neutron flux of 0.7 x 1018 n.M-2.S-1), and
- external beam tube for neutron radiography (thermal-neutron flux of

-2 x 1018 n-M-2.S-1).

2.4.2 Specific Reactor Materials Technolozy Requirements

Linear heat ratings of 50 to 70 k/m in the CANDU fuel corresponds to fast-
neutron (E I MeV) fluxes at the pressure tube of 03 to 07 x 1018 n.M-2-S-1.

The specific requirements of the reactor materials technology program are
related to the conditions required to represent the CANDU reactor and the
conditions that allow accelerated ageing of CANDU fuel-channel components.

In consultation with the users, the following experimental specifications have
been established:

1. Facilities to test full-diameter CANDU fuel-channel sections:
- capacity for four fuel-channel sections and
- representative CANDU conditions (flux, coolant temperature and coolant

pressure).

2. Deformation and fracture facilities for irradiating small specimens in three
fast-neutron (En > MeV) flux environments:
- medium 07 x 1018 n.M-2*S-1 45 capsules),
- high 1.8 x 1018 n-M-2-S-1 2 capsules), and.
- ultra high 30 x 1018 n-M-2.S-1 23 capsules).
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3. Corrosion-testing loops for irradiating small specimens:
- fast-neutron fluxes of 0.7 x 1018 n.M-2*S-1P

- stainless-steel loops with standard or variable coolant chemistry, and
- recirculating gas loop.

4. Diagnostic capability using:
- external beam tube for neutron radiography (thermal-neutron flux of

-2 x 1018 n-M-2-s-1), and
- beam tube access for three instruments: one for residual strain

determination, one for texture determination and one for chemical phase
and annealing studies (thermal-neutron flux of 3 x 1018 om-21S-1).

2.4.3 Specific Reactor-Safety Research Requirements

In consultation with the users, the following experimental specifications have
been established:

1. Test section to handle fuel elements under accident conditions:
horizontal orientation to match CANDU fuel-channel orientation,
representative flux, coolant temperature and coolant pressure conditions,
linear fuel-element ratings of 50 to 70 Wm,
single elements or partial-bundle multi-element assemblies with
instrumentation, and
high-integrity loop system to study accident conditions.

2. Diagnostic capability using:
- in-pool beam tube for neutron radiography of irradiation fuel thermal-

neutron flux of 0.7 x 1018 n.M-2-s-1), and
- external beam tube for neutron radiography (thermal-neutron flux of

-2 x 10111 n.M-2.S-1).

2.5 NEUTRON BEAM REQUIREMENTS

The AECL condensed matter science program provides a materials analysis
capability in support of CANDU development and participates in AECLIS national
laboratory role. At present, the study team has concentrated on the
requirements to support CANDU development. Accordingly, efforts will be made to
match the beam-tube capabilities (i.e., thermal-neutron fluxes of
-2.0 x 1018 n-M-2-S-1) of the NRU reactor in any new reactor and possibly to
allow a cold neutron source to be added in the future.

3. MAPLE MATERIALS TEST REACTOR DESCRIPTIONS

Several configurations (PO - P6) of the MAPLE-MTR concept have been studied to
explore the range of capabilities that can be provided. The features included
in each of the seven configurations (Figure 1) are summarized in Table 1. All
MAPLE-MTR configurations were based on the following basic features:
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF FEATURES IN MAPLE-MTR CONFIGURATIONS

FEATURE CONFIGURATION
PO PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P

CORE
HEX. FUEL 12 11 10 10 16 16 10
CYL. FUEL 6 6 6 6 0 6 6
IRRAD. SITES 1 2 3 3 3 3 3

POVER (MW) 15 15 15 20-25 20-25 21 15

FN-RODS
TYPE FNO FNI FN1 FN1 FN1 FN1 FN1
NUMBER 4 4 4 4 4 2 4

LOOPS
LARGE DIA./TYPE 1/LO 4/L1 4/L2 4/L2 4/L2 3/L2 3/L2
SMALL DIA./TYPE 3/SO 2/S1 2/S1 2/S1 2/S1 2/S1 2/S1
HORIZ. 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

BEAM TUBES 5 7 0 0 10 1 0
COLD SOURCE 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

1 1

- hexagonal 36-element driver fuel assemblies,
- cylindrical 18-element fuel assemblies for the control and shutdown

sites,
- hafnium absorbers for reactivity control, and
- a D20 reflector with a dump system to provide a diverse shutdown

mechanism.

The PO to P2 configurations examined the capabilities to provide the desired
fast-neutron fluxes and fuel-irradiation conditions for several CANDU fuel
elements. The P3 configuration focussed on increasing the fast-neutron flux and
the power output from the fuel test loops by using-an alternative driver fuel to
achieve higher power from the core. The P4 to P6 configurations focussed on the
performance of experimental facilities for full-diameter CANDU fuel bundles and
for safety-related tests. The P3 to P5 configurations require some departures
from the basic core design and imply further development work. The 6
configuration features the basic core design described above.

Two versions of the fast-neutron (FN) rods were examined as part of the study:

FNO consisted of 42 MAPLE-type fuel elements with two rings, and a
central irradiation space of 60 mm inner diameter, and
FN1 consisted of 58 MAPLE-type fuel elements with two rings, and a
central irradiation space of 75 mm inner diameter for compatibility
with the materials irradiation rigs for the core.
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Two versions of the small-diameter fuel test loops were examined as part of the
study:

- a re-entrant test section (SO) to hold from one to four elements and
- a re-entrant test section Sl) to hold from one to seven elements.

Three versions of the large-diameter fuel test loops were examined as part of
the study:

- a re-entrant test section (LO) to hold one CANDU fuel bundle,
- a U-shaped test section (Ll) with one or two CANDU bundles in each

leg of the U, and
- a once through test section (L2) with one or two CANDU bundles.

For the re-entrant test section, the coolant flows down an outer annulus and up
through the CANDU fuel bundle. For the U-shaped test section, the coolant flows
down through one CANDU bundle and up through the second. For the once-through
test section, the coolant flows down through a small diameter pipe and up
through the CANDU fuel bundle(s). The CANDU bundles for the vertical test loops
differ from the actual CANDU bundles in that the centre fuel element is replaced
with a solid support rod. Hence the test bundles have 36 CANDU fuel elements
arranged in three rings.

4. RESULTS OF PHYSICS CALCULATIONS

The physics calculations for the early (PO to P2) MAPLE-MTR configurations
predict that perturbed fast-neutron fluxes of at least 14 x 1018 nM-2-s-1 are
achieved at a core power output of 15 MW. The calculations also showed that the
minimum requirements for fast-neutron fluxes for accelerated-ageing
investigations can be met in the MAPLE-MTR core.

For the early MAPLE-MTR configurations, perturbed fast-neutron fluxes of
0.4-0.6 x 1018. n.M-2.S-1 can be achieved in the FN-sites with a core power
output of 15 MV. These fast-neutron fluxes match normal operating conditions in
CANDU reactors.

For the PO MAPLE-MTR configuration, the SO small-diameter fuel test loop
provides:

- peak linear ratings of 67 kW/m in each of four natural U2 fuel
elements at a distance of 100 mm from the core, and

- peak linear ratings of 47 kW/m in each of four natural U02 fuel
elements at a distance of 270 mm from the core.

A parametric assessment of the small-diameter fuel test loop has produced the
results shown in Figure 2 for the S1 small-diameter fuel test loop. These
calculations were performed with the P6 MAPLE-MTR configuration with a core
power output of 15 MV. The linear element ratings in a typical CANDU bundle are
also shown in Figure 2 for comparison. These results show that this type of
small-diameter fuel test loop can be used to simulate the element ratings for
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Figure 2 Average CANDU Element Ratings as a Function of 235 U Enrichment
in a Small-Diameter Test Loop with Six CANDU Elements

the different rings of elements in a CANDU bundle by adjusting the enrichment in
the test assembly.

A parametric assessment of the large-diameter fuel test loop has produced the
results shown in Fgure 3 for the L2 large-diameter fuel test loop. These
calculations were performed with the P6 MAPLE-MTR configuration with a core
power output of 15 MW. The linear element ratings in a typical CANDU bundle are
also shown in Figure 3 for comparison. It is expected that this type of large-
diameter fuel test loop can be used to simulate a wide range of conditions for
the CANDU bundle by suitable adjustment of the enrichment.

The fast-neutron fluxes within the CANDU fuel bundle are shown in Figure 4 For
comparison, the fast-neutron flux in the centre of the hottest channel, the
outside of the hottest channel and the outside of an average channel in a
BRUCE-A CANDU unit are also shown in Figure 4 The results in Figure 4
indicates that the test bundle can be adjusted either to match the range of
fast-neutron flux conditions in the CANDU reactor by suitable adjustment of the
enrichment or to exceed the fast-neutron flux conditions and accelerate damage
effects for the cladding.

These parametric assessments help define the capabilities that can be included
In a new irradiation facility based on the MAPLE-MTR concept. Further
assessments are in progress to understand the trade-offs among different types
of experimental facilities as well as to understand the mix of irradiation
capabilities required.
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5. SUMMARY

AECL is at an early stage in its evaluation of options for future irradiation
facilities. During the past year the irradiation requirements for the CANDU
support research programs have been reviewed and a consensus on these
requirements has been achieved. lork is currently in progress to interpret
these irradiation requirements to provide detailed technical performance
specifications for experimental facilities.

Computer simulations of experimental facilities needed to satisfy various
irradiation requirements are in progress. The initial calculations have
identified how individual experimental facilities could perform in a MAPLE-MTR.
Further analyses of fuel test loops and materials test rigs are under way to
characterize interactions among the experimental facilities. As part of the
options assessment, work has also been initiated to identify what irradiation
capabilities can be provided in existing research reactors to cover near-term
requirements.
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A STATUS REPORT ON THE ADVANCED NEUTRON SOURCE
PROJECT

C. D. West
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

IntrodugtiM

The Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) will be a new laboratory for

neutron research, centered around a 330 MW(f) research reactor cooled and

reflected by heavy water and including extensive experiment systems and

support facilities.

The major components of the baseline design, occupying about 16

heetares, are a guide hall/research support area, containing most of the

neutron beam experiment systems, shops and supporting laboratories; a 60 m

diameter containment building housing the reactor and its pimary coolant

system, and selected scientific research facilities; an operations support

building with the majority of the remaining plant systems, an office/interface

complex providing a carefully designed, user friendly entry point for access

control; and several other major facilities including user housing, an electrical

substation, a diesel generator building, a cryorefrigerator building, and heavy

water cleanup and upgrade systems.

Concer)tual Design

Conceptual design of the ANS began in fiscal year 1988, and the

Conceptual Design Report (CDR) was issued in June 1992. The DOE

requirements for a CDR are quite stringent, and especially so for a project

involving a nuclear reactor. Table lists the documents that, together, make

up the CDR. Of special note are the cost and schedule estimates, and the

Safety Analysis Report (SAR): this is the first time that such a detailed safety

analysis has been prepared at the conceptual design stage.

A massive DOE review (involving more than 75 reviewers) in November

and December 1992 identified no insuperable technical difficulties, and

accepted the conceptual design as a basis for future work. A independent

cost estimate (ICE) performed for DOE by Foster Wheeler Corporation was

within 2 of the estimate contained in the project's CDR.

Immediately upon completion of the conceptual design, the ANS Project

Office initiated value engineering studies using in-house staff and expert help

form the U.S. Corps of Army Engineers. Our studies revealed a number of

potential cost savings on the baseline design (for example, placing the buildings

so that safety related structures and non-safety related structures are not
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contiguous can increase the site preparation costs, but it reduces building
costs by even more because of the less stringent seismic criteria). Those
changes leading to evident cost savings were processed through the project's
configuration control system and documented. The overall savings are
illustrated in Table 2 The building layout associated with the April 1993
revision of the design concept is shown in Figure .

Table 3 lists some of the potential cost saving changes that are still
under consideration. A detailed study is underway of the effects on reactor
availability of using different primary cooling system configurations 4 x 33%
loops, 3 x 33% loops, and 4 x 25% loops).
Kohn Committee

The U.S. Department of Energy requested another study of reactor and
spallation neutron sources. The task was assigned to the department's Basic
Energy Sciences Advisory Committee, who formed a special Panel on Neutron
Sources under the chairmanship of Professor Walter Kohn. The Panel visited
each of the four DOE laboratories with neutron facilities and organized a broad
review of neutron sources and applications from September 10-12, 1992: that
review involved 70 national and international experts on neutron research,
sources, and instrumentation.

The major thrust of the panel's findings is captured in this paragraph

from the Executive Summary of their report.

"After reviewing different alternatives for capability and
cost-effectiveness, the Panel concluded that the nation
has a critical need for a complementary pair of sources:
a new reactor, the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS),
which will be the world's leading neutron source; and a
1-MW pulsed spallation source (PSS), more powerful
than any existing PSS and providing crucial additional
capabilities, particularly at higher neutron energies. The
ANS is the Panel's highest priority for rapid construction.
In the Panel's view, any plan that does not include a new,
full-performance, high-flux reactor is unsatisfactory
because of a number of essential functions that can be
best or only performed by such a reactor."

Experiment Systems

The ANS cold source concept has been advanced significantly. The
baseline design is now a single phase, forced circulation liquid deuterium sytem.
For safety reasons, no part of the system is below the freezing point of
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deuterium, and a double or tiple containment philosophy is applied throughout.

Cryogenic tests of the commercially supplied circulators are planned to begin
in December of this year. The basic scheme is shown in Figure 2.

Work has begun on the design of a hot source. In support of this effort,
the scattering kernels of carbon have been improved, and arrangements have

been made to measure the thermal conductivity of CBCF (carbon bonded
carbon fiber) insulation at very high temperatures both in vacuum and in
various gases.

A design concept for a positron source has begun to evolve. It comprises
a system for irradiating microspheres of copper, or of copper coated on a
substrate, in a rabbit facility. The spheres are then transferred to a vacuum
system, where they are spread out into a monolayer which provides a large
area source of positrons from 64Cu decay. The positrons are moderated to low
energy and focussed into a relatively intense beam. The concept is illustrated

in Figure 3 The positron beam current is expected to be 10-100 nanoamps, 2-
3 orders of magnitude higher than the best existing slow positron sources.
Surnmar

Design work on the Advanced Neutron Source facilities has progressed
significantly, with cost saving changes to the buildings and other systems. The
cold source design has advanced considerably, and in addition design work has
been initiated on the hot neutron source and on a positron source.
References
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Table 1. Conceptual design documents

Conceptual Design Report Summary

Technical Information Document

Plant Design Requirements

Cost and Schedule Document (8 volumes)

Conceptual Safety Analysis Report 4 volumes)

Phase I Environmental Report for the ANS at ORNL

Plans required by DOE or MMES/ORNL Orders, policies, procedures,
and guidelines 19 plans in 4 volumes)

Work Breakdown Structure 3 volumes)

Integrating Systems Design Descriptions (5)

Hardware Systems Design Descriptions 35 in 12 volumes)

Engineering Drawings 376 printed in "D" size)

Table 2 Comparison of CDR and post-value-engineering cost estimates

(Constant 1992 dollars) Actual year
in millions) dollars in millions)

June April
Funding June 1992 April 1993 1992 1993
category CDR revision CDR revision

Construction line 1700 1642 2217 2024
item

Operating expenses 365 395 505 498
Capital equipment 10 18 11 21

Additional 35 33 45 41
instrumentsa

Prior year costs 45b 86c 45b 86b

a
Beyond the initial complement recommended by the ANS National Steering

Committee. Many or all of these additional instruments are expected to be
funded by industrial or other participating research teams.

b
Cost of preparing the conceptual design (actual year dollars).

C

All prior year costs, per DOE instructions (actual year dollars).
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Table 3 Items still under consideration but not yet incorporated into the ANS
design

Change Potential saving

Reduce reactor primary and secondary cooling loop 14,418,000
capacity

Eliminate emergency heat exchangers 12,040,000

Reduce the size of the main heat exchangers by using 165,000
the emergency heat exchangers during normal
operation

Use plastic materials in lieu of stainless where feasible 247,000

Delete detritiation,/upgrade plant in lieu of lease 99,540,000
arrangement

Reduce instrument channels from eight to four 470,000

Compress schedule where possible 15,000,000

Negotiate a reduction in the Tennessee Sales Tax on - 50,000,000
out of state purchases

Eliminate Integrating Contractor 17,354,000

Eliminate operating basis earthquake as a design 1,190,000
loading

Use site specific wind criteria for Category 1L 780,000
structures

Relocate detritiation facility 140,000

Other design suggestions
(not well enough developed to assign cost savings)

Use ANS waste heat
Utilize passive solar heating
Use bends in safety class piping in lieu of fittings
Eliminate 1E diesels
Substitute metal panel exterior wall in lieu of precast concrete panel system
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THE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND CURRENT
STATUS OF KMRR

J. T. Lee, J. B. Lee and B. K. Kim
Korea Atornic Energy Research Institute

Dukjin-Dong 150, Yoosung-Ku, Taejon, 305-353, Korea
Tel:82-42-868-2284, Fax:82-42-961-0209

ABSTRACT

The construction of the Korea Multi-purpose Research Reactor (KMRR is
scheduled to be completed by the end of 1994.

The KMRR is equipped with several vertical holes for fuel test loop or
capsule for the irradiation of reactor's structural materials, radioisotope
production, neutron transmutation doping and neutron activation analysis. It
also has several beam tubes for the neutron beam experiments.

In this paper, the characteristics of neutron fluxes from physics analysis are
summarized for the irradiation sites and experimental sites in the KMRR. And,
the experimental facilities of the KRR including hot cells for radioisotope
production and irradiated material experiments are briefly described. Finaliy,
mention is made of the construction status of the KRR.

1. Introduction

The KMIRR is a 30 MW open-tank in pool type research reactor. 'Me compact
core, which consequently results in high power density and high neutron flux, is cooled
by upward forced convection of light water and reflected by heavy water. Even though
the core is compact, it gives enough space to install capsules and/or loops within it for
material irradiation tests which reqaire high neutron flux. 'Me heavy water reflector
tank provides large space of high thermal neutron flux field for various irradiation and
experiments.

The specific utilization programs of E1RR comprise;
- fuel and material testing to support the manufacturing and developing

projects of fuel and reactor components for PTVRs and CANDUs,
- the production of key radioistopes including Tc-99m 1131, Ir-192,

Co-60, etc.,
- the production of neutron transmutation-doped silicon,
- neutron beain experimenT-s including neutron radiography and,
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- neutron activation analysis.

To satisfy these functions of variety, many vertical holes and horizontal bearn tubes
are required. The neutron fux requirements for te experimental sites are summarized

v,,itli their geometrical characteristics, in Table 

In addition to the experimental holes and beam tubes, two kinds of experimental
facilities with several hot cells in the KMRR site are required. One is radioisotope
production facility(RIPF) to process radioisotopes irradiated from the reactor, and the
other is irradiated material examination facility(MEF) for fuel performance and material
tests. Design of the KMRR was accomplished on the basis of the above requirements.

2. The Design Characteristics of MMR

The E:DvMR core configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The hybrid-type core is

composed of inner and outer core. The inner core is compact, modular, and cooled and
moderated by light water. The outer core in the peripheral zone of the inner core is
cooled by light water and moderated by heavy water.

The inner core, forming corrugated rectangular shape, consists of 23 hexagonal flow

tubes and cylindrical flow tubes. '17he outer core is composed of cylindrical flow
tubes embedded in the D20 reflector tank. For the sake of neutron economy, all the
core structure is made of zircaloy-4. 'Me flat-to-flat distance beween hexagonal flow
tubes is unciforrnly 8.01 cm. Adjacent flow tubes are separated by a 25 mm gap that is
normally filled with light water.

In non-nal operation of KMRR, thirty six element fuel assemblies are loaded in 20
hexagonal flow tubes while 18 element fuel assemblies are charged in 12 cylindrical
flow tubes. 'Me reactor is controlled by 4 shutoff and 4 control absorbers. The
absorber has the shape of hollow cylinder which surrounds an 18 element fuel assembly
SG as to keep a compact cGre and to have 'larger control rod worth. It is composed of
4.5 mm thick hafniurn shroud. The reactor is located at the bottom of light water pool

with 4 eters in diameter and 13 meters in height.

The fuel element is rod type with finned alun-dnum cladding and aluminum end
plugs. It has a non-�inal composition of 61.4 wo USi and 38.6 w/o Al and contains
low enriched uranium of 20 w/o U-235. There are two types of fuel elements in
KM-RR-. One is the standard fuel meat element of which the meat diameter is 635 nun;
and the other is the reduced fuel meat element of which te meat diameter is 549 nun.
The active length of the both fuel elements is 700 nun.

'Me 36 element fuel assemblv ues wo kinds of fuel elements. Inner ring and
middle ring consist of standard fuel meat elements while outer ring is comprised of
reduced fuel me-fit elemerts. Tie IS element fuel assembly mes 11se of standard fuel
meat elements. Te KMRR fel asembly is depicted in Fig. 2.
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ibe characteristics of reactor physics and thernial-hydr-aulics of EIYIRR are given in
014Table 2 ne maximum hermal flux of the reactor core is estimatO at 44 x

n/cm2.sec at the central flux trap with durnmy fuel loading. As shown in Fig. 1, the

1CMPR core has various exprimental holes and beam tubes. Overail neutron

char-cteristics of each vertical hole and nose of beam tube are presented in Tables 3 and

4.

Three neutron flux traps in the inner core(CT, RI, and ER2)and irradiation holes in

the outer core R3,4,5, and 6 where high fast and epithermal neutron fluxes are

available, are very useful for the loop and capsule irradiation tests of power reactor fuel

and material, and radioisotope production of Tc-99m, r-192 and Co-60.

In the D20 reflector tank region, there are large holps from 10 cm t 22 cm in

diameters for the each specific purpose described in Table 1, twenty holes of 6 cm in

diameter for various radioisotope production and neutron activation analysis, and 7 beam

tubes. The H hole is useful to install a fuel test loop for the power reactor. The

neutron flux level and spectrum are suitable for the PWR and CANDU fuel performance

evaluation. The CNS hole w accept a cold neutron source which provides high

monoenergetic neutron beam to the neutron guide tube. The HTS hole is used to install

a hydraulic transfer system for radioisotope production. Two neutron transmutation

doping holes (NTD1 and 2 are wide enougla to dope commercial size silicon ingots.

Three NAA holes (NAA1 2 and 3 give variety of flux level for neutron activation

analyses. NAA1 is used to install a pneumatic transfer system by manual mode while

others to install pneumatic transfer system by automatic mode. Seventeen EP holes (IP1

-11P17) give variety of neutron flux level and spectrum for various radioisotope

productions.

Six tangential neutron beam ubes are carefully designed to maximize thermal

neutron flux and to provide enough space for spectrometer layout with minimized fast

neuron and gamma fluxes. For typIcal neutron spectrometer applications, four standard

beam tubes (ST1-ST4) are designed to have rectangular shape. In conjunction with the

CNS timble. CN beam tube w be dedicated to cold neutron beam e)Teriments. The

neutron radiography facility will be attached to NR beam tube. Uzation of ER -beam

tube is foreseeing mainly the irradiation-induced material damage research.

3. RF and IMEF Buildings

In the KMRR site, Rodioisotope Production Facility (REPF) and Irradiated Material

Examination Facilcity (EN4EF) are being constructed in conjunction with the KMRR.

The REPF has 4 heavy concrete hot cells with 12 m shielding thickness, 17 lead hot

cells with 15 cm or 10 cm shielding thickness and several experimental laboratories.

Hot cells are prepared to process rdioisotopes iadiated from the KMRR core. The

RIEPF provides also activation analysis roorn, radioisotope laboratory, labelled compound

isotene laboratory, silicon processing room nd oeam tube laboratory
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I -lie IMEF has 7 heavy concreLe not cells with 12 in shielding thickn,��ss, 2 leod ot

cells witn 19 cm shielding tickness, and a ater pool to transfe a fuel asssembly into

the hot cell. Hot cells are prepared tc accomplish aterial tests and fuel performance

tests.

4. Current Status of KRR

Excavation work for th�- KMRR facilities started in February 1989. Concrete
structure work including embedments was completed by May 1992, while the installation
of pool liners consisting of reactor pool, service pool and spent fuel storage pool was
completed by the end of 1992. 'Me installation of mechanical equipment such as piping,

primary pumps, heat exchangers, etc., was completed by May 1993. 'Me installation of

reactor and reactivity control u.-ut is on-going to be completed by March 1994.

Recently non-nuclear conunissioning tests for construction acceptance test (CAT)
and system performance test (SPT) are being performed. Test procedures for CAT and
SPT have already been prepared to accomplish successful commisioning works.
Non-nuclear tests will be finished by June 1994. Nuclear test procedures are under
development aiming at the completion by the end of 1993. At this stage, first criticality
will be scheduled in December 1994.

References
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Table 1. Experimental Facility reguired to KMRR

2
Location Hole Shape No Size Neutron Flux(n/cm sec) PurposeF (cm) Fast Thermal

Core

Inner core CT HEX 1 7.44 1 3 X 10" 5. 0 X 1 014 capsule or loop
X 1014IR HEX 2 7.44 I. x loll 1.3 capsule or loop

Outer core OR Cyl 4 6. 0 3.0 X 1014 capsule

Reflector

Hole CNS Cyl 1 16. 0 2.0 X 1014 cold neutron sourec
X 1014NTD Cyl 2 22.0 2. 0 silicon doping

lo1418.0 1.5 X
1.0 X 1014LH Cyl 1 15.0 fuel test loop

HTS Cyl I 10. 0 1.0 X 1014 hydraulic transfer systei

NAA Cyl 3 6.0 1.0 X 1014 pneumatic transfer system

IP Cyl 17 6. 0 0. 5 -2. 5 x 10" RI proudction

Beam Tube ST Rectangular 4 7X14 3.0 x 1014 spectrmeter

CN 1 7X15 2. 0 x 1014 cold neutron beam

NR Cyl I 10. 0 0 7 X 1014 neutron radiography

IR Cyl 1 10.0 2.5 x lo14 I irradiation test



Table 2 Main Characteristics of' KNIRR

Description

Reactor Power (Nifth) 30

Reactor Type Open-tank-in-Pool

Coolant H20

Reflector D20

Nuclear Properties

Excess Reactivity (mk) 114

Control Rod Worth (mk) 143

Shut off Rod Worth (mk) 175

Temperature Coefficient (mk/C)

fuel -0.0122

coolant -0.0143

Prompt Neutron Lifetime (sec) 0.822 XO_'

Delayed Neutron Fraction 0.763 X10-'

,Max. Neutron Flux (n/cm 2sec)

core

thermal flux 4. 5 X O"

fast flux 2. 1 X 10"

Reflector

thermal flux 2. 0 X 1014

fast flux 2 3 10-

Thermal-Hydraulic Properties

Coolant Temperature (C) 35/45

Flow Rate (kg/sec) 635

Pressure MPa) 0.4

Max. Fuel Temperature ( C 307

NICHFR 3.42
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Table 3 CharacLeristics of Neutron Flux in
Experimental Holes in KKIRR

(unit : n/cm. sec)

Si te Hole Name Fast Fux Th rmal Flux
00.8 Mev) (<0.625 ev)

., VInner CT 2. 10 10" 4. 40 X 1

core IR1 1. 88 XI 01' 3. 82 X 1014

IR2 I. 95 X-1011 3. 93 X 1 014

outer OR3 2. 13 X 10" 3. 06 X I O'�

core OR4 1. 98X IO" 2. 72 X I 01'

OR5 2. 07 10" 2. 94 X 10"
OR6 2.25X 1013 3. 36 X 10"

Reflector CNS 1. 32 I " 1. 73 X 1014

020 Tank) LH 6. 62 X IO" 9. 77X 10"

NTDI 6. 98 X 10" 3. 93 X 10"

NTD2 I. IO X IO,, 6. 20 X 10"
HTS 9. 84 I 11 8.17 X 1013

NAAI 6. 33 I 10 3. 63 X 1 013

NAA2 1. 70 X 10" 9. 37 X 10"
NAA3 1. 34 X 1012 1. 62 X 1 014

IP I 1. 96 X 1 0" 4. 80 X I 0"

1P 2 8. 25 X 1 01" 2.87 X 1 0"
IP 3 1. 37 X 1 012 1. 62 X 1 0"

IP 4 1. 21 10" 3. 44 X 1 01'
IP 5 9 9 X IO', 7. 30 X 1 013

IP 6 1. 62 X IO" 4. 67 X I 0"
IP 7 1. 51 10' 2. 44 X 1 013

IP 8 4. 08 101u 5. 78 X 10"
IP 9 3. 43 1 01' 1. 51 X 1014

IP10 9. 41 10'0 7. 68 X 1013

MI 7. 71 10" 1. 02 X 1 014

IP12 5. 00 X IO" 4. 25 X 10"
IP13 1. 12 X 10" 9. 64 X 1 013

IP14 4. 06 XI O' 3. 96 X 1 013

1 PI co: 2. 26 X 1 01' 1. 9 X 04

IP16 I. 99 X loll, 5. 47 X 10"
IP17 8. 61 10" 7. 70 X 10
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Tabl e 4 Characterlstics of Neutron-Flux

in Experimental Holes in KMRR
2(unit n/cm .sec

Beam Tube Fast Flux Thermal flux (P,,/(�th Rcd

IR 3.45XIO" 2 8 X loll 0.17 6.7

CN I. oo X loll 1. 41 XI " 0.03 34.0

STI 2. 26 10" I 8 X lo" 0.14 8 2

STZ 2. 5. X 10" 2. 35 10" 0.10 11.3

ST3 2. 52 X 10" 2. 75 10" 0.09 11.8

ST4 1. 69 10" 2. 25 10" 0.08 14.0

NR 4. 40 10'3 4. 49 10" 0.02 60.4

4,,, Epithermal flux 90 Kev -0.625 ev)

Rcd Cadmium Ratio I 

�Z, :r JVD I
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Fig. 1 KMRR Core Conflgurafion
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Abstract

A 30 MWth research reactor, the so-called KMRR (Korea Multi-purpose

Research Reactor), has been developed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute. The KMRR is an upward-flowing, light-water-cooled and

heavy-water-reflected research reactor with an open-tank-in-pool arrangement.
At normal operation, the core heat is removed by forced convective flow
maintained by two pumps in parallel and then discharged to the secondary

cooling system (SCS trough two plate type heat exchangers. When the core
power is less than 50% of the full power (FP) or one of the primary cooling

system pumps should fail, ICVIRR can be operated with only one pump and one

heat exchanger at a reduced power level. During reactor shutdown, the core

decay heat is removed by the natural circulation through primary cooling system

(PCS Natural Circulation) when the secondary flow is available. Otherwise, the

core decay heat is dumped into the pool by gravity-driven circulating flow via
the flap valves inside the pool (Pool Natural Circulation). This paper describes

the residual heat removal capability by the natural circulation and the flap valve

design in detail.

1. Introduction

KMRR is a 30 Wth research reactor with the arrangement of open-tank-in-pool,

as shown in Fig. and Fig. 2 [1]. As in Fig. 1, the core is composed of inner core

and outer core. The inner core, 50 cm in effective diameter and 12 rn in height, has

23 hexagonal and circular flow channels. Each hexagonal flow channel formed by the

hexagonal flow tube is loaded with the 36-element driver fuel assembly. The circular

flow channel formed by the circular flow tube is loaded with the 18-element fuel

assembly. Outside the circular flow tube, a hafnium control or shut-off shroud tube can

be moved up and down for the control and reactor shutdown. 3 out of 23 hexagonal

flow channels are used to accommodate the fuel and material test facilities. The outer

core consists of eight circular flow channels embedded in the reflector vessel whose

effective diameter is 2 m and the height is 12 m 4 of outer flow channels are to be
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used as the irradiation sites while the remainders are used as the 18-element fuel sites.

Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of PCS. The 90% of total coolant flow of 780
kg/s passing through the pumps and heat exchangers directs to the reactor core. About
10% of total PCS flow, 77 kg/s, is fed to the bottom of the pool through bypass line,

and slowly rises througth the reactor pool, and then drawn into the chimney. Tis
prevents te core flow having N 16 from escaping onto the pool surface. The core flow
of 703 kg/s passing into the reactor inlet plenum flows through the flow channels and
the gap. The coolant flow rate per channel is 19.6 kg/s for the hexagonal flow channel
and 12.7 kg/s for the circular flow channel. The gap flow of 50 kg/s traveling through
the gap between the innershell and the flow tubes cools the inner shell surrounding the
inner core. Both the bypass flow and the core low are sucked into the two outlets in
the chirrmey and circulate through the PCS.

During the reactor shutdown, the core decay heat is removed by the PCS Natural
Circulation (Outlet-Pump-Heat exchanger-Inlet line-Inlet plenum-Core) when SCS is
available. Otherwise, the core decay heat is removed by the pool natural circulation via
the flap valves attached on the core inlet line (Chimney top-Pool-Flap valves-Inlet
line-Inlet plenum-Core).

This paper describes the residual heat removal capability by the natural circulation
and the flap valve design in detail.

2. Residual Heat Removal System

2.1 Design Objective
There are two design objectives for the residual heat removal system:

a. Safe Cooling Objective
To prevent fuel overheating, the safety limits imposed on the fuel shall
be met by the residual heat removal system design.

b. Environment Objective
To protect experimental facilities placed in the reactor hall, residual heat
removal should be adequate to maintain the pool water temperature below
50'C during normal shutdown and the anticipated operational occurrences
of the reactor.

2.2 Methods of Residual Heat Removal

2.2.1 PCS Natural Circulation
When SCS is available, te core decay heat is removed by the natural circulation

through PCS. he elevation difference between the core and the heat exchanger is 77
rn. Especially, for the case of the Loss-of-Offsite Electric Power (LOEP), the cooling
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water in the cooling tower basin is dven to the secondary side of the heat exchanger

by gravity. It acts as a heat sink f or one hour and, eventually, the decay heat is

removed by the pool natural circulation. ne analysis results showed that the core could

be cooled by the PCS natural circulation up to 6 FP without impairing the fuel safety.

2.2.2 Pool Natural Circulation

When SCS is not available due to the loss of SCS circulation, loss of cooling

tower circulation, and the pipe break in SCS or when SCS pump is stopped for the

prolonged reactor shutdown, the decay heat is removed by the pool natural circulation

via the flap valves. The flap valve is the most important component for the

establishment of the natural circulation pass, and its design feature is described in

Chap. 3 It was estimated that the core could be cooled by the pool natural circulation

up to 6% FP without impairing the fuel safety.

2.2.3 EWSS and Sump Recirculation

In case of the pool water inventory loss due to the beam tube failure or the

break of PCS pipe, even though their occurrences would be very seldom, the emergency

water supply system (EWSS) is provided to make up the pool water. 'Me schematic

diagram of the EWSS is shown in Fig. 4 'Me major components of EWSS are the

EWSS tank and the sump pumps. When the EWSS is activated, the water in the

EWSS tank is iected into the core through the inlet line and the injection rate is 11.4

kg/s for 24 hrs after the start of iection. 'Me operation of the sump pumps follows

the emergency water injection at the recirculation rate of 13.1 kg/s.

3. Flap V�dve

3.1 Requirements

The flap valve is the most important component for the establishment of the pool

natural circulation path. It opens when the pool side pressure is greater than the

pressure at the core coolant iet line at the same location. This pressure difference is

achieved by the decrease in the PCS natural circulation flow rate and the increase in

the coolant inlet temperature due to the loss of the secondary cooling. The greater the

pressure difference is, the easier the design of the valve is. But the required opening

pressure is limited in a very narrow range considering the safe cooling of the fuel.

Also, the flow resistance of the valve should be as low as possible to achieve the

enough pool natural circulation flow rate. Considering those factors, the design

requirements were set as:

a. The valve should start to open when the pressure difference is

less than 100 Pa.

b. The flow rate through one valve should be greater than 8.5 kg/s

when the pressure difference is 300 Pa.
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3.2 Design Characteristics 21

To satisfy the requirements, te mechanical and hydraulic resistance of the valve
should be minimized. Many types of the valves were considered and, finally, the counter
weight flap valve was selected. 'Me cross-sectional view of the valve is shown in Fig.
5. The arrangement of the valve disc and counter weight is depicted in Fig. 6 The
design characteristics are as follow: When the PCS natural circulation is maintained,

the valve is closed as the moment of the disc set is greater than that of the counter
weight set. As the coolant inlet temperature increases due to the loss of SCS, the pool
side pressure becomes higher than the coolant pressure at the iet line. By the time
when the summation of moment by the pressure difference between the iet and outlet

of the flap valve and the counter weight is greater than the summation of the moment
by the disc set and the friction force on the shaft bearing, the valve starts to open.
When the pressure difference becomes much greater, the valve becomes fully open.

3.3 Functional Test

To confirm the design of the flap valve, the functional test was performed using
the test facility in Fig. 7 The test was perfon-ned using the pressure difference
between the iet and outlet of the valve created by the difference of the pool water
depths between pool and pool C in Fig.7. The test results showed that the curTent
flap valve design is acceptable. Another series of test is in progress to confirm the
operation of the valve by the pressure difference created by the density difference using
the test section simulating the core and the reactor pool. Also, more functional tests
will be repeated to get the reliability data.

4. Demonstration of Residual Heat Removal Capability

4.1 Loss of Offsite Electric Power

LOEP is estimated to occur about twice a year, and it is a kind of anticipated
operational occurrence for which the core decay heat is removed by the pool natural
circulation. When LOEP occurs, the PCS flow and the SCS flow coast down. The
reactor is shutdown by SOR (Shut Off Rod) due to the coast down of the SOR
pressurizing pump, which is energized by the offsite power at normal operation. Also,
the valve connecting the cooling tower basin to the secondary side of PCS heat
exchangers automatically opens and thus, the basin water acts as the heat sink for a
while. Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the pool natural circulation is
established and the core decay heat is removed by this mechanism. The variation of
the core flow at LOEP is illustrated in Fig. 8. The variation of the core coolant
temperature is shown in Fig. 9. In this analysis, the secondary cooling water from the
basin of the cooling tower was neglected. The analysis results shows that the core can
be cooled safely by the pool natural circulation.
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4.2 Long-term Cooling for Prolonged Shutdown
For te prolonged shutdown, one PCS pump will run for two hours after the

reactor shutdown. After stopping of the PCS pump, the secondary cooling pumps will
also. be stopped subsequently. hen, the core decay heat will be removed by the pool
natural circulation. Thus, the pool water is the heat sink for the prolonged shutdown.
'Me total inventory of the pool water in the reactor pool, the transfer canal and the
service pool is 340 tons. The analysis shows that the pool water temperature will reach
50'C at 29 hours after the PCS pump stop. At that time, operator will start one PCS

pump and one SCS pump to cool the pool water. This operation is needed to satisfy
the environmental objective for the residual heat removal.

5. Summary

During the shutdown of KRR, the core decay heat is removed by the natural

circulation through primary cooling system (PCS Natural Circulation) when the
secondary flow is available. Otherwise, the core decay heat is dumped into the pool by
a gravity-driven circulating flow via the flap valves inside the pool (Pool Natural
Circulation). The flap valve is the most important component to achieve the pool
natural circulation. he counter weight flap valve was designed through the functional
test. The analysis show that the core can be cooled by the PCS/Pool natrural
circulation up to 6 of FP without impairing the fuel safety. For the prolonged
shutdown, the decay heat is dumped into the pool by the pool natural circulation, and
the operator will start one PCS pump and one SCS pump when the pool water

temperature reaches 50r to keep abreast with the environmental objective.
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Preliminary conceptual studies of REX 2000

F. NIERCHIE, C. BAAS, A. BALLAGNY, M. CHAGROT

G. FARNY, M. BARNIER, A. PAT70U

C E A, France

XA04C1656

ABSTRACT

Nuclear R and D programs are, to some extent, completely dependent on research

reactors availability. In France and others european countries, the major materials

testings reactors were built in the sixties and are consequently ageing and reaching the

end of their life, some of them having already been shut down. A situation with not a

single large research reactor available in first half of next century cannot be imagined,

given all the benefits drawn from the use of research reactors. The CEA has therefore

started to evaluate the needs for neutron sources in the next four or five decades so as to

design the most suitable new facilities to take over from the existing ones. REX 2000 is

a new dedicated reactor project intended to meet the needs for fuels and materials

testings after the year 2000. The preliminary conceptual studies which have been

carried out along the last 18 months are presented and commented.
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PRELIMINARY CONCEPTUAL STUDIES

OF REX 2000

1. INTRODUCTION

2. PRESENT SITUATION OF R.R.

3. WHAT TYPE OF R.R. FOR WHAT TYPE OF NEEDS

AFTER YEAR 2000 

4. FUELS AND MATERIALS TESTING IN R.R.

5. REX 2000 PREMIMINARY OPTIONS

6. CONCLUSIONS

PRESENT SITUATION OF RESEARCH REACTORS

• AGEING

• SAFETY

• UTILIZATION FACTOR AND EXPERIMENTAL NEEDS

OTHERS ISSUES

FUNDING

STAFF PROFICIENCY AND TRAINING

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE
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RESEARCH REACTORS IN OPERATION IN WESTERN EUROPE

P �! 10 W

AUSTRIA ASTRA 10 MW 1960

BELGIUM BR-2 80 1961

DENMARK DR-3 12 1960

FRANCE ORPHEE 14 1980

OSIRIS 70 1966

RUF 57 1971

SILOE 35 1963

GERMANY BER 10 1973

FRJ-2 23 1962

NETHERLANDS HFR 45 1961

NORWAY HBWR 25 1959

SWITZERLAND SAPHIR 10 1957

SWEDEN R-2 50 1960
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3. WHAT TYPE OF R.R. FOR WHAT TYPE

OF NEEDS AFTER YEAR 2000 

• MULTIPURPOSE REACTORS

• DEDICATED REACTORS

REX 2000 PROJECT MAIN PURPOSES

4. FUELS AND MATERIALS TESTING IN R.R.

ACKNOWLEDGED ADVANTAGES OF IRRADIATION

EXPERIMENTS IN R.R.

INSTRUMENTATION

FLEXIBILITY

LOW COST

MULTIPLICITY

DEBATED QUESTIONS

NPP REPRESENTATIVITY

NEUTRON FLUX AND SPECTRUM

GAMMA HEATING

THERMOHYDRAULICS

TEST GEOMETRY

STATISTICAL RESULTS
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5. REX 2000 PREMIMINARY OPTIONS

• SMALL PWR OR MTR TYPE

• IRRADIATION VOLUME AND LOCATIONS

AT THE CORE PERIPHERY

IN THE CORE

CENTRAL CROSSING LOOP

• OPEN CORE OR CLOSED VESSEL

• DOWNWARD OR UPWARD COOLING

• DRIVING CORE (LEU)

FUEL PLATES

FUEL RODS
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Present Status of
High-Temperature engineering Test Reactor(HTTR) Program
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Minoru OKUBO, Toshiaki TOBIOKA

Department of HTTR Project
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Oarai-machi, Higashiibaraki-gun, lbaraki-ken, Japan

Abstract
The MWt HTTR is a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor(HTGR), with a

maximum helium coolant temperature of 9500C at the reactor outlet.
The construction of the HTTR started in March 1991, with first criticality to be

followed in 1998 after commissioning testing. At present the HTTR reactor
building(underground part) and its containment vessel have been almost completed
and its main components, such as a reactor pressure vessel(RPV), an intermediate
heat exchanger, hot gas pipings and graphite core structures, are now manufacturing
at their factories at the target of their installation starting in 1994.

The project is intended to establish and upgrade the technology basis
necessary for HTGR developments. Japan Atomic Energy Research nstitute(JAERI)
also plans to conduct material and fuel irradiation tests as an innovative basic
research after attaining rated power and coolant temperature. Innovative basic
researches are now in great request.

The paper describes major features of HTTR, present status of its construction
and research and test plan using HTTR.

1. Introduction
It is essentially important in Japan, which has limited amount of natural

resources, to make efforts to obtain more reliable and stable energy supply by
extended use of nuclear powers including high temperature heat from nuclear reactors.
Hence, efforts are to be continuously devoted to establish and upgrade HTGR
technologies and to make much of human resources accumulated so far. It is also
expected that making basic researches at high temperature using HTGR will contribute
to innovative basic research in future. Then, the construction of HTTR was decided
by the Japanese Atomic Energy Commission(JAEC) and is now under way by the
JAERL

The HTTR aims at establishing and upgrading the technology basis necessary
for HTGR developments, serving at the same time as a potential tool for innovative
basic researches.

The paper summarizes the HTTR project and research and test program using
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HTTR.

2. HTTR Project
In Japan, the R&D on HTGRs has been carried out for more than 20 years,

firstly as the multi-purpose Very High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor program for
direct utilization of nuclear process heat and then as the HTTR Project, reflecting the
change of social and energy situation.

Since 1969, the JAERI has carried out R&D works on HTGRs in the areas of
fuel, graphite and high temperature alloy, high temperature in-core instrumentations,
high temperature components, reactor physics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics,
fission products plate-out etc.. At present, the JAERI is constructing the HTTR which
can supply high temperature coolant up to 9500C at the outlet of the RPV, which has
been realized with the results of these R&D works. The block type fuel is adopted in
the HTTR considering the ease of irradiation experiments as well as the advantages
of fuel zoning, control of coolant flow rate in each column, easy insertion of control
rods in the core, and so on. Major features of the HTTR and the construction schedule
are given below.

2.1 Major Features of HTTR
The HTTR has been so designed as to be an engineering test reactor which

aims to establish and upgrade the technological basis necessary for HTGR
developments and to conduct various irradiation tests for innovative basic researches.

The HTTR plant is under construction in the Oarai Research Establishment of
the JAERL The reactor building is centered in the HTFR plant. The main reactor
facilities of the HTTR such as the RPV, primary cooling system, reactor containment
vessel and refueling machine are housed in the reactor building, as illustrated in Fig.l.
The RPV made of 2 14 Cr-1 Mo steel is 13.2m high and 5.5m in diameter, and
contains the core consisting of fuel and control rod guide block columns, permanent
and replaceable reflector blocks, metallic and graphite core support structures as
illustrated in Fig.2, The main cooling system(MCS) is composed of a primary cooling
system, a secondary helium cooling system and a pressurized water cooling system.
The primary cooling system has two heat exchangers, an intermediate heat exchanger
and a primary pressurized water cooler, in parallel.

The major specification of the HTTR is shown in Table .
The reactor core is graphite moderated, helium gas cooled and hexagonal fuel

elements are used. The active core consists of 30 fuel block columns and 7 control
rod guide block columns, where each column is composed of blocks (2.9m) stuck.
The active core of 2.3m in diameter is surrounded by 15 replaceable reflector columns
and 9 reflector-zone control rod guide block columns. Some of replaceable reflector
columns are used as irradiation test columns. The permanent reflector surrounds the
replaceable reflector and is made up of large polygonal graphite blocks fixed by core
restraint mechanism. Each hexagonal graphite block, which is made of the domestic
IG-1 1 0, has three dowel-pins on its top and three associated sockets at its bottom,
and the blocks are fixed by setting dowel-pins into sockets.

A standard fuel element, 36cm across flats and 58cm high is made up of fuel
rods and a hexagonal graphite block, as shown in Fig.3. The fuel consists of TRISO
coated particles of low enriched uranium oxide whose average enrichment is about
6% and the kernel diameter is 600/im. The particles are dispersed in the graphite
matrix and sintered so as to form a fuel compact. These compacts are contained in
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a graphite sleeve to form a fuel rod. The fuel rods of 3.4cm in diameter are contained
inside vertical holes of 4.1 cm in diameter within a graphite block. Helium gas flows
through an annular channel between a vertical hole and a fuel rod inserted in it to
remove heat produced by fission and gamma heating.

Reactivity is controlled by 16 pairs of control rods, which are individually
supported by the rod drive mechanisms located in standpipes connected to the
hemispherical top head of the RPV and inserted into the channels in the active core
and replaceable reflector regions. The reactor shutdown under the high temperature
condition is made by inserting 9 pairs of control rods into the reflector region at first,
then the other 7 pairs of control rods in the core region are inserted after the active
core region temperature decreases. Back-up shutdown capability is provided by
dropping boron carbide/graphite pellets into the holes in the control rod guide blocks.

Major nuclear and thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the HTTR is shown in
Table 2.

The reactor cooling system is composed of an MCS, an auxiliary cooling system
(ACS) and two reactor vessel cooling systems VCSs). The reactor cooling system is
schematically shown in Fig.4. The ACS is in the stand-by condition during the normal
reactor operation and is operated to remove the residual heat from the core when the
reactor is scrammed. Both VCSs are operated at each 100% flow rate during the
normal operation in order to cool biological shielding concretes around the RPV, and
they serve to cool the RPV and the core under such accident conditions as a pipe
break of the primary cooling system, when the core is no longer cooled effectively by
neither the IVICS nor the ACS.

2.2 Construction Status and Schedule of HTTR project
The JAERI applied for the permission of installation of the HTTR to the Science

and Technology Agency (STA) for the safety review by the Government in February
1989 and the safety review by Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) followed and
finished in November 1990.

In parallel, the graphite structural design code and high temperature structural
design code had been developed by the JAERL The inspection criteria for the fuel and
the graphite components had also been established by the JAERL These codes and
criteria were endorsed by the STA in December 1990.

The construction schedule of the HTTR is shown in Table 3 The construction
of the HTTR was initiated in March 1991 and the excavation of ground were
completed in August 1991. The construction of concrete base-matt was also
completed in May 1992 and the construction of reactor building is under way. Its
underground part has been almost completed. The assembling and installation of
containment vessel was completed with a success of its pressure-proof and leakage
tests in November 1992. Photo shows the construction status on the ste. Several
large tanks such as for helium gas storage and supply have been already installed in
the reactor building. Other main components are now being manufactured at their
factories and the RPV and the intermediate heat exchanger will be installed in 1994.
It will take another five years for the construction and fuel fabrication, and the first
criticality will be attained in June 1998.

3. Research and Test Program Using HTTR
3.1 Reactor Performance Tests for Establishing HTGR Technologies

Reactor performance data will be accumulated through the HTTR criticality, zero
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power and power increase tests and also full power operation. These data are quite
valuable for design, safety evaluation and licensing of advanced HTGRs. They are
most effectively utilized for establishing the technology basis necessary for HTGR
developments.

3.2 Irradiation and Demonstration Tests for Upgrading HTGR Technologies
To upgrade the technology basis for HTGRs, many kinds of tests are planned

as follows.
(1) Irradiation Tests

To develop advanced HTGRs(reactor outletcoolanttemperature about 1 1000C,
power density 36 W/CM3 and fuel burnup about 10OGWd/t are targeted
respectively), many kinds of irradiation tests such as fuel irradiation tests, material
irradiation tests are planned.

(2) Safety Demonstration Tests
The following safety demonstration tests are planned in the HTTR to verify

inherent safety features of HTGRs:
1) Abnormal control rod withdrawal tests and
2) Coolant flow reduction tests.

(3) Nuclear Heat Application Tests
A heat utilization system is planned to be connected to the HTTR and

demonstrated at the later stage of the first core. A steam-reforming or thermo-
chemical hydrogen production system is under discussion for a possible candidate
of the system, which will be promoted by the IAEA as one of international
coordinated research programs. A closed cycle gas-turbine system will be also
investigated if the demonstration test by the HTTR is und to be effective.

3.3 High Temperature Irradiation Tests for Innovative Basic Researches
Many irradiation regions are reserved in the HTTR to be served as a potential

tool for an irradiation test reactor in order to promote innovative basic researches such
as materials, fusion reactor technology, radiation chemistry and so on, besides fuel
and material irradiation tests as shown in 32. Specific irradiation capabilities in the
HTTR are to be able to irradiate a large-sized sample up to 25cm�x50cml_ or block
size with installed instruments at elevated temperature although maximum thermal and
fast neutron fluxes are in the order of 1013 neutron S/(CM2.S).

Innovative research subjects are now in great request. Some examples of
testing at high-temperature and under irradiation are shown below.

(1) New semi-conductors, super-conductors, composite materials development,
(2) Material properties changes and irradiation damages research on metals,

ceramics and composite materials and functionally gradient materials,
(3) Tritium production and continuous recovery testing of fusion reactor blanket

materials, and
(4) Radiation chemistry such as decomposition of high molecular compounds and

synthesis of fulleren including actinide elements.

The operation and the test plan in the HTTR is shown in Table 4.

4. Concluding Remarks
The HTTR is a high temperature gas cooled test reactor which has various aims

and operational modes. The construction of the HTTR has progressed smoothly so far
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and its first criticality is foreseen in June 1998.
The various tests by the HTTR will make a great contribution to confirm salient

characteristics of HTGRs including high inherent safety and reliable supply of heat as
high as 9500C and the application of high temperature heat from HTGRs to various
fields will also contribute to resolve global environmental problems.

Furthermore, the HTTR has a unique and superior capability for carrying out
high temperature irradiation tests for innovative basic researches, The HTTR is highly
expected to contribute so much to promoting the international cooperation in these
fields.
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Table Major specification of the HTTR

Thermal power 30 MW

Outlet coolant temperature 850'C/950-C

Inlet coolant temperature 3 9 5cC

Fuel Low enriched U02

Fuel element type Prismatic block

Direction of coolant flow Downward-flow

Pressure vessel Steel

Number of main cooling loop I

Heat removal IHX and PWC (parallel loaded)

Primary coolant pressure 4 Wu

Containment type Steel containment

Plant lifetime 20 years



Table 2 Major nuclear and thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the HTTR

Thermal power 30 W

Core diameter 2.3 m

Core height 2.9 m
Average power density 2.5 W/cm3

Fuel loading off-load, I batch

Excess reactivity 15 o Z k

Uranium enrichment 3-1 tY

average about 6wtYo

fuel burn up average) 22 Gd/t

Reactivity coefficient

Fuel temperature coefficient 1.5 to 46 XI D-5 Z k/k/'C

Moderator temperature coefficient 17.1 to 099) X 1 �-5 Z k/k/'C
Power coefficient (2.4 to 4) X 1-3 Z k/k/ MW

Prompt neutron lifetime 0.67-0.70 ms
Effective delayed neutron fraction 0.0047-0.0065

Total coolant flow 10.2kg/s (950'C Operation)

Inlet colant temperature 395 C

Outlet coolant temperature 950 'C' (max.)

Power peaking factor

Radial 1.1

Axial 1.7

Effective core coolant flow rate 8 %
Max. full temperature 1492 C
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Table 3 Construction schedule of HTTR

i990 i99i 1992 1993 1994 I 99,9 J 996 1997 1,998

Construction start Electricity receive Fueling
MILESTONE V V

Criticality

Safety review

Approval of design and 0 1 D 0
construction rnelliod

Site renovation

Excavation of reactor
building

Reactor building

Containment vessel

Cooling system

Reactor pressure vessel
and core internals

Fuel fabrication

'I Fiscal year of Japan starts In April and ends In Marcli



Table 4 Operation and test plan in HTTR

cal
ear 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003-

Initial Core anced Core

Criticality
1. Establishment V

of HTG R Reactor Performance 3OMW 30MW
Technologies Z Tests 850-9500C 9500C

2, Upgrading of rradiation Tests in Capsules rradiation
HTGR or Full-sized Samples Tests
Technologies

Safety Demonstration Demonstration Tests
Tests /of Nuclear Heat Application System

3. Innovative
evelopment of Very High Temperature Heat-Basic Resisting Materials

Researches Tritium Production and Recovery Tests, etc.
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Photo HTTR's construction status on the site
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TRIGA RESEARCH REACTORS WITH

HIGHER POWER DENSITY

by

W. L. Whittemore

General Atomics

San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

The recent trend in new or upgraded research reactors is to higher power

densities (hence higher neutron flux levels) but not necessarily to higher power

levels. The TRIGA LEU fuel with burnable poison is available in small diameter

fuel rods capable of high power per rod (=48 Mrod) with acceptable peak fuel

temperatures. The performance of a 10-MW research reactor with a compact

core of hexagonal TRIGA fuel clusters has been calculated in detail. With its

light water coolant, beryllium and D20 reflector regions, this reactor can provide

in-core experiments with thermal fluxes in excess of 3 x 1014 n/cm'-s and fast

fluxes > 0. 1 MeV) of 2 x 1 0" n/cm'- s. The core centerline thermal neutron flux

in the D20 reflector is about 2 x 1014 n/CM2. s. and the average core power density

is about 230 Mliter. Using other TRIGA fuel developed for 25-MW test

reactors but arranged in hexagonal arrays, power densities in excess of 300

Mliter are readily available. A core with TRIGA fuel operating at 15-NM and

generating such a power density is capable of producing thermal neutron fluxes

in a D20 reflector of 3 x 1014 n/cM2_ s. A beryllium-filled central region of the

core can further enhance the core leakage and hence the neutron flux in the

reflector.
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1. Introduction

The recent trend in medium powered research reactors (5 to 15 MW) is toward higher

power density, hence higher neutron fluxes. Part of the means to improve the power density

for reactors with fuel rods is to use a compact hexagonal cluster typically with 19 or 37 rods per

cluster. Such an improved hexagonal fuel cluster design was reported at the Second Meeting

of the International Group of Research Reactors'. A measure of the improvement in the reactor

performance is the average power density. The standard 10-MW TRIGA research reactor' and

the 14-MW Romania TRIGA test reactor' have average power densities of about 87 kW/liter

and 118 kW/liter, respectively. Please refer to Table 1. These two reactors use the standard

square cluster of 4 x 4 or x 5 fuel rods. As will be shown below, use of the compact

hexagonal fuel cluster can increase the average power density by a factor of two or more.

2. TRIGA Reactor with Compact Hexagonal Core

The compact hexagonal fuel cluster with TRIGA LEU fuel has been considered for a very

compact core as shown in Fig. 1. The core is cooled with light water. The core with its partial

beryllium reflector is surrounded by a tank of D20that extends 14 inches 356 mm) in the radial

direction outward to a graphite outer reflector 24 inches 610 mm) thick radially.

The core contains 16 hexagonal clusters each of which contains 19 TRIGA fuel rods with

W. L. Whittemore, et. al., " TRIGA HEXAGONAL FUEL ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT,
Session II, IGORR Proceedings, Saclay, France, 18-19 May 1992.

2 "10 MW TRIGA-LEU FUEL AAD REACTOR DESIGN DESCRIPTION", GA document
UZR 14 (Rev), Oct. 1979.

' "10 YEARS OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE AT THE STEADY STATE REACTOR IN
ROMANIA," by M. Ciocanestu, et.al., Eleventh European TRIGA Users' Conference,
Heidelberg, Germany, Sept. 1990.
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13.7 mm diameter. The vertical height of the fuel is 22 inches 559 mm). Three in-core

experimental regions are available for the thermal or fast neutron irradiations. As shown in

Fig.1, these experimental locations were evaluated for fast neutron irradiations assuming that

each region was filled with an experiment equivalent to a metal whose density was 0.5 that of

stainless steel.

For 10 MW operation, the average power density is about 230 M/liter, a significant

improvement over the values for TRIGA reactors using the standard square fuel cluster. The
1014 /CM2 S.thermal neutron flux in in-core experimental regions was calculated to be about 3 x n

With in-core irradiation locations filled with half-density stainless steel, the fast neutron flux

( > 0 I MeV) was calculated to be 2 1 x 1014 n/cM2. s. The unperturbed peak thermal flux in the

D20 reflector at about core centerline was calculated to be 195 x 1014 n/CM2. s. These values

together with other pertinent parameters are tabulated in Table .

3. Higher Power Density TRIGA Reactor

For TRIGA reactors with larger power levels 20 MW) a smaller diameter fuel rod

has been designed to assure that the peak fuel temperatures remain at acceptable low values.

A fuel rod with diameter of 950 mm has been evaluated in detail for use in a square 6 x 6 fuel

cluster. Use of this same fuel rod in the higher performance hexagonal cluster will significantly

improve the performance of a 10 to 15 MW TRIGA reactor. The hexagonal cluster with this

fuel would have 37 fuel rods. The average power density for a 15 MW TRIGA reactor could

easily be as high as 330 Mliter. With a large D20 reflector the thermal flux in a central flux

trap region can be about 4 x 1014 n/CM2. s. The thermal flux near the core centerline in the D20

reflector should be about 3 x 1 0" n/CM2 -s based on the performance of the 10 MW compact core

with its average power density of 230 Mliter and thermal flux in the D20 reflector of about

2 x 1014 n/CMI.S.
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4. Discussion: Safety and Perforinance

The TRIGA LEU fuel is very robust. Its clad (Alloy 800H) is ugged enough to provide

a large margin of safety including such abnormal events as loss of forced cooling. The UZrH

fuel matrix together with the Alloy 800H clad assure that no fuel damage will occur during any

credible reactivity accident. A high performance TRIGA reactor using the hexagonal fuel cluster

for operation at 10 to 15 MW is a particularly user-friendly reactor.

It is interesting to compare the geometry of the 10 to 15 MW compact TRIGA core with

that for Orph6e. For the TRIGA LEU core, the approximately circular core has a diameter

of 14.5 - 19.5 in. 368 - 495 mm) with a fueled height of 22 in. 559 mm). The ratio of height

to diameter ranges from 1 13 to 152. By comparison the Orph6e reactor has a square

parallelepiped core 250 x 250 mm' with a fueled height of 900 mm. The ratio of its core height

to core width is about 36 a value which is quite far from an optimum value of about 1.0.

The performance of the 10 MW research reactor MURR' is particularly efficient for in-

core experiments. Its core occupies a small volume giving it a large average power density of

303 kW/liter. This is higher than the corresponding average power density for Orph6e (i.e.,

282 kW/liter) even through its power level is noticeably smaller. Its central flux trap doubles

the unperturbed thermal flux 6 x 10" n/cM2.S) compared to the quoted value for Orph6e.

However, the leakage flux in the reflector available for beamports is about half that reported for

Orph6e due to the use of a beryllium and graphite reflector compared to Orph6e's D20 reflector.

A TRIGA reactor operating at 15 MW with the small diameter fuel 9.5 mm) can produce an

average power density (- 332 kW/liter) larger than those for either the Orph6e or MURR. The

neutron fluxes for such a TRIGA reactor can exceed those reported for the above two reactors.

' Orph6e, CEN Saclay; DIRECTORY OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH RACTORS, 1AEA,
Vienna 1989, p 136 ff.

5 University of Missouri Research Reactor: RESEARCH, TRAINING, TEST AAD
PROD UCTIONREACTOR DIRECTORY, Publ. by American Nuclear Society, 3rd edition, 1988,
p 423 ff.
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Table 1. Performance Characteristics of Several Higher Power TRIGA Reactors and Other intermediate Power Reactors

Parameters Standard Romania TRIGA ORPHtE MURR
IO-MW TRIGA Compact Hex
TRIGA Clusters

Power (NM 10 14 10 14 10

No. of fuel clusters 30 27 16 8 --

Fuel rods/clusters 4 x 4 5 x 5 19-Hex - plate fuel -

No. of fuel rods 480 675 304 -- --

Length of fuel (mm) 559 559 559 900 610

Diam. of fuel rod (mm) 13.7 13.7 13.7 -- --

Avg. power density (kW/liter) 87 118 230 282 303

Reflector type H20 Be/H20 Be/D20 D70 Be/Gr

0(th), central core region 2.9 14) 2.8 14) 3 14) 3 14) 6 14)
(n/CM2. S)

0(fast), central core region 2 14) 2.4 14) 2.1 14) -- 1.4 14)
(n/cm .s)

0(th) reflector peak (n/CM2.S) 1 14) 1.1 14) 1.95 14) 2 14) - 1 14)
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FIGURE i. CORE CONFIGURATION WITH TRIGA
19-HOD HEXAGONAL FUEL CLUSTERS
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ABSTRACT

When controlling the behaviour of a reactor or
developing a new fuel concept, it is of utmost interest to
have the possibility to confirm the thermohydraulic
calculations by actual measurements in the fuel elements or
in the fuel plates.

For years, CERCA has developed the technology and
supplied its customers with fuel elements equipped with
pressure or temperature measuring devices according to the
requirements.

Recent customer projects have lead to the development
of a new method to introduce thermocouples directly into
the fuel plate meat instead of the cladding.

The purpose of this paper is to review the various
instrumentation possibilities available at CERCA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermohydraulic conditions are of critical importance for the
safety of research reactors. Reliable computer codes have been
designed throughout the world to determine them by calculation.

However it is often deemed necessary to check the calculation
results and the validity of physical model used by experimental
measurements.

This is particulary true when major changes occur in an
existing reactor such as

- nominal power reactor increase

- modification of core configuration according to the
experimentator's needs

- replacement of HEU by LEU fuel in the frame of the non
proliferation policy

Or when new reactor is built or is under design.
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In any case, for the new as well as for the existing reactors
it is of great interest to have the possibility to confirm the
thermohydraulic calculations by actual measurements of pressure or
temperature in the fuel elements or in the fuel plates.

For years CERCA has developed the technology and supplied its
customers with the fuel elements equipped with pressure or
temperature measuring devices according to the need.

The purpose of this paper is to review the various
instrumentation possibilities available at CERCA.

2. THE MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE WITHIN A FUEL ELEMENT

Our customers often need to measure 

- The dynamic pressure between the fuel plates in the
coolant direction

- The static pressure on the surface of a fuel plate

The pressure can be measured by means of Fitot tubes installed
in the fuel element. This technology has been applied to the JRR3
fuel elements.

Slide shows Pitot tubes crossing plates to measure the static
pressure on the plate surface and the dynamic pressure in the water
channel.

Slide 2 shows a draft with general views of the fuel element
and the path followed by the Pitot tubes between the plates to get
out through the end fitting.

From this technique, it can be noticed that it is possible to
measure the pressure anywhere in the fuel element (in the side
plates, in the end fitting) but the number of tubes is limited by
the hydraulic losses generated by the devices within the fuel
element.

If the pressure is to be measured in the central part of the
water channel, the instrumented plates must be inert ones since
holes must be drilled to allow the Pitot tubes to cross the
instrumented plates. However the other plates of the element can be
normal fuel plates if necessary.

3. THE MEASUREMENT OF A FUEL PLATE TEMPERATURE

It is interesting to know the temperature of the fuel plate
cladding to check the heat exchange and the thermohydraulic
conditions in the coolant water.
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it may also be requested to measure the temperature within the
meat of the plate to evaluate the thermal behaviour of the meat
itself.

We will successively speak of both techniques.

3.1 TEMPERATURE OF THE PLATE CLADDING

CERCA has developed special techniques with special tools and
adequate procedures to introduce thermocouples within a plate
cladding.

Slide 3 shows a draft with a general view of an instrumented
plate. The path followed by the thermocouples to reach the cladding
above the meat can be seen. Section "B" shows the plate with the
thermocouple completely embedded in the cladding. It should be
noted that the thermocouple does not touch the meat.

The number of thermocouples is limited by their diameter and
the available space between the meat and the longitudinal edge of
the plate. Typically, a maximum of ten thermocouples can be
installed in a fuel plate, in any location.

It can be noticed that this technique allows to insert
thermocouples in a curved as well as in a flat plate.

3.2 TEMPERATURE OF THE PLATE MEAT

Last year, the ANS project team expressed its wish to check the
feasibility of the temperature measurement within the meat of a
mini plate. In addition, in order to avoid the possible influence
of invidual fuel grains on the measured temperature, it was also
requested to prevent direct contact between the fuel particules and
the thermocouple. This was requiring the development of a new
technique.

Therefore, the aim of the development was to demonstrate the
feasibility to introduce an aluminium clad thermocouple within a
thin meat containing hard particles. Furthermore, the clad
thermocouple had to stand exactly in the middle of the meat
thickness to keep symetrical uranium distribution around it in
order to get a representative measurement.

Slide 4 shows a micrograph of a mini plate with its clad
thermocouple. For the manufacturing tests, the thermocouple was
replaced by a stainless steel wire representative of the actual
dimensions of a real one.

The thermocouple is homogeneously covered with an aluminium.
sheet avoiding a direct contact with uranium. The termocouple with
its aluminium sheet is symmetrically embedded in the thickness of
the meat.
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The manufacturing tests required the design and production of
special and accurate tools to demonstrate the feasibility of the
ANS team wish.

Now, as the manufacturing technique has been developed, the
next step will be to produce plates with real thermocouples.

4. CONCLUSION

For years CERCA has gained a wide expertise and developed
special tools and techniques for the instrumentation of fuel
elements for the measurement of pressure and temperature.

Since each fuel element has a different design and each case is
a particular one, CERCA has got a large flexibility to be able to
study and manufacture a wide range of instrumentation devices
adapted to the needs of its customers.
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ABSTRACT

The use of reprocessed uranium for research reactor
fuel fabrication implies to keep operators safe from the
hard gamma rays emitted by 232U daughter products.

CERCA has carried out, with the help of French CEA and
COGEMA, a detailed study to determine the evolution of the
radiation dose rate associated with the use of this
material.

FOREWORD

One of the major problems of reactors operators is to get rid
of spent fuel, whose accumulation on reactor site leads to
technical and administrative problems and could, in some cases,
lead to reactor shutdown due to a lack of storage space on the
site.

Highly enriched fuel elements can be reprocessed, and the
recovered uranium can be converted by dilution into low enriched
uranium.

CERCA has carried out with the help of specialized teams of the
French CEA and COGEMA Pierrelatte a study to evaluate the
consequences of the introduction of such material in the production
lines. In this study, CERCA has also taken profit of the experience
of FBFC (the French PWR fuel Manufacturing Company) located on the
same site, which is currently handling reprocessed fuel in its
workshop.

The purpose of th' paper is to focus on the mechanism of
formation of 232U and its daughter products, and their importance
in radiation problems.
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232U PRODUCTION MECHANISMS AND AMOUNT IN REPROCESSED
URANIUM

There are mainly three ways for 232U production from 234U,
235U and 236U isotopes (slide 1).

The first two ways concern 234U and 235U

Before irradiation, these products are decaying with alpha
reaction to Pa and Th which build up in the metal. During
irradiation, by neutron capture and beta decay, these products lead
to 232U.

The third way concerns 236U

236U is formed by neutron capture of 235U which, by another
neutron capture, gives 237U whose decay leads to Np and 236pu.

236pu, by alpha decay with a half life of 28 years, leads to
232U.

As a consequence, there are three important periods in the life
of uranium since its conversion into metal

- Fresh metal life time
During the first period, between the last purification of
fresh uranium (which is usually corresponding to the
conversion into metal) and the irradiation in reactor, Pa and
Th are accumulating by decay of 234U and 235U.

- Irradiation
During the second period, irradiation in reactor occurs. Pa
and Th are transformed into 232U, and 236U into 236pu.

- Decay time
During the third period, between irradiation and
reprocessing, 236Pu decays into 232U.

Immediately after irradiation, the 234U way accounts for about
80 % of the 232U content.

But, after irradiation, 236U way (via 236pu) is increasing with
time and accounts for about a quarter of 232U after a cooling
period of ten years (slide 5).

After irradiation, the spent fuel has a final enrichment of 70
to 80 % assuming a burn up of 50 %.

As the uranium will finally be used as 19,75 material,
reprocessed U has to 'be blended with depleted uranium to an
approximate dilution factor of 4.

A study of French MTR fuel history performed by CEA with the
KAFKA code shows that, after reprocessing, the 232U content in HEU
stands between 2 and 18 ppb, depending on the reactor. Therefore,
after blending, the 232U content stands between 0.5 and 45 ppb.
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As a conclusion to this chapter, it has to be remembered that
the initial 232U content is depending upon the uranium history 
composition and storage time before irradiation, irradiation
conditions, storage time between irradiation and reprocessing.

CONTAMINATION AND RADIATION

Handling of U always induces a certain amount of contamination
and radiation, which is examined below for various kinds of
uranium.

Fresh Uranium

With fresh uranium, the major problem is atmospheric
contamination induced by 234U and its decay products which are
presented in slides 2 and 3.

As far as radiation is concerned " the corresponding activity
level is very low and comes from the 235U and 238U families and
their Pa and Th decay products.

However, usual fresh uranium, called "Virgin" uranium is not as
virgin as it is supposed to be, as it may have an 236U content as
high as 0.5%, and 23-2U content up to 02 ppb.

Uranium from Critical Experiments

For several years CERCA has been manufacturing fuel elements
with uranium coming from critical experiments.

This uranium, generally with a nominal enrichment of 19,75
has not produced much energy, but is nevertheless slightly
irradiated. Therefore, the quantity of fission products and
transuranic products is not neglectible as all these products are
not removed by any treatment since uranium is used as it is.

The amount of 232U in this uranium is generally almost
undetectable and in the order of magnitude of less than 0.01 ppb.

Provided additional radiation measurements are carried out at
the various working stations and production wastes are treated
according to a special procedure, this material can be used without
difficulty from atmospheric contamination and radiation dose rate
points of view.
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Reprocessed Urani=

Contamination associated with reprocessed uranium J s, as in
fresh uranium, mainly due to 234U to the condition that 241pu,
which is a powerful beta emitter, is kept below lBq/gU. Since the
234U content remains approximately constant during irradiation,
reprocessed uranium creates no particular difficulties from the
atmospheric contamination point of view.

Fission products and transuranic elements are a rather simple
matter, as they are chemically removed during reprocessing, and, if
a high degree of purification is reached, they should not appear in
LEU with a much higher level than the previous case. Therefore,
contribution to the radiation level should be of the same order of
magnitude as with uranium coming from critical experiments. For the
calculation of these dose rates, the following fission products and
transuranics contents have been taken into account 

240pu 6Bq/g U, i.e. 712 10-10 g/g U
239pu 6Bq/g U, i.e. 266 10-9 g/g U
238pu 6Bq/g U, i.e. 955 10-12 g/g U
237Np 23 Bq/g U, i.e. 893 10-12 g/g U
24lAm 22 Bq/g U, i.e. 173 10-10 g/g U
144Ce : 3150 Bq/g U
137CS : 160 Bq/g U
134CS : 75 Bq/g U
106Ru/106Rh 840 Bq/g U
103Ru : 210 Bq/g U
95Zr/95Nb 140 Bq/g U
60C : 42 Bq/g U

The major factor for radiation dose rate is the initial amount
of 232U after reprocessing because the activity level increases
with this amount which is directly depending upon the fuel history
from metal production to reprocessing (slide 5).

During reprocessing, 232U decay products are chemically
removed. But 232U remains untouched, and immediately after, the
build up of its decay products starts again.

As can be seen on slide 4 these alpha decay products lead to
212Bi and 208T1 which are very active gamma emitters with an energy
of 079 Mev and 263 Mev respectively.

These two are the most important oducts in radiation induced
by 232U. Knowing the half lives of ff2U and its decay products,
computation using the CHAINURA code developed by CEA in CADARACHE
shows that the build up of activity is maximum ten years after
reprocessing, but has reached half of its maximum level after only
three years (slide 6.
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CONCLUSION

This paperhas shown how 232U is formed and why it has a major
consequence on utilization or reprocessed uranium.

Further studies concerning the practical implications in the
workshop have been carried out, and their results will be presented
at the RERTR meeting in OARAI.
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CERCA
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CERCA

232U EVOLUTION AFTER END OF IRRADIA
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1. PIK REACTOR

The PIK reactor [11 is designed for physical research with

neutron beams and sample irradiation. In the central trap the

thermal neutrons flux is 4x10 15 n/cm2s. The reactor power is

100 MW, the thermal neutron flux in the reflector at the maxi-

mum of distribution is 1x1015n/cm2 s. The core with a high

uranium concentration of 600 g/1 is light water-cooled, heavy

water being used in the reflector (fig.1,2,table).

The Chernobyl disaster happened at the time of equipment as-

sembly at the PIK. The code revision, a change of the authors

ideas about the safety, and a shift of public attitude toward

nuclear installations resulted in a stopping down of construc-

tion and project revision. While it was certainly hard to make

a decision of disassembling the equipment already installed

and, particularly, of introducing changes into constructions,

the new project or, as it was calledthe reconstruction project

has led to a change of all safety systems and involved in

various degrees all essential reactor systems. The construction

is presently resumed; however the economic difficulties plaguing

Russia preclude specifying the term of its completion (fig.3).In

January 1993, the reactor was inspected by experts from a number

of European countries, USA, and European Commission delegated by
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their governments to prepare a report on whether supporting the

construction to its completion would be reasonable 2 In the

course of the examination, the experts expressed doubts concer-

ning two systems, namely, the containment and scram.It is these

points that will be discussed in the present communication.

2. CONTAINMENT: ACCIDENT LOCALIZATION SYSTEM

The PIK design is based on unit configuration, namely, the

technological circuits are separated from the experimental

zone and housed in separate buildings (fig.4). This precludes

construction of a common containment that would enclose all the

PIK buildings. To confine leakage of radioactive products under

normal operating conditions or in an accident, the rooms with

radioactive sources are provided with seals for maintaining in

these rooms the air pressure lower than that in the adjacent

premises, as well as with a special system for collecting the

leaked-out iquids. These rooms are housed in four separate

containments differing in the equipment confined, in the

presence or absence of personnel, and in the character and

probability of possible emergencies (fig.5). We shall consider

below only three of these containments, since the fourth,

similar in design to the firsthouses the heavy water reflector

equipment and contains considerably less radioactive material

than the circuits associated with the core cooling in contain-

ment 1.
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Containment 

This containment houses the primary circuit equipment and

pipelines. During reactor operation there are no people inside

the containment, all operations being performed by remote

control. The containment is made up of seven interconnected

rooms sealed off airtight from the remainder of the building.

Inside the building, the rooms of this containment are arranged

in such a way that between the containment and the outer brick

wall there are at least two inner brick or reinforced-concrete

walls. The containment proper is made of single-piece "heavy"

reinforced-concrete of density 36 t/m 3 and not less than m

thick. The rooms are provided by air-tight doors, the pipeline

and cable laying penetrations being likewise air-tight. The

floor is covered with a water-tight stainless steel tray, and

the walls and ceiling, with epoxy-resin covering. Any leakage

in these rooms is drained through stainless-steel pipelines

into an emergency tank. A rarefaction of 15-20 mm water is

maintained inside the containment, which is about 10 mm lower

than the pressure in the adjoining rooms. The air removed from

the containment is purified by passing it through aerosol fil-

ters and charcoal sorbents. The air is discharged through

3a 100 m-high stack.The total volume of containment is 6000 m

the total ventilation-air flow rate under normal conditions

being about 12000 m 3/hr. Each of the seven rooms housed in

the containment is 'rovided with a separate gate valve on

the ventilation pipeline, thus permitting one to cut each room
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off from the others in the case of emergency and, hence, to

increase the delay of the radioactive gas dischare. The

available instrumentation, including dosimetric equipment,

provides continuous monitoring of the state of the equipment

inside the containment. The containment ensures safety of the

personnel and environment both under the conditions of planned

primary - circuit water leakage occurring during repairs or

tests, and in emergencies associated with a sudden water lea-

kage during reactor power operation. The design of the

containment providers -adequate protection against external

interference. The reactor reconstruction project did not

practically introduce any changes into the design of contai-

ner 1, except for using more reliable packing for the electric

cables passing through the containment walls.

Containment 2 (Fig.6).
The change introduced into the design of this containment

are so profound that its reconstruction dominates presently the

reactor c onstruction. This containment houses only one room,

namelythe technological hall.The surface of the water from the

reactor vault, spent fuel element pool, and fuel

assembly transfer channel looks into this hall.The containment

is located in the top part of the building and is about 15 m

high, 100 m long, and approximately 8 m wide. In contrast to

containment Lcontainment 2 is not surrounded by any rooms and

forms the outer wall of the reactor building in its upper part.

Note that the reactor vault lies between containment I and 2 

rather, by its water leakage collection system it belongs to
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containment 1, and by the ventilation system, to containment 2.

The reactor vault is about 12 m deep and is filled with water

which contacts with the primary water circuit in the case of

refueling.The spent fuel element pool and reactor vault cooling

loops are not connected in any way with the reactor cooling loop

Under normal operation, as well as in basic project accidents

occurring inside the reactor building, containment 2 could not

be destroyed already before the reconstruction. An analysis sho-

wed that external impacts (for example, explosions) could, howe-

ver, damage it. The reactor reconstruction project envisages

building a second high-strength reinforced-concrete shell. As a

result, the containment will consist of two shells, namely, an

inner one of sectional andpartially, of single-piece reinforced

concrete, 600 mm thick, and an outer one made up of a steel

inner wall and a single-piece reinforced-concrete wall 40 sm

thick separated by an air gap. The hall floor is covered by a

water-tight stainless steel tray. The walls and ceiling are

coated by a layer of epoxy resin. The pipe and electric cable

penetrations are air - tight. Air - tight doors are installed.

Accidental leaks in the hall are collected through

traps and pipelines into emergency tanks the air being

discharged through a 00 m-high stack.Under emergency conditions

the air flow rate is reduced to the lowest level that still ensu-

res absence of leakage apart anywhere except through the stack.

One of the goals of the present work has been to analyze

the efficiency of the additional measures taken to reduce the
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release from containment 2 in an accident. The results of this

analysis will be presented below. It should be borne in mind that

during reactor operation personnel may be present inside

containment 2 so that the people should be removed, and

some necessary electrical commutations should be made, for which

three minutes are allotted, before transition to the emergency

ventilation regime can be effected.

Containment 3 (Fig.5).

The containment encloses two experimental halls, namely, the

horizontal channel hall and inclined channel hall. It is of

cylindrical shape of radius 13.6 m and extends from 0.00m to

the 16.00m-level. The containment is situated inside the

building and is surrounded by two (horizontal channel

hall) or three (inclined channel hall) rows of rooms with brick

walls. The hall walls are made of single-piece reinforced

concrete 600 mm thick. The containment is coated by epoxy resin

and is provided with drains to collect spilled liquids into the

emergency tank. The doors and technological penetrations are

air - tight. Under normal conditions ventilation is effect ed

by a separate system through the stack without purification. No

radioactive water pipelines or open radioactive water surface

are present in the halls.Under normal operation, surface or air

contamination can appear during disassembly of experimental

equipment or channels. The heavy water contains a tritium of up

to 2 Cu/1.

In the case of an accident involving rupture of an experimen-
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tal channel some heavy water may get access into the experimen-

tal hall, although its major part should drain into containment 

During reactor operation, both reactor personnel and

experimenters may be present in containment 3 In the case of

accident, the people are evacuated, after which the ventilation

is switched over to the emergency regime involving reduced flow

rate and air filtration.

3. ANALYSIS OF CONTAINMENT EFFICIENCY.

While the rules adopted in the Russian Federation for the ac-

cident localization systems require dose limitation for the

population, they do not require the construction of an overall

containment. The PIK reactor containments meet the regulatory

standards. Nevertheless it is of interest to analyze

possibilities of a further reduction of radioactive gas and

aerosol release for the PIK containments. The release of

radioactive products into the rooms is the largest in the

primary circuit equipment containment, which is associated

primarily with repairs and regular testing of the equipment. The

analysis yields also for this containment the highest

probability of accident involving release of radioactive

contamination.

Actually, a containment is equivalent to a delay line for the

nuclides before their release into the atmosphere. To evaluate

the containment efficiency, we assume that an amount N 0 of a

radioactive isotope has released in the containment and became

uniformly distributed over the volume. The amount released out of
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the containment will be

_:1cl-n
N(t) Q/V

M Q dt = N 0 ------------ (1)
V ' + Q/V

where V is the containment volume,

Q is the air discharge from the containment,

is the decay constant.

If the containment is a double-shell design or is povided

with an additional volume preceding air discharge into the atmos-

phere, then

Q1 /V1 Q2/V2
M = No ----------- x -------------- (2)

/\ +Q 1/ 1 /\ + Q 2/V2

where the indices and 2 refer to the containment and additional

volume, respectively. Since the air circulation ratios Q 2/V 2

adopted at research reactors are much larger than Q 1/V 1, the

effect of the latter factor is usually small.

The PI K design value of the parameter Q/V does not exceed

10- 6s_1 thus permitting considerable suppression of the release

of all radioactive noble gas isotopes with the exception of

Xenon-133 ( = 10-6 S-1). The best design values of research

reactor containments permit substantial delay of Xenon-133

release 3 Straight forward calculation of the population dose

burden associated with an accident on the PIK reactor have

yielded values below the code-allowed levels. Maximum

design-basis accident - 0.08sZv while allowed dose - 0.5sZv.
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To reduce the release still further, we are considering the

possibility of installing air recirculation and filtration

inside the containments.

The recirculation efficiency can be analyzed using an

equation similar to (1) for the total radioactivity release

q/V

M/M'= - ------------- (3)

'� + /V

where M' is the release with recalculation at the flow rate q

and efficiency

Obviously, recirculation can be useful only provided q>>Q It

is technically feasible to reduce by recirculation by tens and

hundreds of times the released activity of long-lived nuclides

with a halflife in excess of 10 days for which the efficiency of

a containment as a delay line is low. This relates to Cesium-137,

Strontium-90, Zirconium-144, and some other nuclides. Direct

calculation of the dose load for the case of recirculation

carried out for containment 2 has yielded a dose reduction down

to several times. This conclusion of the usefulness of developing

a recirculation system and of the possibility of improving the

filtration systems for containment 2 of the PIK reactor is the

mein result of the above consideration.

4. SHUTTER SEPARATION.

The PIK reactor is controlled by means of eight rods in the

heavy-water reflector -and an absorbing cylinder at the boundary

between the core and the central light-water neutron trap
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(fig.7).The rods are used for emergency protection and reactor

start-up. The central control cylinder called here the shutter

serves several functions, namely, as scram, automatic control,

and burnup compensation. The delay time before the onset of

negative reactivity is 1.05 sec for rodsand 025 sec for the

shutter.

The shutter is made up of two cylinders moved symmetrically in

opposite directions by the same electric drive, thus ensuring

symmetric energy release in the core. The weight of the control

elements was measured in the critical assembly representing an

exact replica of the PIK core and reflector. The weight of the

rod in the reflector at the beginning of the campaign is

0.66 P eff, which yields 264 A eff for four rods, and, taking

into account interference, 45 P eff. for the eight. The

shutter weighs 95 A eff: Since the mobility of the shutter is

checked by the step servo motor of the automatic control, the

probability of its seizing is extremely small. Nevertheless,

independent drives to operate each half of the shutter are

presently under development (fig.8). Symmetrical motion of the

two halves with respect to the core medial plane will be ensured

by their position indicators. Should the shutter seize when the

emergency protection is actuated, the negative reactivity margin

will be determined by the time of reactor shutdown. The margin

will be the lowest soon after the reactor power - up, i.e. when

a sizable amount of Iodine-135 has already accumulated but the

shutter is not yet driven wide apart to compensate for burnup.
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If at this moment the reactor is shut down, and simultaneously

one of the two shutter halves seizes, then at the time the

reactor escapes from iodine well the subcriticality will be

1.2-1.7_T� eff. depending on the actual operating mode (Fig.9).This

value lies at the limit of reliable shutdown, and therefore

additional slow emergency protection is employed in this case

The absorber solution should be introduced into the gap between

the reactor shroud and vessel during the first day after the

reactor shutdown. When gadolinium nitrate is used, the

protection system provides additionally 1/� eff. Before the separa-

tion of the shutter into two halves, the additional negative

reactivity was produced by draining off the reflector or by

discharging the core.

The above values of reactivity were obtained under the

assumption that when only one (upper or lower) half of the

shutter is introduced the corresponding change in the reactivity

will be one half of the result when both are driven in. While on

the critical assembly this assumption was partially confirmed,

three-dimensional calculations with inclusion of burnup are

certainly required.
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Table 1. PIK reactor parameters.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Power 100 W

Flux of thermal neutrons in the trap 4.10 15 n/cm2s

Flux of thermal neutrons in the reflector 1,3.1015 n/cm2 s
--------------------------------------------------------------

Moderator and coolant H20

Reflector D20

Diameter 2,4 m

Height 2,5 20 m
--------------------------------------------------------------

Core

Inner diameter of the vessel 0,39 m

Height 0,5 m

Volume occupied by fuel assembly 51 liters

Fraction of water in the fuel assembly 0,59

Load 235U 90% enrichment) 27,5 kg

Type of the fuel elements cross-shape section pins

Specific heat-transfer surface of

the fuel elements 6,5 cm /cm2

Pitch of triangle grating of

the fuel elements 5,23 mm
--------------------------------------------------------------

Primary circuit

Core input pressure 5 MPa

Core pressure drop 1 MPa

Water flow to 3000 m/t
--------------------------------------------------------------

Shielding

D20 1 M

Heterogeneous iron-water shielding 0,55 m

Heavy concrete (p=3,6 g/cm2) 0,9 m

Movable shielding 1 m
--------------------------------------------------------------
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PRESENT STATUS OF PIK GADOLINIUM
CONTROL

Petrov Yu.V., Garusov E.A., Shustov V.A.
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute

Gatchina, 188350 St.Petersburg, Russia

Introduction. A liquid control element (LCE) containing a water olution of gadolin-
ium. itrate Gd(JV0,3).3 was originally planned for use at the PIK reactor for partial com-
pensation of poisoning ad fuel burnup 13] (Fig.]). However, a further analydis has
shown tat quick forcing-out, boiling up or flowing-out of te absorbing solution though
of low probability) can lead to the dangerous Prompt oyercriticality of the reactor. In the
following sections the results of the analysis are presented as well as the upper limit of
the reactivity, quick isertion of wbidi still is safe. for e reactor,

1. The LCE is sow i Fig.2 4]. Its ormal prameters as well as permissible range
of the deviations are given in Table 1. The total amount of te solution in te LCE loop
is equal to 17 which includes: 21 -is in the sectional gap at the core 028 m' is in
the 35 m long pipe line after the gap; 0.5 nO is in a pressure compensation vessel PC),
0.45 m' is i a beat exchanger (HE) and the rest being i te high pressure brancb of the
loop.

Though the PIK core has a negative power coefficient of -reactivity, te replacement or
heating of te LCE lead to positive reactivity, hence such situations inust be ivestigated
carefully according to the IAEA safety laws for research ractors. 6].

2. The forcing-out of the LCE by the prin�3�y Soolax�� call be caused by cracks
in the -reactor vessel (e.g. in the welding joints). The probability of the break for one
of the three welding joints aounts to 10-Fl within three years, the cack probability is
10'. As a result of such an accident, the core water (5 MPa pressure) wll quickly replace
th asorbing solution pressure R = 13 - L MPa) in te gap, Te replacement rale
depends on te ydraulic resistance of te crack p ad its surface S. For a. large beak
cross ection sniaJI p/S' value), the core pressure will close a check (non-return) valve
from te pressure pumps of LCE RV ill Fig.2 ad top te LCE feeding Ili te gap. Te
rest of the absorber will be moved to te core i r < 1 ad te absorber wl.1 go away
ill T - 0 - 01 3 (Fig,3) F S1all Cracks, te pessure diop is onsiderable, the Check
valves remain open and the absorber will be forced out fro te gap by mxture with te
primary coolant. The asymptotic value of the iserted positive reactivity is determined
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by the difference betwee te iitial and final concentrations of the absorbing solution.
The parameters of the new hydraulic and temperature regime of CE are still in the
acceptable region (see Table 1), and the emergency signal wl be caused by the power
excess only. As seen from Fig.3, tbereactivity isertion wl be very quick in tis case. In
a delay time t < I ) the asymptotic fow regime will be set up.

In case of the upture of te reactor vessel at a core level, tere i a little time for the
asymptotic flow -regime to be set up. The moment and the rate of the reactivity insertion
are determined by te process of compression of the solution outside the gap., i.e. by the
propagation of te acoustic wave& It depends o te initial pessure ump AP, solution
properties (density -y, compressibility 8 = (yc2)-', sound velocity = (OPIO-y),) as well
as on the hydraulic parameters ad the geometry of the loop -units. The change of the
volume fraction of the absorbing solution in several damaged sections is described by a
balance equation

V 49.0 -yu(o, t) = -G(o, t),
l at

where V is te total volume of te damaged sections, and is the cross section aea.
The ra-te of te solution removal uz, t) is obtained via te flow (see (1)) fron te

eq. f continuity and Euler's equation (momentum conservation) 7]

L9-Y c9 G t9G aG2 top
- + = + - + (2)45T z t9 t -Yz -5-z

wbicb are olved in a linear approximation sinc u = Gly < ) at te prompt pessure
jump in the contour inlet A P(o, t = A P6(t). The contour model consisted of two pipes
with the same cross section everywhere, connected to �. point-like heat exchanger volume.
The wole ydraulic resistance was reduced to a flow regulator be-fore the PC. Te pessure
in te PC (pressure compensator) was considered to be constant ad equal to 0.8 MPa.
Fig.4 shows the time dependence of the relative velocity wO, t) =- u(o, t)/AP/7c at the
pressure jump AP [8]. Integrating this dependence in eq.(1) over time, one obtains for
pressure jumps geater than the pump pressure (AP - 2 5 MPa) the result that the
gadoliniuni olution is removed from te damaged sections i a very sort time ,
0.05 - 0.15S.

3. Boilin&-up of the absorbing solution with following forcing-out to e LCE
loop by the own vapor is possible (though with low probability) by flow bockage in five
or less sections (out of [51). Deviations of te controlled paxametexs will not. exoeed
the acceptable values i ts ase (see Table ). Te blocked solution will be eated
up to the saturation temperature Ts i a few seconds by the -y-ray ad fast neutrons
(- 40 - 50 W1g D0 91) as well as by the beat of the environment 30 40 PV/g D20).
Insertion of a sall positive reactivity caused by heating te solution will be compensated
by te automatic control system.
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Since the beat tansfer to te topped solution is -weak-, te vessel temperature will
increase considerably (see Fig.5). This will lead to a doubling of the total accumulated
energy, increase of the vaporization a-ad to a pressure jump in the gap. This, in turn, wll
lead'to the propagation of acousfic waves i te LCE loop smilar to the case of te vessel
break. The pressure will relax by removing of the olution. In oder to obtain the time
dependence of the volume vapor fraction in the blocked sections, �o(z, t), the system of
equations 2) (where ^ = -y,(l - o) + 0 + �o = 1, = corresponds to the solution,
i = is to vapour) was solved together with te vapour balance equation, the equations
of state i te gap

a (,y,�o) + Gg Q'(Z"' Fo, P, T,...); y = f P, T) (3)
��t OZ r

and equations (1) and 2 for the whole loop. The initial conditions are �o(z' 0 = 
u(z, 0 = P(z, = Po = 125 MPa. The vapour and solution velocities inside the
sections ase considered to be te saine ad equal at the point of blockage to zero. Te
value of Q, (z, t i eq. 3) is te -specific energy yield which is spent to vaporization of the
solution

Q,(Zlt = QV(Zt)-Cp-Ye (OT') OP (4)
a P ' �T'

Bere, Op is te pecific eat capacity, r is the specific vaporization beat, FO, P T is
a function which determines te vapour generation and condensation according to the
thermodynamic conditions, and Qv(zf) is the total specific energy yield taking into
account the heat transfer from the vessel. Since the vessel temperature does ot change
during the time, r, Qv may be considered to be constant. With the same acuracy it
is considered to be corlstarit along te eight of the core. I tis case, o(Z't) is also

independent of and equal to te average value in the gap -�o-(t), while F = I - o- If
the process in te LCE loop is described via the Green function, its convolution with

the variable pressure value in the ga-p P(t) transforms eq.(1) to e 313tegrodifferential

one with respect to te values �5(t) and P(t). Te second relation for them comes from
the solution of the system 23) wich gives te dependence P(-�i) with account to te

state equation. The dependencies in the five blocked ections of the LCE at various
assumptions are give i Fig.6,

4. Reactivity at the total forcing - out of the solution by vapour aount to

about 3 f i fl,.f f = 0.8). Wben sections of are emptied, it is about 2ff . If te
absorbing solution i forced out by a primary coolant, the positive reactivity reaches the

value 40,ff.

The emergency rods begin to influence the situation only after 1.4s. For this reason

it is important to determine tbe binit of the positive reactivity wbat can be anage by
help of the inherent passive reactor safety.

5. The limits ofthe inherent safety of the PIK reactor with respect to te

quick isertion 'of positive ractivity was studied ll a series of a tbermohydraulic calcula-
tions, taking into acount te reactor kinetics I order to obtai te reactor response, te
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equations were solved in a, point kinetics approximation wich describer, compact cores
of the research reactors sufficiently well.

The feedback reactivity was calculated taking into account local statistical weights of
voids [10,11 is

n

Pb D �inmi
i

where Z = 028 raeans the void reactivity coefficient, �5j is a node void volume, due to
the decrease of water density, thermal expansion of the fuel elements and vaporizatio of
water, is the statistical weight (the importance) of the given node volume, and i7i is
the relatdve faction of the node volume. Te summation in eq.(,5 i performed over all
n nodes of the core (in Fig.7 n = 15).

The equations of the two phase hydrodynamics for a hot channel iclude conservation
of mass ad momentum (eq.(2)); for energy conservation, we write

QV - �� ; with Q = aF 1Tf TI-11 (6)
8z

where is enthalpy, ce is heat transfer oefficient from the walls to the water, F i:5 the
surface Tf (z) is local temperature of the fuel, and T(z) is the local temperature of liquid.

I'D eq. 2). for te momentum one sould keep te nonlinearity and add to te right-hand
side a term, taking into account friction: -�G I G I 2D-y (D is hydraulic diameter, is
dimensionless friction coefficient). One should include also the vapor generation, eq.(3),
state equation and te local equations which determine te fuel teMpela-ture'

The result of oe of te typical calculations taking into account vaporization al te
insertion of te reactivity po = 1flfj during to 04 is presented in Fig.8. For a running
reactor with tationary power 100 MW, the peak of power in 03 exceeds 200 MW
(Fig.8a). Te vaporization process i the PIK reactor is almost explosive because of te
Iiigb specific eergy yield (up to 0 MW/1 a Cie powe pak). As seen fom Fig.8c, Clie
vapour content in a hot channelchanges by 30% in 15 s. The vapour arising pushes the
solution to both sides, decreasiug te fow rate at the channel etrance and increasing
it at the channel outlet). At ome instant, the inlet flow rate becomes negative (flow
inversion ad te cannel drying goes on very fast (Fig. 8d), leading to fuel melting, i.e.
to a serious accident Terefore te absence of flow iversion of be colant should be the
criterion of te reactor safety.

Taking inio account a great variety of different processes of low probability leading to
• positive reactivity excess, it is reasonable divert from a concrete situation and to form
• gneral safety curve for a variety of values [po, to] (Fig.9, curve I). Such a criterio is
con5iderably more'strict tha tat of tbe absence f te fuel element elting at a, fixed
flow rate (curve 2 One should ote that the calculations were performed for a hat
hydraulicity isolated channel. Water admixture from neighbour channels can improve the
situation a ttle.
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Conclusions abou te use of te LE can be formed by comparing te eactivity
excess arising as a result of the LCE accident (up to 2 - 4#,,jj for a time interval less
than Is) with 18,ff, which is tolerable according to te safety curve (curve 1, Fig.9) On
the base of tis analysis it was decided ot to use te LCE for the PIK reactor control. It
can be used probably for the partial compensation of the reactivity excess after the 135 Xe

decay at ibe stopped reactor.
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Table 

Magnitude
D;, Parameter to be controlled Nominal Accident value

DI Outlet temperature, C 60 90
D2 Pressure in PC (MPa) 0.8 > 1.0

< 0.5
D3 Solution level i the PC mm) 700 500
D,, Flow rate in the LCE loop (11s) 15.3 12.2
Ds Pressure at the gap entrance (MPa) 1.6 > 19

< 13
Dr, Pressure difference between the primary > 40

cooling system ad LE (MPa) 3.7 < 34
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�'.he control points of the LCE loop parameters, giving a signal to the emergency control
;-ods (see Table 1).
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Neutron Source Reactor (ANSR) is currently being developed
by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to become the world's highest-flux,
steady-state, thermal neutron source for measurements and experiments in fields such
as materials science and engineering, biology, chemistry and nuclear science. The
ANSR is both cooled and moderated by heavy water and uses highly enriched uranium
silicide fuel. The core has average and peak heat fluxes of 59 and 12 MW/M2,
respectively. Highly subcooled, heavy-water coolant flows vertically upward at a
velocity of 25 m/s through parallel aluminum fuel-plates. In this configuration, both
flow excursion (FE) and critical heat flux (CHF) represent potential thermal limitations.
The availability of existing experimental data for both FE and CHF at the conditions
applicable to the ANSR is very limited. A Then-nal Hydraulic Test Loop facility was
designed and built to simulate a full-length coolant subchannel of the core, allowing
experimental determination of both thermal limits under the expected ANSR thermal-
hydraulic conditions.

A series of FE tests with light water flowing vertically upward was completed
over a nominal heat flux range of 614 MW/m' and a corresponding velocity range of
8-21 m/s. Both the exit pressure 17 MPa) and inlet temperature 45 'Q were
maintained constant during these tests, while the loop was operated in a "stiff'
(constant flow) mode.

To te authors' knowledge, no other FE data have been reported in the
literature that cover the range and combination of conditions reported in this paper.
Experimental work is currently proceeding to higher heat fluxes and coolant velocities.
Final correlation of the FE data is postponed until the remainder of the experiments are
performed.
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INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) is a state-of-the-art research reactor facility to built at

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNQ and is designed to become the world's most advanced

thermal neutron flux source for scientific experiments. The core of the ANS reactor (ANSR) must

therefore be designed to accommodate very high power densities using a very high coolant mass flux

and subcooling level. The ANSR is both cooled and moderated by heavy water, and uses highly

enriched uranium silicide fuel. Te core is composed of two concentric annular core halves, each

shifted axially and radially with respect to the other. Fig.1 shows the core configuration and the fuel

plate arrangement. There are 684 parallel aluminum clad fuel plates 252 comprise the inner-lower

core and 432 comprise the outer-upper core), each 127 mm thick, arranged in an involute geometry

wWch effectively creates an array of thin rectangular channels. Te coolant channels have a 127 nun

gap width, spans of 87 mm (lower core) and 70 m (upper core), and a 507 nun heated length. Each

fuel plate has 10 nun unheated leading and trailing edges with all the channels having common inlet

and outlet plenums with common nominal pressure of 32 and 17 MPa, respectively. The coolant

flows vertically upward at an inlet velocity of 25 m/s. The inlet and average outlet temperatures are 45

'C and 85 'C, respectively. The average heat flux is 59 MW/m 2 with a radial and axial maximum of

12 MW/M2. 'Me ANSR thermal-hydraulic (T/H) operating conditions can be classified as having Wgh

subcooling, high flow, very high heat flux, a narrow channel gap, a very high length to diameter ratio,

and moderate pressure. he ANSR core configuration with multiparallel-channels is subject to a

potential excursive instability, called flow excursion (FE), and is distinguished from a true critical heat

flux (CHF) which would occur at a fixed channe I flow rate. The correlations currently used in the

ANSR T/H analysis are discussed by Siman-Tov et al.[l].

A Thermal Hydraulic Test Loop (THTL) was designed and built to provide known T/H

conditions to a simulated full-length coolant subchannel of the ANS reactor core, allowing

experimental determination of both FE and CHF thermal limit under the expected ANSR T/H

conditions. Determination of these two thermal limits and the relationship between them is the main

objective of the THTL -259.5-._247'
7-242- Plan Viewfacility. However, the facility
J

is also designed to examine Core Pressure
Boundary Tubeother T/H phenomena,

including onset of incipient

boiling, single-phase heat Control and
Shutdowttransfer coefficients and i Rods

friction factors, and two-
phase heat transfer and Upper Core Half

(432 Pates)
pressure drop characteristics.

nvolute Fuel
Although the Plates

facility's primary aim is to Lower Core Half
develop the T/H correlations (252 Plates)

102-'7168-at the ANSR nominal

conditions for normal Cor'e, ross Section
operation and safety margin (Vertical Midplane) Dimensions in mm

analysis, tests will also be Fig. I ANS core assembly and fuel plates arrangements
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conducted that are representative of decay heat levels at both high pressure (e.g., loss of off-site

power) and low pressure [e.g., a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)] as well as other quasi-equilibrium

conditions encountered during transient scenarios. This paper will present the initial experiments

focused on the FE phenomena at ANS nominal conditions as well as a few true CHF experiments for

comparison.

DESCRIPTION OF THE THTL FACILITY AND THE TEST SECTION USED IN THE

THTL ELECTRODES/BUS ORNL-DWG 2 3S3A2R ETD

TEST (TO POWER SUPPLY)

SECTION
BYPASS

An isometric view of LINE

the THTL facility is shown i BYPASS TEST SECTION
CONTROL CONTROI

VALVEFig.2 and a schematic diagram t VALVE PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGER

of the loop and its major LETDOWN HEAT EXCHANGER

components and instrumentation TDOWN LINE

is presented in Fig.3 2 In the LOW PRESSURE SYSTEM

PUMP (WATER CHEMISTRY)
design process, special BYPASS

LINE -MAKEUP
MOYN LINEconsideration was given to AIMARY
PUMP

include the proper pump, test

section bypass configuration,
ADVANCED NEUTRON SOURCE (ANS)

and system valving and piping, THERMAL HYDRAULIC TEST LOOP ESSURIZ
LIM PUMP

allowing operation of the system MOT

in either a "stiff' mode for true Fig. 2 ANS Thermal Hydraulic Test Loop

CHF experiments (actual P-... P-C...W.t., W.t., I
primary burnout) and FE (341 H --
experiments with no actual H-t L.td...

burnout, or in a "soft" mode for E.0-g., V.t-
C-d�tmty

true FE experiments (with actual
T �t 7 S-Ppty pHS �t� (2 . .. U.0secondary burnout). The Moyno P.
LBYP-5 �0 KA. 12 VC I-

E h.n.
primary circulation pump is

driven by a variable speed motor

through a gear drive. Using the _J
Byp- Lo;tPessure

variable speed of the motor C=.1.1 I Sy e�
V.L 02, C-tr.t I (SipLIFIed) K.y

drive provides capability for ------ L I 0
operating over most of the flow- My- Pr-ry P-p P ......... 9

3 P-Ppressure diagram up to 25 x 10-

m'/s flow and 4.1 MPa Fig.3 Schematic diagram of the THTT_ primary components
differential pressure across the and instrumentation

pump at 750 rpm. In combination with the test section bypass line, a very wide range of mass flow

conditions at the test section is possible. In the "stiff' mode, with a closed bypass, a near-constant test

section mass flux in the range of to 42 Mg/m2s can be used (the maximum mass flux being limited

by the test loop overall pressure rating). In the "soft" mode, with a bypass flow ratio of 10 to 1 a

maximum mass flux of 12 Mg/m2s at a near-constant bypass pressure drop can be used. At a to I

bypass flow ratio, tis maximum increases to 23 Mg/M2S.

Fig.4 shows the cross-section of the test section used in the THTL experiments. The cross-
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. 127 x 12.7 mm coolant channel

section design was similar to that used 0 Full length = 507 mm

by Gambill and Bundy 3 but is . Directly heated using dc current

modified in accordance with the ANS

characteristics as shown in Fig.4. The 0. 3 6 Q 0.63 mm thick

test section simulates a single edge walL

subchannel in the ANS reactor core

with a cross section that has a full 6.35 mm

length 507 mm), the same flow gap 1.27 mm ftow 9OLPT

(1.27 mm), the same material 2,54 mJ

(aluminum). The channel span was
�_ 12.7

scaled down to 12.7 mm 87 mm and Fig. 4 Cross-section of the test channel in the THTL

70 m for the upper and lower core THTL Test Section Instrumentation

halves in the ANSR) in order to limit

total power requirements to the test TT-202B VC, E.n 8.11, Coolant

section. The involute shape of the Tr-202A Temperate
-I E.d Pe

plates was not simulated. `17he test 500 .. 507 vim - T-102=- � Tr_101 PT-202
490 mm TT_ D4= �TT-10.3

section wall thickness at the flat 480 mm Tr 106 Tr-los
460 mm TT-108- -17-107

portion of the test channel 420 mm IT-110- -,rr-109

(Rectangular channel) is 254 mm. The 390 ram 7T-112- -TT-111

reduced wall thickness at the curved W.. E..,

ends is designed to reduce the heat 300 mm / TT-1 14 - -Tr-113 D.ffee.l.al Pfesswe

flux and prevent the coolant bulk Wall The-oco.ple IITD-101

temperature from peaking on the Lcations

curved ends of the channel

(Semicircular channel) which could 140 mm Tr-116- - FT-11S

lead to premature burnout 'Me ratio of

heat flux on the curved ends to tat on 25 mm TT-118- -TT-117

the flats for the design shown in Fig.4 0 mm PT_500

is about 36 %. The flow channel gap is Tr Inlet Ness.le

V Inlet B.Ik Cool..1
measured at locations along the axial TT-201B A,

length using a capacitance-type probe

inserted into the channel. This data is Fig.5 THTL test section instrumentation

used to provide improved conversion of volumetric flow measurements to local velocities in the

channel. The test channel is instrumented on the back of the channel wall with type N then-nocouples.

The location of these then-nocouples on the test section are shown in Fig.5. Measurements are made

on both sides of the channel for the axial locations shown in Fig.5 for redundancy. Pressure and

temperature of the water are measured at the test section inlet and outlet with the pressure taps

installed in the test section flanges as shown in Fig.5. The taps are located axially 12.7 mm from the

"heated" channel at each end allowing a closer determination of the pressure-drop across the heated

region. The test channel is enclosed inside a stainless pressure backing and is isolated thermally and

electrically from this backing by Micalex insulation. Te test channel is either welded or brazed on

both ends into aluminum flanges, each 254 cm thick. The test section flanges are sandwiched

between two 254 cm thick aluminum electrical bus plate.-,.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

'Me THTL experimentation for the ANSR T/H correlations is still in its initial stages. The

current THTL (Figs. 2 3 and test section design(Figs 4 & 5) are the result of a number of initial

shakedown and benchmark tests, which led to successive modifications both in the loop and the test

section design. The initial emphasis was placed on the FE phenomena at nominal conditions. The first

goal was to proceed from low levels of heat flux and velocity and then extend the tests to the

extremely high heat flux levels required by the ANSR operating conditions. The experiments

completed so far include the following T/H conditions 4]:

• coolant: water,

• irilet coolant temperature: 45 C,

• exit coolant pressure: 17 MPa,

• nominal average heat flux range: 614 MW/M2 (goal is 17 MW/m),

• corresponding velocity range: 821 m/s (goal is 27 m/s), and

• channel configuration (Figs. 4 and 5) 127 x 12.7 x 507 mm (rectangular).

Table I Results sununary of flow excursion test in the THTO�

A nonpowered data set of Q-b) Vej AP_0 P_91 T-h) Q-,)

T.g Date (MWI..) (1-16) (MP&) (MP&)
pressure-drop measurements across the test C-

section as a function of velocity was made FES 17A 09/17192 No p-., N/Aj' NIA N/A NIA N/A

before powered operation and repeated FE903A 09103192 No pae, NIA NIA N/A NIA N/A

FEN I A 11/17192 No p-.r NIA N/A NIA NIA N/A

after every few runs in the test sequence. FEN I D 11/17192 No pova NIA NIA N/A NIA N/A

The nonpowered data set serves as a FEN 19A 11119192 No po�e, N/A NIA NIA N/A NfA

FEN20C 11/2Ot92 Nop- NIA NIA N/A NIA NIA

reference for the modeled single-phase FEN30B 11/30192 N. p-r N/A NIA NIA N/A N/A

FEDISA 1211502 No pc��, NIA N/A N/A NIA NIA

pressure drop under isothermal conditions. FED I B 12117/92 No p-" NIA N/A NIA N/A NfA

Intermittent repetition of the nonpowered FED28A IMS/92 No PM. NIA NIA N/A NIA N/A

FES 17C 011117/92 6.2-5.7 6.7-6.0 9.3 0.110 1.653 1 192.5 6.9

operation also effectively monitors any -E 9 0 4 A 09/04/92 6.4-5.8 6.9-6.4 8.4 1 0.147 1.670 190.1 4.5

possible accumulated channel geometry FE904B 09/04/92 9.6-8.9 10.4-9.7 12.9 0.307 1.617 188.0 4.2

FEN 17B 11117/92 9.3-7.6 9.9-7.9 12.9 0.297 1.728 182.5 7.6

changes from previous powered FE904C 09/04/92 1.8 I I - 13.0-12.2 17.1 0.456 1.571 179.3 3.5

FE904D D9104/92 12.9-12.4 14.5-14.1 19.1 0.545 1.530 192.3 3.3

operation(s) 'Me heat fluxes covered so far FEN I C 11117/92 12.5-10.6 13.5-11.3 18.0 0.510 1.705 173.1 6 4

include the nominal values of 6 9 11, 12, FED I B IV15192 [2.7-11.6 13.7-13.0 17.6 0.547 1.713 191.9 5.5

MW/M2, FEN20A 11120/92 13.7-12.0 15.1-13.6 19.6 1 0.607 1.739 17 6 6.3
13, and 14 with the resulting D15C I ZI i 5192 13.9-13.0 14-9-14.7 19.2 0.634 1.733 181.3 5.1

respective average velocities of 83, 12 9 FEN20B 11120/92 14.9-13.7 16.7-16.0 21.1 0.744 1.728 180.0 4.8

11130/92 14.9-13.6 16.6-15.9 21.1 0.737 1.725 180.7 4.6

17.1, 17.8, 19.3, and 21.0 m/s, are 12/17/92 14.6-14.4 16.3-16.1 21.2 0.750 1.701 176.9 1

determined at the point of minimum 1 12/29/92 14.3-14.6 15.515.5 20.6 0.

-) In au cases Pex - 17 M.Pa nd Tin - 45 'C.

pressure drop. Acquiring FE data at this b) Q- ,heat flux
C) Q.. -average nominal hut flux (range reflects uncertainty).

level of heat fluxes and velocities is of d) Q� -local hat flu a the exit (range reflocts uncertainty, See Fig.7)
e) V -value at the ninimum prc�ure drop point.

significance for two reasons, First, o the f) P- -pressure drop at the minimum pressure drop point.
V P_ -exit pressure at the rainimum pressure drop point.

authors' knowledge, no data is available for b) Tb_ -bulk coolant temperature at the exit-
0 , -heat losses from the test sction.

velocities higher than 10 m/s 571, except j) N/A -not applicable.

those reported by Waters [8] at 16 m/s in experiments supporting the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR).
2Second, the heat flux achieved is beyond the ANS nominal peak heat flux of 12 MW/m . The

corresponding limiting velocity of 17.8 m/s is well below the ANS nominal velocity of 25 m/s; even at

the highest local heat flux tested 14 MW/m 2 nominal and 16.1 MW/m 2 at the exit), the corresponding

velocity of 21.0 m/s is well below the ANSR nominal operating velocities. This implies, on a
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preliminary basis, that a good 2.000 :

margin exists in the ANSR 1.800 0 Nv/M'

operating velocity. 1.600 6 'NIW/M'

The actual data from te
1.400 9 NW/m'

sequences performed for each case Q II NIw/M'
1. 1.200

on decreasing velocity are G, 12 WJm'
1.000summarized in Table I and in Fig. - 13 NIW/m'

6, including a nonpowered case. It 0.800 - 14 W/ml

is worth emphasizing that the heat 0.600

fluxes indicated for each curve are 0.400

nominal average values. The actual 0.200

local heat fluxes close to the exit 0.000 . . . . . . . . . .
(where the FE phenomena is 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 26.00 30.00 35.00

supposed to start), taking into Inlet coolant velocity in the flat channel
account in a preliminary way (M/S)
internal axial and lateral heat Fig. 6 Flow excursion data from THTL experiments

redistribution, are indicated in (The inlet bulk coolant temperature is 45 'C, and

Table I as the Qex values, which the exit pressure is 17 MPa)

are at the exit higher than the average in a cases as a result of the aluminum resistivity change with

temperature. For example, the local heat flux at the exit corresponding to the 14 MW/M2 nominal is

15.8 MW/M2 (after losses), which is the value used for comparison with correlations. As illustrated in

Fig. 6 the minimum points could be clearly detected, and the true CHF (or the subsequent expected

burnout) was not encountered before that inimum (the point where FE would occur) in any of the

experiments. A single case of true CHF was also performed at 12 W/M2 using the stiff system mode

(closed bypass). The corresponding CHF velocity was 12.2 /s as compared to the corresponding FE

velocity of 17.8 m/s. This shows an additional margin in velocity of 30% compared to the FE

velocity and of 50% margin compared to the ANSR nominal velocity.

Althou gh the final correlation of the FE data will be postponed until the remainder of the

experiments are performed (by extending the heat flux and corresponding velocity ranges up to 17

MW/m2 and 27 m/s, respectively), the collected data were plotted in Fig. 7 and comparisons were

made with correlations by Costa 9 Whittle Forgan [10], and Saha & Zuber [111. The Costa

correlation is the one currently being used for the preliminary ANSR T/H design and analysis. Whittle

and Forgan (W&F) and Saha and Zuber (S&Z) correlations are widely used in the United States with

the S&Z correlation being well established in many computer codes for nuclear safety analysis. For a

given coolant (water), physical properties, and geometry (LID=199.6), all three correlations can be

rearranged and simplified to the same general formulation as follows:

Q (T� - T CV

where C 1/0.0128 and n = 0.5 (Costa); C = 10.0382 and n = 1.0 (S&Z); and

C 1/0.0427 and n = .0 (W&F).

In the Costa correlation, the FE heat flux is proportional to the square-root of velocity,

whereas both W&F and S&Z (as well as most other FE correlations) show a linear dependence.

Based on tis formulation, the Costa correlation will yield the same result as the W&F correlation at a
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velocity of I I m/s and, in 1000.00

comparison, will be too optimistic TSD-WA
900.00 TSDVB

(higher heat flux) at lower
800.00 TSD-Wc

velocities and too conservative at S & Z (C-1/0.0382, n-1)
S&Z

700.00
higher velocities (33% more "U W&F

conservative than W&F at the �'O2 "O-00 - - - - Cos,
M. I W & F (C-110.0427, n1)

ANSR nominal velocity of 25 m/s). t 500-00

The Costa correlation will show 400.00
- - - - - - - - - - - -

the same trend when compared 300.00

with the S&Z correlation, except
200.00

that the equality will occur at 89 Costa (C-110.0128, n0.5)

m/s. At 25 m/s, the Costa 100.00
correlation will be 40% more 0.00 . . . . . . . . .
conservative than S&Z. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

Since the above inlet coolant velocity in the flat channel
(M/S)

correlations are based on data for Fig.7 Comparison of flow excursion data from THTL experiments

relatively low coolant velocities (Bars represent uncertainty related to axial and lateral internal

(maximums of 9.14 7 and 766 heat redistribution by conduction)
m/s for W&F, Costa, and S&Z,

respectively), it is quite interesting to see the trend of our data in terms of dependence on velocity. A

comparison of the data with the three correlations is shown in Fig. 7 All three correlations seem to be

conservative when compared to the data, with S&Z being the most accurate. Excluding three of the

four data points taken with test section TSD-3/B (a steam leak in the gasket occurred), the agreement

with S&Z is quite good, with the correlation skirting the lower bound of the data. The FE heat flux

dependence on velocity seems to be between 0.5 power (Costa) and 1.0 (S&Z and W&F), more

nearly in the 08-0.9 range. This result is in agreement with the conclusion recently arrived at by Lee

& Bankoff 12], and Rogers Li 7] who relate the heat flux to the turbulent heat-transfer coefficient

(which is approximately proportional to the 06-0.8 power of velocity). As indicated before, the actual

correlation of the ANSR FE data is postponed to a later stage.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Although the experiments performed so far are in their initial stages, preliminary conclusions

were derived by comparing the data to three well-known FE correlations of Costa 91, Whittle

and Forgan [10], and Saha and Zuber [I 1]. All three correlations seem to be conservative when

compared to the data, with e best agreement occurring with the Saha and Zuber correlation.

The FE heat flux dependence on velocity seems to be somewhere between the 0.5 power

(Costa) and 1.0 (S&Z and W&F), more nearly in the 08-0.9 range.

2. Acquiring FE data at this level of heat flux and velocity is of great significance for numerous

reasons. Most of the available FE data is in the low velocity range <10 m/s). The data reported

in this paper are beyond any previously available, except those reported by Waters [8 in

support of the Advanced Test Reactor. The heat flux achieved 14 MW/rn 2 nominal and 15.8

MW/M2 at the exit) is well beyond the ANSR peak heat flux of 12 MW/m 2, and, yet, the

corresponding limiting velocity is 17.3 m/s - well below the ANSR nominal velocity of 25 m/s.
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The true CHF (or the subsequent expected burnout) was not encountered before the minimum

pressure drop (FE) point in any of the experiments performed thus far. Furthermore, a true CHF

test at 12 MW/M2 showed a corresponding velocity of 12.2 m/s as compared to the 17.8 m/s

for the FE velocity 30% margin) and 50% margin compared to the ANSR nominal velocity.

On a preliminary basis, this result implies the existence of a good safety margin in the ANSR

operating velocity for both thermal limits.

3. In the near term, the current series of experiments will be continued to achieve or exceed the

ANSR nominal set point conditions, wich include the nominal velocity of 25 /s and the

corresponding heat flux of 16 MW/m2,. The final correlation of the data for FE and 'CHF as a

function of the major T/H parameters at the ANSR conditions range will be postponed until the

remainder of the experiments is performed.
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NOMENCLATURE

C = a constant [Equation (1)] T = temperature (K)
P = pressure (Pa) V = coolant velocity (m/s)
Q = heat rate (kW) n = exponential constant [Equation (1)]

(kW/M2)Q = heat flux AP = pressure drop (Pa)

Subscripts

av = average across and along the test section loc = local
b = bulk coolant loss = losses from test section
C = Value at the minimum AP point s = saturated
fe = at the flow excursion point ts = test section
ex = exit
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SOME RESULTS FROM THE ANS
RESEARCH WORK

Presented by

C. D. West

October 1993

Subject Contact Fax No.
Fuel Grading B. A.Worley 615-574-9619

Profile
Comparison of J.Ryskamp 208-525-5562

MCNP with
FOEHN critical
experiments

Status of ASME G.T. Yahr 615-574-0740
Code Case

Fuel testing G.Copeland 615-576-3894
NSRR experiments R.Taleyarkhan 615-574-8216

T.Fuketa 81292826160
Graphite kernels B.A. Worley 615-574-9619
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DURING THE PAST YEAR, THE
FUEL GRADING PROFILE HAS

BEEN GREATLY IMPROVED

Limiting power,* MWt 95%
certainty), with two different
fuel gradings

Limiting
phenomenon CDR** 6693 grading

Critical heat 440 531
flux

Incipient boiling 332 403

Fuel-centerline 308 402
temperature

Fuel-oxide AT 295 388

Includes control and measurement uncertainties.

With the L7 grading used in the Conceptual
Safety Analysis Report.
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FOEHN CRITICALS

• FOEHN -- a critical experiment for the Franco-
German High Flux Reactor at Institut Laue
Langevin

• Purpose of experiment -- verification of design
calculations and methods

• Experiment constructed in EOLE at CEN
Cadarache

FOEHN CONFIGURATIONS

• No endplates, no reflector internals

• B endplates, no reflector internals

• Complete assembly with B endplates
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MCNP MODEL OF FOEHN

Explicit geometric model of FOEHN

homogenized core

neglected Al seal plate at top and bottom
of core (no dimensions)

no other geometric approximations

Reactor materials as described for each
component

exception - Al used for AG3-NE

due to initial lack of composition

later analysis showed effect of alloy was
small (-0.7% Ak) 

• ENDF/B-V continuous energy cross sections

• All reflector internals explicitly represented

• All three configurations modelled
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SABRINA Diagram of the FOEHN MCNP Model

IN
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EXAMPLES OF MCNP CALCULATED CORE
MULTIPLICATION FACTORS FOR FOEHN

CRITICAL REACTOR STATES

Configuration Control rod boron
No. position (m) conc.(g/L) keff

1 1.438 0.2477 1.0028±0.0028

1 0.714 0.5386 0.9974±0.0032

2 1.2578 0.2100 1.0059±0.0035

2 0.946 0.371 1.0090±0.0034

3 1.361 0.078 1.0055±0.0034

3 0.899 0.311 1.0091±0.0027
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CODE A E N519: Use of 6061 -T6 and 6061 -T651
Aluminum for Class Nuclear Components, Section Ill.,

Division I is going to the ASME Board on Nuclear Codes
and Standards for final approval after second ASME

Boiler & Pressure Vessel Main Committee letter ballot

W7193 Passed 1 st consideration
6/93 One negative letter ballot cast
9/1 7/93 Passed 1 st consideration again after revs1on
10/93 Letter ballot pending

2/11/93
9/16/93 Approved revision to satisfy MC negative letter ballot

SUBCOMMITTEE SUBCOMMITTEE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON ON ON

DESIGN 6/10/92 NUCLEAR POWER MATERIALS
(SC-D) low (SC ) (SC 11)

911119
9/12190

/10/90 5/3/93 93
2/3/92 0193

SUBGROUP SUBGROUP SUBGROUP SUBGROUP SUBGROUP SUBGROUP
ON 213/92 ON ON ON ON . ON

FATIGUE --- DESIGN MATERIALS, NONFERROUS STRENGTH TOUGHNESS
STRENGTH (SC 111) FABRICATION, ALLOYS OF (SC 11)

(SC-D) AND (SC 11) WELDMENTS
EXAMINATION (SC )

(SC 111)

1211/92

WORKING
GROUP EM ACTION PENDING

ON
VESSELS APPROVED

(SC 111)
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IRRADIATION BEHAVIOR OF U3Si2-Al
DISPERSION FUEL UNDER ANS-LIKE

CONDITIONS

The following concentric microstructural
pattern exits after high burnup at high
temperature

1. An outer rim of U(AlSi)3 formed by Al
diffusion prior to grain refinement. This
rim has UA13-like irradiation behavior.

2. A U(AlSi)3 shell comprising most of the
fuel volume that has undergone grain
refinement prior to Al diffusion. This
shell has U3Si2-USi like irradiation
behavior.

3. An inner core of low U-silicide where Al
diffusion has been inadequate for
transformation to U(A1Si)3-

This core exhibits gas bubble coarsening
similar to amorphized U3Si-

The combined swelling behavior of the various
zones result in a doubling of the fuel particle
diameter.

Our fuel behavior model in DART has been
updated to reflect the above outlined fuel
behavior under ANS conditions.
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Al Powder

High Al zone

Low Al U(AIS%
High Bu. Sificide

Poros" In Al Oxide

optical SWX

Increasing
porosfty Grain refinement

lowed by Al diffu

U(Af&b Oxide

SEM 2000

Fig. 1. Microstructure of U3Sk-AI Dispersion Fuel kTadWW So WI/*
Burnup In HFIR at ANS Candittions.
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JAERI=ORNL TESTS IN NSRR

• ANS FUEL PLATES ARE QUITE DIFFERENT FROM JMTR PLATES

- Clad and meat thicknesses are significantly different
(e.g., for ANS meat thickness = 076 mm, JAERI meat thickness = .5 mm)

- For ANS, the fuel meat thickness is variable (from 071 mm to 0.1 mm)
- ANS fuel density loadings in plates are significantly lower

o TESTING IN JAERI's NSRR PROVIDE VALUABLE DATA

- Design limits (plate cracking, bowing, material dispersion thresholds)
- Explosive FCI modeling (thermal-to-mechanical energy conversion)
- Fuel meat geometrical positioning (i.e., centered vs skewed)

• TWO EXPERIMENTS HAVE ALREADY BEEN CONDUCTED (Under Analysis)

- Five more planned for 1993-94

• FUTURE TESTS MAY INCLUDE PREIRRADIATED PLATE SPECIMENS

RESULTING DATABASE WILL BE OF CONSIDERABLE SCIENTIFIC
VALUE TO SILICIDE-FUELED RESEARCH REACTORS WORLDWIDE



RECENT WORK ON ANS FUEL
DEVELOPMENT

Irradiation of the HANS-2 capsule was
completed in the target region of the HFIR
during February 1993

capsule contained powder samples of
U3Si2� U308, and UAlx

capsule was disassembled in July-August

fuel samples have been shipped to ANL
for microstructural evaluation

Fabrication development has continued at
B&W during the year

18 HFIR outer plates were fabricated with
3 different lots of U3Si2

homogeneity of all lots were equivalent
to the oxide HFIR plates

2 lots of miniature plates were fabricated
for pulse testing in the NSRR

fabrication of a series of plates to
demonstrate feasibility of dual fuel
gradients is in progress
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GRAPHITE SCATTERING DATA IN ENDF FILES IS INCORRECT

CORRECTED DATA HAS BEEN GENERATED BY ORNL

OLD NEW

S(AB) GRAPHITE(1065) (19731C BETH PANEL 0074 S(RB) GRAPHITE11065) 1991) BETA PANEL 0074
PLOT 74 PLOT 71

Sym MT 5AM MMT SY" MT mom MMT
EMT 74 rwr

............ . . .....

7 74

............ . ......... ............... . ...........................
........ ....

.. ............................

lit lo'
FIDAISM ALrM ROA)STED ALPHR
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COMMILSSARUT A VENERGIE ATOMIQUE XA04CI665
CENTRE WETUDES DE SACLAY
FRANCE

PAPER TO BE PRESENTED AT THE TH1RD MEETING OF THE
INTERNATIONAL GROUP ON RESEARCH REACTORS (IGORR - III)

SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 1, 1993 IN NAKA-MACHI, IBARATa-KEN, JAPAN

OSIRIS: THE FRST M.T.R. WITH A NEW INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM BASED ON DIGITAL LOGIC OF VOTE

C. JOLY, C. THIERCELIN, J. CORRE, J.F DUBOIS, G. DE CONTENSON

I - NTRODUCTION

OSIRIS, one of the french C.E.A. research reactors located at SACLAY, near PARIS,
is since 27 years mainly devoted to production and irradiation technologies. To satisfy these
objectives, OSIRIS is equipped by different test sections allowing mainly 

. the long time irradiation of different materials including fuel rods, reactor vessel
materials, fusion reactor components....

the power ramps of fuel rods,
the Silicon doping,
the radioelements production,
the neutronography of materials and test sections.

In most of the loops, the nuclear reactor conditions are fully simulated to approach as
far as possible the exact behaviour of the materials.

Through the new irradiation facilities under development, let's cite the OPERA test
section foreseen for the simultaneous irradiation of 32 fuel rods with a maximum length of 2 m.

To guarantee the safety and the high performances of the reactor, a continuous
maintenance and improvement programme took place during the whole life of the reactor.

The paper gives an overview of the part of this programme devoted to the replacement
of the instrumentation and control system of the reactor. After years study and development,
the on site work took place in the second part of 1992 allowing a reactor start up beginning of
1993.
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2 - OBJECTIVES

The new instrumentation and control system of the reactor OSIRIS is organized to
insure a large availability of the reactor and a high precision of its control and monitoring.

To reach both objectives with respect to quality insurance and safety rules, the
equipment is formed by three parts 

a protection - or safety - system using the most modem technology, i.e.
microprocessors,

a control system adapted to the process requirements and associated to a fully
computerized monitoring system,

a central process system of all informations, called "T.C.I." including a computer and
a fast acquisition station, called "C.A.R.

FiL-gure I schematizes the designed system based on the 3 hereabove mentioned parts.

The control involves to collect a large number of data related to the reactor and to the
experiments "T.C.L" and "C.A.R." facilitate this task.

The safety requirements lead to different automatic actions limitation of the running
ranges, impossibility of incompatible configurations and automatical control of the reactor.

Furthermore, the safety is also guaranteed by the system wch takes into account a 23
digital voting logic.

The computerization of process data on P.C.'s in the new ergonomic reactor control
room enables the operating shift to be kept informed and to take all decisions with respect to
the orders and to the reactor programme.

3 - SAFETY PROTECTION SYSTEM

3. 1. Reactor Power Measurement and Control

To maintain the neutron flux in the experiments the reactor power is stabilized at its
nominal level of 70 1�ff the reactor is conducted at constant power, the control rods being
successively raised following a predetermined order 

The ower is carefully measured by three different ways

the thermodynamical power using mass flow rates and temperature differences in
equi Iibriurn state,

. the power based on the N16 specific activity of the pimary cooling water and
allowing a rapid power estimation,

the nuclear power measured by
.. three low power level starting chambers taking into account their position

relatively to the reactor core,
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three high power level safety linear chambers,
a control chamber.

The nuclear power can't directly served as power value but has to be compared to the
two other power measurements.

From subcritical regime til 1 MW, the reactor power is given by the starting chambers.
From MW t the non-dnal power of 70 NM, the compensated safety chambers are

used for the follow-up of the power level.

For the reactor control, the non compensated ionisation control chamber gives the
exact reference value of the power.

One of two running regimes may be selected, one excluding the other one,

. a low power level regime, till 17 MW, characterized by natural convection cooling
conditions and allowing loading and unloading of the reactor core,

a high power level regime, characterized by forced convection cooling conditions,
functionhing of all safety circuits but inhibition of the low power level starting chambers.

3.2. Basic conception of the safety protection system

As the renovation to be performed deals with an existing plant, the following
international and CE.A. rules have been approached as for as possible:

international standards CEI 23 A, CEI 8 80
C.E.A./I.P.S.N./D.A.S. rules: SAM 13 for safety software, SAM 17 for safety

programmable automatons, SAM 33 for electrical supply and for control and safety system.

Mainly the following criteria have been respected 

single failure criteria the system plays its role if a single failure occurs,
independence criteria the system insures physical separation and galvanic insulation

of all components and equipments,
. functionning tests the system allows self control tests when running as well as

periodical tests when shutdown,
. quality insurance the system was concerned and realized with respect to a complete

quality insurance programme.

As organized, the whole system, whose architecture has been pre-defined by a safety
study, fulfils the most stringent safety standards hereabove mentioned.

Special preliminary tests ensure the qualification of the equipment according to
imposed nuclear equipment specifications.
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3.3. Safety circuits rfizure 2 

As far as the safety is concerned

. the safety channels are physically separated and are composed of three redundant
SIREX elements - called ASXI, ASX2, ASX3 - for the neutronical parameters and of three
safety automatons - called ASUI, ASU2, ASU3 - for the thermodynamical parameters and the
fuel clad failure detection,

. the safety actions induced by the three hereabove mentioned channels are taken into
account by a 23 digital voting logic, the two voting logics being also physically separated but
using the same software.

All the components of the new system uses the latest electronic technology - use of 16
bits MOTOROLA icroprocessors, digital technology using multilayer pnted circuit, static
relays... - leading to extremely fast response times, i.e.,

tiggering of an emergency shutdown control from a nuclear parameter in less than 60
Ms,

. execution of a polling function and control in ms.

Fully exhaustive digital iformation is transmitted to the new ergonomic control room,
thus making it possible to perforrn consistency checks and to produce measurement validity
diagnostics to simplify repair and reduce maintenance time.

The parameters specific to the process are controlled and modified by the operator,
giving a system wl&h can be adapted to variations in the time imposed by the process.

4 - CONTROL SYSTEM [Figures 3 4 6 7 8 9 

The control system uses five APRIL 5000 type programmable automatons

. three progranu-nable automatons treat all TOR and analogic informations necessary to
the reactor operator,

. two progranu-nable automatons treat all mechanical and electrical parameters.

These five programmable automatons are integrated in five unit racks called UT I, UT2,
UT3, LTT4, UT5.

Rack LITI includes

. the first programmable automaton receiving all informations from safety racks ASM,
ASUi and ASUj, i = 1 2 3 and j = A, ,

the two chains for neutronic measurements,
the control equipment,
the NI 6 specific activity control system,
the follow up of the alimentation of the control rods motors.
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Rack UT2 includes

. the second programmable automaton receiving, as UTI, all informations from safety
racks ASM, ASUi and ASUJ,

the fuel clad failure detection information,
the temperature measured values.

Rack UT3 includes

the analogical informations related to the control rods positions,
the temperature measured values,
the values fi-om the vibration monitoring systems.

Racks UT4 and UT5 treat all TOR and analogical values from the electrical net and from the
mechanical components.

All control equipment is interconnected via a redundant local area communication network,
FACTOR type, which centralized data in the control room where these are visualized by means
of four supervisors 

two supervisors for the reactor monitoring,
two supervisors for the follow up of electrical and mechanical informations.

Examples of visualization synoptics are given by figures 4 up to 9.

The redundancy allow the reactor monitoring even in a degradated mode in which case the
operator has the minimum of important data.

Two printers, associated to these programmable automatons, work continuously or on request
of the operator.

Furthermore, all information managed by the programmable automatons are transmitted to the
calculator (T.C.I.) by specific J BUS type connection.

- CENTRAL PROCESS SYSTEM [igure 101

The central process system, called T.C.I. , includes a computer with its peripheral
equipments and a fast acquisition system, called C.A.R., and is used

to memorize and to treat all informations with a view to rereading or editing of tables,
curves...,

. to precisely date the T.O.R. and analogical data making it possible the history of any
event,

. to support the reactor control and monitoring.

The main component of the T.C.I. is a HEWLETT PACKARD computer, type
BP9000 433 S, with two discs allowing a memory of 600 and 330 Mo. A magnetic support,
streamer type, of 133 Mo allows to safe all data of a reactor cycle.
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A console located on the desk in the control room gives aU the information to
guarantee the availability and the fiability of the reactor. Two other consoles are devoted to
inforinatical system and to parametric applications. Two printers and one tracer are used for
editing. Selected informations are transmitted to 14 P.C.'s through a internal net. The fast
acquisition system is connected to the computer through the same net. At present, the
computer manages 100 TOR and 600 ANA.

. The system allows day overview by storage of all TOR and ANA informations
measured each 2 s and related to the last twelve hours.

The system stores all data, averaged on 10 mn, of the last 45 days.

The computer controls important safety parameters, editing messages when the limits
are overpassed together with 450 values before the event occurence and 180 values after.

The C.A.R. receives 220 TOR informations and 9 ANA informations. The software of
the C.A.R. allows to surround any event occurence which can then be analyzed and explained.

6 - CONCLUSION

The components of the SIRIS reactor control room and associated equipments have
been completely redesigned.

. Since the beginning of 1993, the new control system of OSIRIS is operating with a
high satisfactory manner proving its large reliability and safety level.

. All the hereabove mentioned replacement and improvement work on the SIRIS
reactor was realized mainly with the collaboration of the following firms 

. NIERLIN GERIN, GRENOBLE, FRANCE, for the safety protect on and control
systems

C ONIELO G ESIA, PARIS, FRANCE, for the central process system.

The new console was developed taking into account the up to date ergonomics
principles 

The computerization of process data on two PCs enables
the operator to be kept informed,
data to be classified by themes and repair work to be simplified

The traditional interfaces have been redesigned using new technology.
The use of industrial hardware and software allow the user to update or modify the

application.
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SYNOPTIQUE GENERAL
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Figure 2 OSIRIS - General representation of the satefy circuits
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RENOVATION DU Cle-Cde OSIRIS.

Circuits de conduite.

Pupitre de Superviseur Superviseur
conduite de conduite I de conduite 2

UT3

UT 2

Automate Automate Automate
UT1 UT2 UT3

I TT I I I I I I I I F
Capteurs.

Figure 3 OSIRIS General representation of the control system
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RENOVATION DU Cle-Cde OSIRIS.

Circuits du Traitement Centralis6 des Informations.
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Figure 10 OSIRIS General representation of T.C.I - C.A.R.
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PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR FRJ-2
MOTIVATION, METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

by

J. Wolters

Institute for Safety Research and Reactor Technology, Research Center Juelich, FRG

ABSTRACT

A PSA of the Research Reactor FRJ-2 was performed to check the twenty-year-old safety
system for weak points and to develop accident management as a 'fourth line of defence'
against severe accidents according to a German initiative. The total core damage frequency
proved to be 1.5-10-4/a, which is consistent with figures found for other research reactors.
Nfinor plant modifications will reduce the value by roughly a factor of 4 resulting in a
frequency of 3-10-7/a for a major release of fission products into the environment caused by
an independent failure of the containment. The integrity of the gas-tight steel containment
proved not to be endangered by any core damage accident. From the results and insights
gained by the PSA, many accident management measures could be identified and defined for
the emergency handbook. The most important measure is primary feed and bleed, for which
the feed line already exists.

1. INTRODUCTION

The FRJ-2 at the Research Center Rilich (KFA) is the most powerful research reactor in
Germany. It was commissioned in 1962. In the late sixties and at the beginning of the sev-
enties, the power was increased in two steps from the originally designed power of 10 MW to
15 MW and then 23 MW. At the beginning of the nineties, a level-3 probabilistic safety
analysis (PSA) was initiated by the Board of Directors of KFA for two reasons: firstly to check
the twenty year old safety concept for weak points, and secondly to provide the basis for an
accident management handbook, which is being prepared at present and which was required
by a safety review ordered by the supervising authority in the aftermath of the Chernobyl dis-
aster.

The Institute for Safety Research and Reactor Technology (ISR) of KFA was charged with
supervising the analyses and it introduced other institutions from KFA and the German
companies INTERATOM and Battelle. The level 1 PSA was performed by a team of analysts
from ISR and from the Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD, part of the UK Atomic Ener-
gy Authority). Co-operation with SRD facilitated the utilization of previous PSA findings
from similar studies for the UK reactors DIDO PLUTO (Harwell) to be applied to the
FRJ-2.
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2. PLANT DESCRIPTION

The FRJ-2 is a DDO-class tank-type research reactor cooled and moderated by heavy water
passing through the core in the upward direction. The core consists of 25 so-called tubular
MTR fuel elements accommodated within an aluminum tank (Fig.1). The tank is surrounded
by a graphite reflector enclosed within a double-walled steel tank. This steel tank, together
with its liner tubes for the various penetrations, constitutes the second containment for the
reactor tank. All penetrations are sealed at the outside of the biological shield so that a leak
in te reactor tank and its pipes would only fill the aluminum/steel tank interspace, which is
designed such that the water circulation would not be interrupted.

The reactor is equipped with two independent and diverse shutdown systems, the so-called
Coarse Control Arms (CCAs) and the Rapid Shutdown Rods (RSRs). In the case of a de-
mand, the six CCAs are released from their electromagnets and drop in by gravity, whereas
the three RSRs are shot in by their pneumatic actuators. Both systems are demanded in the
case of reactivity accidents, but in the case of cooling accidents only the CCAs are demanded.
The CCAs are lowered and raised by the reactor control system in order to control power
levels in normal operation, whereas the RSRs are permanently in their upper position.

The primary circuit is housed in a closed but not air-tight plant room beneath the reactor
block. The main circuit consists of the three main pumps, the two shutdown pumps, the three
heat exchangers and all associated valves and pipework. Te operation of all three main
pumps is required for full power operation, and the reactor is tripped if one pump fails
although core cooling is not directly compromised. In the case of a stoppage of all main
pumps, one shutdown pump is switched on automatically for after-heat removal from the core
to the heat exchangers. Forced convection is not absolutely necessary for after-heat removal
from the core to the bulk D20 in the tank as has been demonstrated by reactor experiments
/1,2/. But the tank water would be heated up to boiling temperature within 30 min.

The primary circuit transfers the power via the three heat exchangers to the closed secondary
circuit, which is cooled by dry cooling towers. Two of the four main pumps of the secondary
circuit are equipped with a pony motor for after-heat removal in the case of a switch-off of the
main motors. The fans of the cooling towers are not needed for after-heat removal.

Because the maintenance of a minimum coolant inventory in the reactor tank is of crucial im-
portance to the reactor, there are several systems which provide this function. Two of them
operate in the event of accidental loss of D20 inventory. They ae the Emergency Core Cool-
ing System (ECCS) and the Emergency Light Water Injection System (LWIS). The ECCS
consists of two automatically controlled pumps, which can circulate water from the plant room
sump back to the reactor tank, and the associated pipework (Fig. 2. The LWIS, which is ma-
nually operated from outside the reactor hall, provides a means for water from the fire system
or the mains to be injected into the reactor tank as a last resort. In the case of a leak,
depending on its size, there are two different cooling modes for the fuel elements, either
forced or natural convection or cooling by a falling water film.
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The reactor hall is a steel shell designed for an overpressure of 300 mbar and a leak rate at
this pressure of vol.%/d. In the case of an accident with the release of radioactive substan-
ces into the hall, the containment isolation is initiated automatically. Isolation means that the
redundant flaps in the extract and air conditioning pipes and a motor-operated valve in the
waste water pipe are closed. The latter pipe is also sealed passively by a water column.

3. ADOPTED METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE OF THE ANALYSES

The methodology adopted within the level-1 analysis was designed to provide a pragmatic uti-
lization of manpower and resources within the overall standard analysis required for a com-
prehensive PSA. he first phase was the qualitative development of the 'Risk Model', which
consists of the following components:

- Definition of safety functions of the reactor, and the systems which provide those
functions

- Identification of initiating events
- Determination of success criteria and
- Event tree development.

Once an iitial risk model was established an initial screening quantification exercise was
commenced. Within the screening quantification, iitiating event frequencies and the failure
probabilities of the safety systems were assigned taking into consideration such factors as level
of redundancy/diversity within systems, feasibility of human actions, easibility of recovery ac-
tions etc. From this screening quantification exercise, a ist of risk dominant core damage sce-
narios were derived, which were then re-examined, using specific assessments for the parti-
cular accident scenario. At this stage, the results of the fault tree and human factor analysis
etc. were available and were incorporated into the re-assessment.

In order to structure the analysis within the PSA the initiating events were grouped as follows:

A: Loss of primary coolant

B: Increase in reactivity

C: Failure of support systems (including grid supply)

D: Other initiating events (e.g. reduction in primary flow)

E: External events like fire, flood.

The data utilized in the fault trees came from a number of sources and where possible plant
specific data was used. Where this was not possible generic information from the DIDO
reactor family was utilized to estimate an appropriate probability. he common mode failure
(CMF) probability of redundant systems was evaluated by the so-called factor method with
a fraction of 10 91o of the independent failure rate, in general; only for the CCAs was a specific
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investigation of the CMF probability carried out on the basis of historical failures due to
sticking CCA blade bearings.

Two types of human actions were considered explicitly, both concerned with hypothetical sit-
uations where the automatic safety systems are assumed to have failed. These are: specific
emergency procedures, well defined, and recovery procedures, less well defined. The so-called
THERP model was used for assessing human reliability, taking into account the complexity
and time available for the specific procedure. In general, a lower limit of 1. 10 3 was placed on
the failure probability of any single operator action.

The containment analysis (level-2 PSA) was separated from the level-1 PSA. It encompassed
the assessment of the failure probability of the isolation fnction and the deterministic analy-
sis of the containment behavior and its retention capability for fission products in the most
probable core melt-down scenarios. he fault tree analysis for the isolation function took into
account interdependence with other safety functions, for instance due to common support sy-
stems or due to a common signal of the plant protection system.

According to the objective of the analyses, emphasis was placed on the evaluation of direct
radiation from the reactor hall in the case of a core melt-down accident, since the accessibility
of the periphery of the unshielded hall is a crucial aspect for the feasibility of mitigating ac-
cident measures. The results of the source term estimation for the most probable core melt-
down scenarios were used to assess the radiation exposure in the environment on the basis of
the calculation procedure required for design basis accidents. This pessimistic procedure is
consistent with the objective of the analyses, but contradicts the procedure of a risk analysis.

The full-scope PSA included a number of deterministic analyses in order to clarify the respon-
se of the plant to the various accident conditions and determine the success criteria of the
safety systems 3/ A lot of difficulties were encountered due to the lack of computational
tools and knowledge, particularly in the range of those beyond design basis accidents associat-
ed with damage to the core. hus, some results were based on engineering judgment and
assessments.

4. MAIN RESULTS

Table gives a summary of the main results of the level-1 PSA. The total core damage fre-
quency amounts to 1.5-10-4/a. This value is consistent with the results of PSA for other re-
search reactors like DIDO PLUTO at Harwell and the HFBR at Brookhaven 4/.

The dominant contribution (about 62 %) stems from the so-called interfacing system LOCAs
by-passing the ECCS because the leaking water does not return to the D 20 plant room. The
underlying leak is of such a size that it is difficult to isolate manually in time. Additionally,
there is not enough time for the LWIS to be brought into operation with a high degree of re-
liability. More than two thirds of this contribution is caused by the rupture of a measuring pi-
pe which leads from the primary circuit to instrumentation outside the plant room. The re-
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mainding one third of the dominant contribution refers to a certain leak category within the
D purification plant outside the D plant room. This sequence includes failure of the re-2 2
dundant isolation valves automatically closed in a LOCA. It should be mentioned that the
comparatively high frequency of this sequence is caused by rather pessimistic estimates of
LOCA frequencies for the purification plant, the installation of which outside the D20 plant
room at FRJ-2 is unique for the family of DIDO reactors.

LOCAs combined with the early failure of the ECCS also contribute significantly to the over-
all core damage frequency but they proved less dominant than the NON-LOCAs Without
Scram. This group, as well as the group of LOCAs Without Scram, includes sequences in
which there is a sudden loss of flow because the main pumps are tripped either spuriously or
legitimately. These events normally result only in the demand of the CCA shutdown systen-4
leaving the RSR system without any signal to operate. Common mode failure of the CCA
system will then create an accident without scram, resulting in some core damage 3/ It
should be noted that the integrity of the primary circuit is not affected by the core damage
and remains closed unless the initiating event itself has violated the integrity.

All dominant groups except the LOCAs with early ECCS failure can be reduced in frequency
by minor plant modifications. These modifications are:

Interfacing System LOCAs:

The installation of throttling discs into the measuring pipe and the feedback of pri-
mary coolant leakages from the purification plant into the D20 plant room.

Non-LOCA and LOCA Without Scram:

The additional demand of the RSR system to shut the reactor down in accidents in-
volving an initial loss of flow.

These three modifications would reduce the core damage frequency to about 4. 10-5 /a. Most
of the sequences result in a core melt-down due to the loss of coolant inventory either by boil-
off or by leakage. In both cases, the integrity of the primary circuit is violated so that fission
products are released into the reactor hall where they are retained with a high degree of
reliability. The failure probability of the containment isolation proved to be 7. 10-3 per de-
mand so that the overall frequency of a major release of fission products from the plant is
about3. 10-7 /a after the minor modifications of the plant have been realized.

One of the major findings of the deterrinistic analyses was the fact that core damage
accidents do not cause an overload of the reactor hall. Even if the residual power after a core
melt-down is consumed completely for continuous steam production, the pressure inside the
hall would not exceed one third of the design overpressure. Three effects are responsible for
this behavior, namely te thermal power decreasing with time, the heat dissipation to the n-
vironment increasing with temperature and the leak rate of the shell increasing with pressure.
The quantity of deuterium produced in the event of a severe power excursion is limited by the
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quantity of aluminum available to such a value that flammability limits can only be exceeded
locally but would, by far, not be reached globally.

The qantity of volatile fission products released into the reactor hall in the event of a core
melt-down accident proved to depend significantly on whether or not the release path leads
via the D20 plant room because the room has a good retention capability. his is especially
true of cases where the secondary circuit is still rnning since the heat exchangers provide a
large cold surface area for steam condensation and thus for the washout of volatile fission
products. he LOCAs with early ECCS failure, representing more than 50 of the total core
melt-down frequency after the above mentioned modification, are included in this group. For
iodine, a retention between 87 and 95 depending on the operation of the secondary
circuit have been assessed.

The total escape factor (quantity of fission products escaping into the environment to the
quantity escaping from the core) for 7 days has been assessed to be 42 % for noble gases and
0.11 for aerosols. he dose calculation based on these figures revealed that the effective
dose and the bone surface dose of young children and adults remain in the range of the dose
limits set by the German Radiation Protection Ordinance /5/ for design basis accidents. he
same is tue of the thyroid dose at a distance greater than 500 m (adults) and 1100 m (young
children), provided the ingestion of foodstuff grown in the vicinity is forbidden after 24 h.

5. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT MEASURES

One important accident management measure proved to be the pressure relief of the reactor
tank by opening a manually operated valve in the case of a total failure of after-heat removal
by a loss of forced convection either of the primary or of the secondary circuit. The opening of
the valve is not necessary to avoid a core melt-down accident, but would avoid a plastic defor-
mation of the aluminum tank, which could occur if the pressure in the tank rises to the set
point of the bursting disc in the cover gas circuit. The opening of the valve also facilitates pri-
mary feed by the LWIS and bleed for long-term after-heat removal.

Another preventive accident management measure proved to be secondary feed of the heat
exchangers from the secondary circuit by discharging the water after it had been heated in the
heat exchangers into the sump of the hall. The inventory of the circuit above the heat exchan-
ger level is adequate in combination with heat dissipation from the primary circuit surface for
long-term after-heat removal. Secondary bleed also seems to be an appropriate and simple
measure to remove the residual beat from the primary circuit in the case of a loss of flow in
the secondary circuit. It requires only the manual opening of a vent valve on top of a manifold
in order to let the steam produced in the heat exchangers escape The primary circuit pres-
sure would increase to the acceptable value of 600 mbar.

The LWIS is also very important as a backup system for the ECCS in the case of small
LOCAs or any LOCAs associated with late ECCS failure. Depending on the cooling mode of
the fuel elements, however, it might be necessary to suck off the water from the reactor hall
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into a tank lorry and to re-teed it into the LWIS in order to avoid excess flooding of the hall.

This is only possible as long as the core remains intact. In the case of core damage the ra-
diation level around the reactor hall ight be too high within the first few days (Fig. 3 6/ In

such a case, an unlimited stay is only possible in the adequately shielded emergency control

room and perhaps a short-term stay in its entrance area from where the WIS is initiated.

The shift wl be instructed in the emergency handbook to initiate the LWIS even if a core

melt-down has already occurred since it is expected that the consequences will be initigated

by such a measure. But the quantity of injected water must then be limited to some tens of

tons.

6 CONCLUSIONS

As had been expected when the PSA was commissioned, there are possibilities for accident

management which strengthen the defence in depth of the plant safety systems without any

need for major modifications. The accident management procedures and indicators for minor
modifications arise naturally from those PSA insights resulting from investigations beyond the

original design basis of the plant.

The PSA has revealed the importance of primary feed and bleed for the overall safety the

plant. If this accident management measure were not possible the core damage frequency
would be significantly higher than the value given above. However, the achievement of some

numerical reduction in accident probabilities was not the main intention of the PSA-based ac-

cident management but rather the logical investigation of possibilities with the outcome of

increasing the qualitative depth of defence.
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Table

Core Damage
Frequency

Accident Group Contribution
exist. modif.
Plant Plant

Non-LOCA Without Scram U2 23,8 4
Non-LOCA Without Scram U1 0,2 0,2
LOCA Without Scram U2 4,0 1

LOCA/Interfacing Systems U3 94,8 1
LOCA/Early ECCS Failure U3 16,9 16,9
LOCA/Late ECCS Failure U3 0,5 0,5

Non-LOCA/Early Primary Flow Failure U3 0,5 0,5
Non-LOCA/Late Primary Flow Failure U3 3,3 3,3
LOCA/Primary Flow Failure U3 1,1 1,1

Non-LOCA Early Heat Removal Failure (U3) 3,8 3,8
Non-LOCA�Late Heat Removal Failure (U3) 0,3 0,3

Miscellaneous (U3) 4,4 4,4

Total 153,6 37

Core Damage Frequency by Accident Groups in Units of 110-6 /a

Ul Fast Core Melt-Down
U2 Damage of a Few Fuel Elements
U3 Slow Instantaneus or Delayed Core Melt-Down
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111-9 XA04C 667

NEUTRON SOURCES FOR THE RESEARCH OF

CONDENSED MATTER

W. KNOP

1. INTRODUCTION

(EXAMPLES)
2. NEUTRON SCATTERING

AND INSTRUMENTATION

3. NEUTRON FLUX -- INSTRUMENTATION

4 SMALL REACTORS (GKSS)

5. CONCLUSION

Examples for application

Knowlegde of the structure and dynamics on a microscopic atomic

level is necessary for understanding the macroscopic behavior of matter.

Examples 

Structure Dynamic

crystall structure lattice dynamic

magnetism magnetic excitation

phase transition dynamics of liquids

order disorder molecular dynamic

biological structure diffusion

material

texture

configuration of polymer

imperfection

conduction electrons density

radiation demage

chemical bond distance

Therefore

Neutron scattering experiments are a powerfull technic to study the microscopic

behavior of matter for physic, chemistry, material research, biology ad geolo
gy-
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Neutrons scattering instrumentations

monochromator

elastic scattering Ple

de=tor

triple - axis

spectrometer
monochromator

inelastic scattering

sample

analysing

crystal

QI* de=tor
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Opposition of the different instruments and investigations

investigation instruments
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General opposition of neutron flux and experimental technics

1013 iol.4 1015 iol6

elastic

inelastic

high resolution

instruments

HFR: make it possisible to use advanced diffractometer as for high

energy - and momentum - transfer resolution about magnetudes.

Novel and unforeseen results are expected with these instruments.

short measurement times

more proposales as measurement time

( strong limitation of measurement - times

Therefore we need a new high flux neutron source ANS
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" SMALL REACTORS P < 0 MW

Advantage : No strong limitation of time of measurement as for HFR.

Therefore it is possible to study in detail structure and phase

diagram etc.

Improvement of experimental facilities example GKS5_1

Improvement Gain

reactor

HEU -- > Leu compact core 2

experiment

better selector 1.25

detector electronic 1.2
----------

3

in addition using multi - or area detectors for simultaneous neutron measurements.
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Neue Experimente und neue Neutronenleiter am FRG-1forschungsreaktor
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CONCLUSION

Neutron scattering experiments are a powerful probe

for the study of the microscopic behavior.

Therefor an increasing need of new neutron sources

exist world wide.

For the future, high flux sources are necessary to measure

novel and unforeseen results with high resolution instruments.

Small reactors can be used for extensive and detailed neutron

measurements. The neutrons which are at disposel, should be

effectly used by improvement of the facility.
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ABSTRACT

The morphology and multilayer structure of Ni/Ti supermirrors which were
deposited by evaporation system, have been investigated using neutron
spectroscopy, Heterodyne profiler, TEM, and ESCA profiler. High
reflectivity supermirror >0.90) has been made by restraining surface
roughness of the substrate, and the possibility to make a titanium oxide for
diffusion barrier has been offered. The design of its application such as a
neutron bender and a supermirror guide system applied to irradiation
facility for cancer treatment, will be descrived.

1. Introduction

The concept of supermirrorl which was first proposed by F.Mezei in 1976, is based on
Bragg diffraction by multilayer2,3,4, whose bilayer thickness is gradually changed to enlarge
the critical angle of total reflection and to obtain reflectivity over a wide band of wavelength.
The critical angle of total reflection for natural nickel is 1.7mrad/A, and that of 58N is
2.Omrad/A. The supermirror can extend the critical angle of total reflection 23 times larger
than that of natural nickel. It has the advantage that if the critical angle can be increased by a
factor m then the flux gain at the end of a neutron guide would be increased up to M2. So we
may get heigher neutron flux by one order of magnitude by replacing the existing nickel
guide to the supermirror guide.

It was confirmed at the early stage of superirror development that measured reflectivity
is smaller than theoretical estimation, and it is caused by imperfections which are dependent
on flatness and roughness of the substrate, cristallization in the layer, and inter-diffusion
between layers. In these two decades, many works were made to improve the performance of
supermirror, especially to minimize the imperfections in the layers and obtain high
reflectivity.5,13,14

There are now increasing demands for the multilayer and supermirror in order to
transport, monochromate, forcus, and polarize neutron beam for various beem. experiment
such as neutron scattering, prompt-y activation analysis, neutron radiography and so on.
Recently JAERI has upgraded JRR-3,6,7,8,9 and installed the cold neutron source and the
neutron guide tubes to meat the increasing demands. The development of neutron optical
device and its application has been progressed.15,16,17,18

This paper describes the development of Nirri supermirror at JAERL The morphorogy
and multilayer structure in the supermirror were investigated in order to improve the
performance by various methods of neutron spectroscopy, heterodyne profiling, transmission
electron microscopy, ESCA depth profiling from the point of roughness of the substrate,
crystallization in the layer, and inter-diffusion between layers. We present the design of
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application devices using supermirror such as a neutron bender and a supermirror guide tube
also.

2. Reflectivity of supermirror

The neutron reflectivity of supen-nirror was estimated by using neutron optical method
which was introduced by Yamada et al., I I Schelton and Mika. 12 In this method, each layer of
a supermirror is described by one-dimensional square potential for the component of the
incident plane wave perpendicular to the surface. The heights of the potential is given in a
homogeneous layers by the average value of the Fermi pseudopotential as follows:

2TCh2 pb
= ��

M

where p is the number of atoms per unit volume, b is the average coherent scattering length, h
is Planck' constant, and m is the neutron mass. They are related to the refractive indices of the
layers:

n = (I - k22mV/h2)1/2 = (I - 2pb/Tc)1/2

where is the wavelength of the incident neutron.
Since the conditions of continuity for wavefunction and its derivative are imposed, a

matrix characterizing each layer was obtained. In the supen-nirror composed of N layers, the
reflectivity R and transmittivity T of the multilayer are expressed by the follwing equations:

R = I r 12, T = I t 12 ng/nO

t M � 1 + r

ng i no I - r

N mi Cos njkodj n I sin njkodj
M=Y Mj

J=1 n-Isin njkodj cos njkodj

where no and ng are the refractive indices of the media before and behind the mulilayer

respectivity. nj = (2�2pjbj/n-1)1/2 and ko is the wave vector of the incident neutron
perpendicular to the surface. dj is the thickness of the j th layer.

An empirical relation for the thickness of supermirror was used to calculate reflectivities
of supermirrors which was proposed by Yamada et al.. II The decrements of thickness of
layers are given by,

dj I - dj = A dmax/dj- 1�a, j=2 ...... N;
di = dmax

with dN dmin < dN-I
where dj is the thickness of the A layer, and dmax and dmir, are the maximum and the
minimum thickness respectivly A is the initial decrement and a is the parameter which
deten-nines the distribution of thicknesses.
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3. Supermirror deposition

Ni/Ti supermirror and multilayer were deposited by a vacuum evaporation system with
electron beem gun. Pressure in the chamber before the deposition process is less than lxlO-6
Torr. The deposition process was carried out at 7xIO-6 Torr. The deposition rate was
0.5Asec-1 and are monitored with quartz crystal osillator. Substrates were polished float-glass
300xIOOMM2 and silicon sabstrate. The vacuum chamber has a large volume of 8 cm
diameter and 100cm height.

4. Characterization

4.1 Experimental method

Neutron reflectorrietry
Reflectivity measurements were performed on a time of flight spectrometer installed at the
JRR-3M at JAERL Experiments were done at a grazing angle = JXJO-2 radwith an angular
resolution AO/O of the order of XJO-3 rad and with neutrons of wavelength over a spectral
range of from I to 8A. A schematic diagram of the TOF spectrometer at the JRR-3M is
shown in Fig. I. Beam stopper

Heterodyne 2rofiler chopper Sample

The surface roughnesses of the Slits Slits Slits i
float glass substrates, were ._j 'He detector

measured by Heterodyne _4 Slits
profiler, Zygo5500 which is

Neutron guide tubet h e i n t e r f e r o m e t e r
optornechanical system using
laser. Repeatability and height Fig. I A schematic diagram of the TOF spectrometer
sensitivity of less than IA rms. at the JRR-3M

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
The morphorogy and multilayer structure in the layers were studied using JEM-4000EX, high
resolution electron microscope operated at 4OkV. The lattice resolution is 1.4A, and the
grain resolution is 1.8A. Samples were cut and bonded face-to-face. They were mechanically
polished to around 100�Lrn, and finally perforated by ion milling caused by Ar-spattering .

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis SCA)
Depth profiles of atomic density were studied by using ESCA-850, electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis. Deposited samples were cut by diamondcutter. Cross-sectional samples
5x5mm2 were prepared, and were studied by Ion milling caused by Ar-spattering operated at
1.5kV,25mA. The depth resolution is around 40A

4.2 Experimental results

Surface rou2hness of the substrate

The reflectivity measurements of the supermirror deposited on float-glass substrates
with different surface roughness, were performed on a TOF ectrometer installed at the JRR-
3M. The surface roughness of the polished substrate is 5 IT rms and 30.9A peak-to-valley,
that of non polished substrate is 7.6A rins and 45.4A peak-to-valley, and the, rough polished
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substrate is 10.OA rms and 59.8A peak-to-
valley, measured by Heterodyne profiler. 0
Table I shows the surface roughness of
each float-glass substrate. Fig.3 shows the 0 00.8
estimated and measured reflectivities of the 21 0 5.1 A rms A 

7.6 A rmsNi/Ti supermirrors with 125 layers whose 0.6Q)
minimum width of layer is 75A. a) N 10.0 A rms

The estimation of reflectivity of the m 0-1 I I
supermirror was based on the neutron 0.2 121 1

optical method. In this model, flat surface
was assumed at the interface between 0
substrate and supermirror, and also at 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

interface between layers. The line shows Wavelength ojo A
the estimated reflectivity of the
supermirror with the critical wavelength Fig,3 Neutron reflectivity profiles of the supermirrors
300A, which is as half as that of natural consisting of 125 layers with 2qNi as a function of neutron

�vavele gth. The srface roughness qf each float-glass substrate
Ni. It is almost unity for wavelength lnger is 5.1 '� rins 76 A ms, and 10. A ms.
than the critical wavelength. The measured
reflectivities increase rapidly also at the
critical wavelength. It becomes heigher Table I Surface roughness of the float-glass substrates
with increasing neutron wavelength up to
unity for wavelength longer than the rms (A) P - (A)
critical wavelength of natural Ni. The Polished sample 5.1 30.9
reflectivity of supermirror in the bragg Normal sample 7.6 45.4
peak region, strongly depends on the Rough polished sample 10.0 59.8
surface roughness of the substratum. The
reflectivity of supen-nirror deposited on the
polishd substrate is greater than 90%.

Crystallization

The morphorogy and multilayer structure of the supermirror were observed using
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Fig.4 shows the TEM image for the Ni/Ti
multilayer consisting of 20 bilayers with d=150A near the silicon substrate. The dark layers
correspond to Ni layers and the bright layers correspond to Ti layers. It is seen the Ni/Ti
multilayer had smooth and uniform interface. Fig.5 shows the TEM image for the same
sample which was observed in the upper bilayers. The layer is beginning to undulate with
increasing the number of layers. The d-spacing is maintained, but interface has big undulation
in layer thickness. The crystallization of the Ni layers is observed, and Ti layers shows
amorphous structure with some crystallized regions.

*-ME
;%

Fig.4 Cross-sectional TEM image for the Ni/Ti Fig-5 Cross-sectional TEM image for the Ni/Ti
multilayer near the silicon substrate multilayer in the upper layers
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Inter-diffusion and Oxidation

The depth profile of atomic density for the multilayer consisting of 40 layers with each
thickness of 100A, were performed using ESCA profiler. The multilayers were deposited on
silicon substrates under different conditions of oxygen pressure. For the first sample, pressure
in the chamber was 1IO-6 Torr before the deposition process. For the second sample, it was
jx10-3 Torr because oxygen gas was let in the chamber. Fig.6 shows the depth profile for the
first sample near the silicon substrate. It was seen that the signals for Ni and Ti are clearly
contrasted and in phase opposition, and mixing layer of Ni and Ti is observed in the
interfacial region. It is observed that Ni diffused to the deepest region of Ti layer, and the Ni
content at the deepest region of Ti layer is 20% of that of Ni layer. The signal for oxygen
rises at the beginning of Ti layers. Obviously, Ti oxidized. Fig.7 shows the depth profile for
the second sample. It is significant that Ti absorbed oxygen more than that for the first
sample case, and Ni content at the deepest region of Ti layer is less than 2 of that of Ni
layer.

t-�o N I
F
Z'

T i

Co

CC

.0 Me M.� W.0 �.S ".8 M.8 78.0 W.* A toA MA MA -t1!.G 11�.. 03.8 'N.0 MA

Time of Ar+ ion milling (min) S., -4.. Time of Ar+ ion milling (min)

Fig.6 ESCA profile for the Ni/Ti multilayer Fig.7 ESCA profile for te Ni/Ti multilayer
(d = 200 A, p = l10-6 Torr) (d = 200 A, Po = XIO-3 Torr)

The mul-tilayer consisting of 40 layers with each thickness of 50A, were studied by
using SCA profiler. For the third sample, pressure in the chamber was j10-6 Torr before
the deposition process. For the forth sample, it was I x10-3 Torr because oxygen gas was let
in the chamber before deposition process. Fig.8 shows the depth profile for the third sample.
It is observed that the signal for Ni at the deepest region of Ti layers is half of that of Ni
layer, We can not observe well defined multilayer. Fig.9 shows the depth profile for the forth
sample. It is significant that signal for the Ni at the deepest region of Ti layer is only 30 of
that of the Ni layers. We can observe that the signal for Ni and Ti are cleary well contrasted
and in phase oppsition.

N i

R

T i
att-

(D 0 T iCC 0) .-Cr

.0 4.0 Me 19.0 ".0 MA 36.8 12.6 M. R.A M.6 M..

Time of Ar+ ion milling (min)Time of Ar+ ion milling (min)

Fig.8 ESCA profile for the Ni/Ti multilayer Fig.9 ESCA profile for the Ni/Ti multilayer
(d = 100 A, P = ll(-6 Torr) (d = 00 A, o = xj0-3 Torr)
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5. Neutron bender and Supermirror guide tube

5.1 Neutron bender

A neutron bender using Ni/Ti
supermirror has been desicrned.16,17 The
scheme of a supermirror bender is shown
Fig. IO. The neutron bender can branch off a Nickel guide tube
white beam from the main beam main beam
line, and creat a new beam port for various
beam experiments. The bender using
supermirror can makes radius of curvature to
be smaller, and makes it much easier to Supermirror bender
separate a neutron beam. This bender has
eleven channels which are divided by float
glass plates. Both side of the glass plate are
coated by Ni/Ti supermirror with 3Ni. The
thickness of glass plate is 0.5mm, and te Neutron beam
width of each channel is 2.Omm. The beam
size of this bender is 150mm height by 27mm
width. Total length is 2m, and the exit of this
bender is 28cm distant from the main beam
tube. The characteristic wavelength at the exit Fig. IO General scheme of a supermirror bender
of the bender is 8A.

5.2 Supermirror guide tube applied for
cancer treatment

An irradiation facility for cancer JRR.3NI

treatment based on the Boron Neutron Supermirror guide

Capture Therapy (BNCT),19 has been Beam shutter Removable nickel guide

designed by using Ni/Ti supermirror guide
tube at the JRR-3M.17 Some irradiation
conditions such as thermal neutron flux of 109 Guide tu ne

n/cm2 /s, large beam size, and low S�lelding

background, are required by medical (guide oom) ermal neutron guide

researcher for successful BNCT treatment.
Neutron guide tube can transport low energy
neutron from the reactor to the neutron Beam hall

facilities at distant place, and can reduce the
background of fast neutron and gamma rays. Fig. I General scheme of irradiation facility
So "pure" thermal neutrons are obtained at the for cancer treatment
end of neutron guide tube, it would be a most
suitable neutron field for BNCT treatment.

The outline of the proposed irradiation facility is as follows. A schematic view of a
irradiation facility for cancer treatment is shown in Fig.8. The existing thermal nickel guide
tube of 20m in the biological shielding, guide tunnel, and shielding room, is replaced by the
Ni/Ti supermirror guide tube. The radius of curvature is as same as that of the existing one.
Moter-operated nickel guide tube are set between the supermirror guide tube and the nickel
one. The irradiation space for cancer treatment is set after moving this guide tube.
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The movable element can transport neutron beam to the neutron facilities at the beam hall, if
the treatment isn't done. The unit of supermirror guide is divided into three channels of m
width by glass substrata of 5mm width. The total beam cross-section is 70mm x 200mm.
Background dose is quite low at the shielding room, gamma dose rate measured just by the
side of existing nickel guide was 35OgSv/h at a reactor power of 2MW.Thermal neutron flux
at this irradiation field is expected to be 14 x 109 n/cM2sec-1 evaluated by the NEUGT code.
This facility meet the requirements for succesful BNCT treatment. It would be a most suitable
medical irradiation field for BNCT treatment.

6. Conclusions

The morphology and multilayer structure of Ni/Ti supermirrors have been investigated
using neutron spectroscopy, Heterodyne profiler, TEM, and ESCA profiler. High reflectivity
(>0.90) supermirror can be made using vacuum evaporation system by restraining surface
roughness of the substrate, and the possibility to make a titanium oxide for diffusion barrier
has been offered to improve the performance.

The development of application devices using supermirror such as a neutron bender and
guide tube applied to irradiation facility for cancer treatment, has been progress to meet the
increasing demands and to open up new research areas.
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XA04C1669

REPORT ON THE WORKSHOP ON R&D NEEDS

Colin D. West and Klaus Bbning

As in previous meetings, the R&D needs of IGORR m embers were discussed to
identify common areas in which research work or results might be shared.

Of the R&D needs identified at IGORR-1 and IGORR-11, several topics have been
investigated and reported on by some members. These results, listed in the table below,
have been shared through IGORR and through the normal publication routes.

Topics Investigators

Thermal-hydraulic tests and correlations JAERI, ANS
Corrosion tests and analytical models ANS
Fuel plate fabrication FRM-II/CERCA, ANS/B&W
Fuel plate stability ANS
Fuel irradiations ANS, JAERI, MURR
Structural materials irradiation tests Several groups
Instrumentation upgrading and digital control systems MIT, OSIRIS
Man-machine interface MIT

To the extent that IGORR has been instrumental in helping to identify and
publicize this work, it has perfori-ned a valuable service to the community.

Some of the research issues previously identified still need to be addressed (results
have not been explicitly reported to IGORR meetings). They are shown in the next table.

Topic Organizations needing results

Multidimensional kinetic analysis for small cores ANS, FRM-II, MAPLE
Burnable poison irradiation tests FRM-II, ANS
Neutron guide irradiation tests JAERI, ANS, FRM-Il
Cold source materials irradiation tests ANS
Cold source LN2 tests ANS
Cold source LH2-H20 reaction BNL, JAERI, FRM-11, ANS
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There was considerable discussion of the need, pointed out by Dr. Roegler, for
more information on the accident and safety analysis methods and codes used by the
various organizations in different countries. It was agreed that members will be asked to
provide information on the methods they use, on benchmarking results, and on other
methods of code verification and validation. Colin West will solicit the input, and Albert
Lee volunteered to compile the results. This is clearly a key issue for IGORR to address in
the coming year.

Some other R&D needs identified during this workshop are also listed in the table
below.

Topic Notes

Accident and safety analysis codes and benchmarks IGORR members will be asked
to supply and share
information on the methods
they use

Thermophysical properties of D20 liquid and vapor Riso has prepared a report on
this, with 150 references, and
will publish a heavy water
handbook* in about six months
IGORR members will be
informed.

Chemical and other energy release from core melt Need better estimates of steam
events production for containment and

design (Lee/AECL)
Fission product release from a molten MTR core

Thermal conductivity of irradiated fuel meet Analytical, or better still
experimental, data are needed
(West/ANS)

Tests of cryogenic circulators for single-phase forced-
convection cold source

Flow blockage tests ANS will measure flow and
heat transfer effects in the
wake of a partial blockage and
w'II use the results to
benchmark a computational
fluid dynamics model. Results
will be reported.

We will continue to encourage members to report the availability of research
results through the IGORR meetings and the newsletters.

See attachment I
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XA04C1670
Attachment I

HEAVY WATER HANDBOOK

Evaluatlon of Available Thermophysical Properties of Heavy Water (D20) Liquid and Vapour

Prof Ing. Jan, J, Bukovsky, M.Sc., DCAe.
University of West Bohemia, Plzen, Czech Republic

Karsten Haack, M.Sc.
Riso National Laboratory

POVI Wi'g, cient.ass.
Riso National Laboratory

Riso National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark, August, 1993

Abstract Numerous publications on the thermophysical data of heavy water (D20) have
been published since D20 became commercially available the 1930'es. Some of these data are in
mutual disagreement. This has led to confusion among the scientifical and technical staffs who needed
the information on the D20 thermophysical data.

Comct thermophysical data must be consistent, i.e. their mutual relations musl be in accordance to the
fundamental thermophysical laws. The work behind this publication has been focussed at collecting all
avalilable D20 dala and checking the data mutually by means of these ftindaintrital thennophysical
criteria.

Depending on the variaus production methods, the oxygen content of the D i enriched more or less
in the heavier oxygen isotopes 17 0 and 180. This, together with te amount of impurities and dissolved
gases in the 020 samples of the various references, ]ought - to some extent - explain the discrepancies
between the data sources. Only a few references contain informations on these subjects.

The D20 dala sets which were found to be the most reliable are presented in chapter 9 tables as
well as in diagrams, together with the corresponding H20 data for comparison. The diagrams are

commentted for reliability where it was found necessary.

Furthermore, the publication contains short descriptions on the heavy water sources, availability,
production processes, economy, material and energy demands for production.

A comprehensive list of references is enclosed.
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Attachment 2 XA04C1671

Follo)Am'g presentation as made by Dr. Yuan Luzheng (CLAE, China) at the beginning of
the workshop on R&D needs.

A New Research Reactor Scheduled in CIAE

Yuan Luzheng, Huang Daoli and Kang Yalun

China Institute of Atonuc Energy
Be''ing, P. R. of China

Since 1958 when the heavy water research reactor (HV;RR) first went ctical, two
modifications have been performed on it. The first modification was fmished in 1980 and changed te

of 235Ureactor core into a more compact neutron-trap-type. The enrichment was increased from 2 to
3% but the fuel assembly configuration and uranium metal as the fuel meat was kept the same. The
second modification was done in 1983. It kept the same core configuration but changed the fuel
assembly into cluster type and used U02 with 3% enrichment of 235 U as the fuel.

Obviously, these two upgrades only dealt with the reactor core and were subjected to many
limitations for improving the reactor further. Following the requirements for a more advanced research
reactor possessing higher flux and additional capabilities from various users in China, and HWRR
approaching retirement, China has decided to design and construct a new research reactor. Now,
having made several discussions and negotiations with users in various fields, we have planned to
make a new research reactor with higher neutron flux, for example, x 1014 n/s.CM2 or more.

The new research reactor to be designed will meet mainly two rather different requirements,
radioisotope production and neutron scattering experiments. So, the final design will be a compromise

between these two requirements.

Now we are in the conceptual design stage and two reactors seem to be attractive for us as

our references. One is JRR-3M and the other is FRM-11.

China has got experience in fabricating plate-type fuel but not M'volute-shaped plates. So, if

the involute-shaped plate is chosen as our future reactor's fuel, international collaboration between

China and other countries is required. If standard plate-type fuel is adopted, the core configuration of

It inverse neutron trap" type is to be considered in the following way. For making the core more

compact, there will be no position in the core for control rods and irradiation channels, meanwhile four

lattice cells in the center will be provided for a central control rod with a square shape instead of a

cylindrical one like FRM-11. Fig. I shows the conceptual diagram. In this case, we should use fuel
I I I 1 igh as

with higher enrichment, for example, more than 45%. Also U3S'2-Al dispersion fiiel wth as hi

possible uranium density is to be used.

For both cases, more information and experience on designing a new research reactor are

welcome.

. ...... .............

.. ...... .... ...

..........

...... B e

Hf.

Fig. I Conceptual Design of Cina's

New Research Reactor

(Plate t-, pe fuel)
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. SESSION V

Business Session





IGORR BUSINESS MEETING

Colin D. West

The entire group expressed thanks to our Japanese hosts for the outstanding
organization of this meeting and for the support provided by the Secretariat. Earlier, a
message of thanks for her work on the technical program had been signed by most
attendees and sent to Kathy Rosenbalm at Oak Ridge, whose organization regrettably had
not authorized her attendance at the meeting.

After some discussion, the group agreed that the next meeting, IGORR-IV, should
be held in the United States following the sequence already established of the United
States, Europe, and Asia. In his presentation on the proposed new Chinese research
reactor, Dr. Yuan Luzheng had already offered to host a future meeting.

An offer to organize IGORR-IV in the East Tennessee area was accepted. It was
agreed that the spring of 1995, about 18 months after this meeting, would be an
appropriate time. Past meetings have evolved into a greater proportion of R&D reports as
compared with facility status reports; it is expected, and hoped, that this trend will
continue.

Colin West was unaminously reelected as chairman until the next meeting (author's
note: thank you).

The meeting adjourned, and attendees were taken for a tour of the JRR-3M.
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